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December 23, 1974

Mr. Curtis Farrar
Azsistant Administrator
Technical Assistance Bureau
Agency for International Development
Department of State
Washington, D. C. 2C523

Dear Mr. Farrar s

I would like to express my division's continued interest in
your Office of Nutrition' a proposed reacarch project in Brazil,
"Health and Nutrition ,enefits of Lew or Improved Water jupplies",
managed by Dr. J. P. ioove. As you may know,, the original impetus
for this study arose from aisoussions between Alan Berg of the Bank's
Population and iNutrition Projects Lepartment and lartin Forman of
AIlDts Office of Nutrition. ;taff from this division have participated
In early discussions with Dr. Eeeve about the project and have contri-
buted to the collaborative literature review and recommendations for
research which will be used to define the study. The LanI:T s Central
Projects Staff engaged David B radley as a consultant to -rrite a paper
which, among other thin.s, cormonts on the proposed Ainas Gerais study.
This division has discussed the study with our borrower in l'inas Gerais,
COIAG, the statewide water company, and has communicated to Dr. Keeve
its intention to cooperate with the study in all possible ways. We
certainly intend to continue coordinating the relations between the
study' a staff and COMAG to the extent required.

I understand the next step in the progress of the study is a
formulation of the exprerimental research design. Staff from this
division stand ready to review and advise on this formulatim to
the limits of our expertise in economic and sanitary matters. If
indicated, we can refer any questions outside these limits to others
in the Bank on an informal basis.

Our fundamental interest in the study will remain what it has
been in the past: a desire for more information on the relations
between water, healthand nutrition so we can better justify, select,
and design water supply projects to meet the needs of individuals
in developing countries. 'e have reason to hope this research pro-
ject will gijgficantly contribute ta this purpose.

Very truly yours,

John M. Kalbermatten
Chief, Water Supply and Sewerage Division

Latin America and the Caribbean Regional Office

Cleared with and cc: Mr. P. Geli (PBPDR)
cc: Messrs. Martin Forman, Off1ce of Nutrition, T.A.B., AID

Jack Keeve, Shipman7 rford, Berg, Keare, Reutlinger, Jeurling
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCEASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J.M. Kalbermatten, Latin America & DATE: December 16, 1974

FROM: S.S. Basta Caribbean Projects elf

SUBJECT: Literature Review, Water Supply and Yutrition / r0-V Jc W,.4 ,r O

1. I have received the second draft of the above paper and'
I have corrected some portions which I discussed in detail with
Mr. John all. With the exception of tha points mentioned below, it
represents a significant improvement over the first draft.

2. The first of these points is that the authors should clearly
differentiate between infective and non-infective diarrheas in children
(point c, siuzary and conclusions, as well as pages 3, 10, 11, 20)
including the definition of weanling diarrhea, and mention of the
diarrheas resulting from introduction of new foods in infants due to
subsequent enzymatic or biochemical deficiencies or adaptations in the
intestines.

3. The second, and most important, is that rapid reference should
be made to the many experimental studies which have established conclusively
the relationship between infection and nutrition, instead of relying solely
on the two inconclusive epidimiologital studies mentioned.

4. Thirdly, page 12 needs to be completely re-written, and page 11
modified slightly, because the statements that are made are not in keeping
with nodern scientific or clinical theory. By this I am alluding 1o the
statement (p. 11) (my italics) that "cause of death (from diarrhea) in some
.children may be due to changes outside the intestines such as dehydration
and electrolyte imbalance", and to the section on page 12 which attributes
a certain fixed percentage of water exchange and body water in children with-
out specifying their age or weight, as well as the statement that the complex
organic compounds supplied by food function in the active transport of water.

5. On page 14, attention should be drawn to the fact that it- is
not the comparatively rare phenomena of physical occlusion of the gut with
parasites that represents most of the problems of parasitic disease in human
beings, but rather the bleeding, malabsorbtion, and loss of nutrients associated
with infestation by tiny hookworm, microscopic protozoa, or the larger
roundworms.

6. - Finally, on page 21, the 18th line should be amended so as to
remove the impression that Professors Gordon et al were only studying
nutrition in the Guatemalan studies. They were in fact attempting to
establish the importance of a number of factors in the etiology of infection.

7. WIth these relatively minor modifications, I think the paper will
read much better. r Wall is to be congratulated for his effort and patience
in the pursuit of this difficult literature review.

cc: Mr. ;Wbiss (VP,DPS), Reutlinger (DED), Berg (PNPD), Wall (LAC)

SBasta/gw



December 10, 1974

Dr. Ovjetanovic
World Health Organization
1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland

Dear Dr. Cvjetanovic:

As Mr. Dieterich has indicated to you, the World Bank is becoming
increasingly involved in rural water supply projects, and is facing a
number of difficulties which have long been familiar to sanitary engi-
neers and epidemiologists, including in particular the question of
predicting the impact of such projects on public health.

To help us frame an approach for dealing with this issue, we have
recently comissioned a paper entitled "Measuring the Health Benefits of
Investments in Water Supply." This paper has now been completed and we
intend to send it to a high level panel of experts (about six in number)
for evaluation. Mr. Dieterich has indicated to us that you might be
interested in serving on that panel and we are taking this opportunity
of formally inviting you to do so.

Panel members would be asked to spend two or three days evaluating
the paper in light of the terms of reference given to the author and to
prepare a set of coments on the paper, raising questions or adding
further considerations deemed important by the panel member in reaching
conclusions on feasibility and methodology. It is planned that the panel
members' coments would be received by the Bank by the end of January 1975
at which time we would forward each member's coments to the others for
information. Sometime during the second half of March, a two day meeting
of the panelists would be convened in the Bank. Professor Abel Wolman
will serve as chairman of that meeting and a report would be prepared
reflecting the views of the panel. The Bank would use this report as
a guide in deciding possible action for dealing with the health-water
supply issue.

If your reply to this invitation is affirmative, we will make ar-
rangements with WHO on the terms of your assigrment. We would be happy
to at least pay your travel and per diem costs, and, as noted in our
previous letter to Mr. Dieterich, are quite flexible should other arrange-
ments be necessary.

I look forward to your early reply on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Yves Rovani
Director

Public Utilities Department
cc: Prof. olman
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Dr. (Gj Vtanovi

1211 renea '27

As 11r. Di(tarich has inicatAd to you, the Ycrld Bank is b)cOaMing
inc~r:aingl~y :V -)ved in r .ra atr supy project, and Ia i>cing a
nvu.b.er of dif icultis uhih have long bcen farliar to sanitary engi-

nlKK2X rs i and ids iluinl' in art elr thl ution of
prcting th ~27diact J. _11 projects on public halt.

TO help us r an2_?2Y appronch for dialin with thlis issue, wa have
recently ccarssionAd a paeontitlred ";easuring- thio Ha T,,zz-n, fits of
rlvostfrants in ,atr Suppl-.1 This p Lpcr has now besn corpoletad an.I w

int3n. to sanr_ it to , Ij lvel. panil of expertt (about six in nuxber)
for rA;vabatiun. >r. Dictcr'c.A 1as indicatcd to uts t'at you 00,t b
intirestTd in s .ing on t an a an! W3 are taking tnis opportuni.ty
of forrally in7iting you to d-o so.

Panel mm.bors would be asked t spnd two or taree days 'vuatin
the Tpa1per in light o. the te!rms of rm6roence gziven to the auttor and to
prepare a set of cotents on t-a paper, raisinr qu:stions or aJdin-
furtior com-nsirations dee ir.portanit y th - panj4 mcmber in raciirg
conclucions on feasibility. and r tiod.moy. It is planned that tle panel
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will serve as ciiairman of that ,eetinf am a report woula on pare
raflecting the views of te p The Bank would use this report as
a guide in drciding possible action for dealing with the health-water
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I1 your reply to this invitation is affirmative, we will nke ar-
ranem.ents with 21O on the terms of your assignment. We would be happy
to at least pny your travfl. and pr dien costs, and, as notAd in our

previous lettr to y. D9terich, are quite flexible should.other arrane-
r-nta be necessary.

I look forward to your early reply on this matter. -

Sincerely yours,

Yves Rovani
Director

cc: Psr. Sublic, Utlitie Departent

cc: Messrs. Shi'pma n, TeurLing, Saunders, Warford



Decetwer 9, 1971

Dr. Ronald F. LAyton
Water & Wastewater Technical School

Dear Dr. Layton:

The World Bank has been investing in water supply and waste.
water disposal facilities in a large number of the developing countries
of the world. The objective of this investment has not been only to
provide funds for the construction of the facilities, but also to help
our mmber (vernents iMprove the institutional arrangemnts and the
operation and maintenanc of their system. I need not tell you that
availability of competent staff in the countries is the major obstacle
that stands in the way of rapid iprovemnts in all of these aspects,
and while we have given a considerable inwunt of attention in the past
to training and education, we are rather convinced that much greater
attention mist be given to these matters in the future. It is in this
connection that I am writing you.

I would appreciate knowing what the resources of your facility
may be, both with respect to personnel who might serve in the role of
consultants on certain assigments, and an training manuals and visual
aids which might be adapted for developing country use.

Concerning the first of these, I visualize the approach which
we may talm to be one of going into countries and evaluating training
needs and determning those actions which are appropriate for the par-
ticular country to establish a training program compatible with the needs
and the eaono. Experience in working with developing countries and
competence in languages in addition to English are highly desirable qualifi-
cations for personnel who might be selected for such work. Any comments
which you could make with respect both to personnel in your own facility,
and within the United States who you feel could undertake short term con-
sultantships, would be appreciated.

With respect to actual training operations, it is our experience
that such training is beat done within countries and therefore the use of
existing short courses and operator-training seminars which are carried out
in various countries are not particularly attractive for use with the types
of personnel which we normally have in mid. We feel that it is necessary



to restrict out.-of-country training to the maximm and where eployed,
to confine it only to thosw who Wny be actually engaged in training or
for the highest level professional staff.

We would be interested in knowing whether the courses carried
out by your school are confined to the technical sides of water supply
operations, or whether you do go Into such matters an accounting, and
middle =inage~mnt training. Our interests "xtend from the top managewnnt
down to the lowest levels and incorporate al of the personn1 normally
aosociated with water supply operations, and, therefore, whatever infor-
mation you could give us on your operations would be appreciated.

Thank you for your conents on the foregoing.

Very truly yours,

Hamld i. Shipmn
Water Supply Advisor

'ublic Utilities Departnt

HMhipmanscfa



Deoe r 5s, 197L

Professor Davl Bradley
Iordin Sehool of Hygiene aW

Tropical M)dicirm
loss institute of Tropical IIygiae
Kxgpw Street (3ower Street)
Tomidon, W.C.I.E. 7HT
aglawi

Dear DaviA:

We are saking progross on the arrangamts for the pawl discussion
of your par; the list of participants vill be sent to you as soon as
agrosmant wit all ombers nas been reahed.

In the mianatt, I would lik. to have your respo=* to our letter
of Haymber 1 about the switabUlity of sorn date in larch for your visit
hfre. In came you 4id not receive that letter, a copy of it is attchod.

I ho#e you are enjoying your mw job nA that esatIng is not too
big a burden fr you.

Sin.erely yours,

J. J. WArford
.4oonosie Adviser

Public Utilities DeparUaent

Attachmeert

cc: . auders
Mr. Shipman
Hr. Jeurling

JJWarford :pjk



HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF PREVEIiNTI VE ANI) SOCIAL tFLv(DICINE

25 Shattuck Street
fliston, lassath'ests 02115

Deceiber 5, 19740

Mr. Yvos Rovan i
I) r .Y12c tor
Piblic Utilities Department
In tern ationa l Bank for ReconstroctiOn

and Developmeit
1818 I1 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Rovan i:

I appreciate very tmuch, indeed, your I <I of Novemiiber 261t iii

whichi you invi.Lo me to serve on a anel of exper i t1w evaIuatioii (d

thu paper, "lioa-ring the lthi tll Ielis ol invo ll:t o il WIiter Supp )'.

I am, indeed, honored to be conidered and wiill be hippy Co serve Lo lie

best of my ability.

The only problem that arises is a ratier well cotmmiLted over Ujas

trip from the first of February until the 31st of March. I plan to travel

with my wife to Kathmandu, Nepal, where we have been invited Lo attend the

Coronation of the new King of that country. Also, I have a long standing

commitment at the World Health Organization about the 20th of' Maich for

one week. It would be exceedingly difficult to change cither of these two

commitments.

At present, however, I do plan to be in Iloston steadily until the
first of February and if you send me t he report reasonably soon I shoild be

a)lie tIAo read it with care and suii t ily coiients 1IlforI my depariiitrc

I can well understand, however, that the actual meeting of the panel

and the discussion and interchange among them will be an essential fiatnrc of

the evaluation of the report and if you must meet before the first of Apil

you may well wish to invite another person in my place.

Sincerely yours,

ov~r f
Alexander D. Languir, M.D.

Visiting Professor of Epidemiology

ADL:emd
cc: Prof. A. Wolman

P.S.: For purposes of the record, please note that I am a Visiting Professor

in the Department of Preventive and Social Medicine of the Harvard

Medical School. I do not hold a formal appointment at the School of Public

Health, although I do some teaching there.



Decenber 4# 1974

Mr. R.R. Daddridge
Manager, Training, Certficatimn & 8.fety
?ecmisel Services Branch
mistry of Uffirmment

135 St. Clair A"=nn WaSto Suite 100

,GMi A4V 1 P5
Canda

Dowr Mr, Doddridget

Mr. Brian Grover has been kind enaUh to pass to me your
letter of November 18 and the documents which ym hae forwarded re-
lating to the training progrow carried out by your inistry in the
field of water and wastes. Since the Bank is particularly interested
in assisting its borrowers in the developing couxtries to establish
and carry out training program mu a contiming basis for their water
and wastes permmsl, we have reviewed the infornation which you have
provided with considerable interest. Several questions have been raised
by this review and I would like to trouble you further for same additional
information.

We nte that =aet of the course work as it is reflacted in your
doumaents is directed at the operator level, and presmumahly concerned
with xmicipal water utilities, as contrasted for example with the rural.
Also, it appears that the activities are primarily for technical personel
rather then for training at all levels, including those in the omaercial
and enapgment and. We would welcome infoamation on this point and wr
plans you might hase for expanding this training if our undorstand is
correct.

In countries which do not hem institutIws of higher learning
for training engineers, aootants and financial analysts, the training
will usuall have to be done outside the coumtry. The point is rapidly
reached, however, in moving down the organiaz4an ladder where it is non.
prodactive to send the personnel outside. Then the mas has to be
deternined by which training of lower level staff can be acowplishad
within the country. It is in this connection that we are currently
exploring external resources that me be brought into countries for sors
rapid developwat of their training programs.



Kr. 2.R. rid -2-e er

On of the step. in establishing training program is the study.,
natonally, of the existing facilities, if azy, and of mrne require-
muts, Training needs and the =ana by which such training can be woot
ecanomicanly and effectively carried out can then be defined. In thase
instances whwre rather clearly defined approaches are found which the
cowntry is willing to accept, fuad could usually be provided in car louis
to finance at least som of the preliminary stages of the progran.

The foregoing is given in order to lead up to som of the
questions en which I would lim your view.

1* as your Mmistry done uW overseas work in comnuotin with
training of water and wartes persomel?

2. as it had opportunity to look at a brood progrm approach to
training in a given agency or region, analysing the problem and approaches,
and coming out with specific reeanudatiAw an the n-ws by *dzh the
training activity cam mot effectively be oarried out an a cantining basis?

3. Has it been involved in the training of personnel other than
Oprators, for * bmleookepers assistant accowtawts and lower 10"I
maNgemunt persbmuel

4. Would it bexm the staff that could be na available an oceasion
to aist us on the stu4y of training programs, and later for assisting
agencies in developing countries in the i91amat+on of r1 nd-d prograw?

Ther is a considerable interest at the prswnt time umg a z=ber
of the international agencies for focusing greater attention on rural water
seplies and sanitation. To uhatever extent this interest is reflected in
increasing actions within the developing countries, it will certainly men
that a asiable training effort will be required. I an sure that you are
well acquant.ed with David Hopper who is the President of the Canadian Inter.
national Research mad Develapwmt Center in Ottaua,. His address is Box 85Wv
Ottsa. He is well acquainted with the efforts now being made in eoinection
with rural water supply and it might be useful for you to get in touch with
him, should you feel that the rural water and sanitation training activities
in the international field is an area of interest to you.

On the asvmtion that your staff might have experience in the
international field, or should you decide that this is an area in which you
would Ubeo to becom active, it would be entirely possible from our side to
include makiers of your staff, fron time to time, on missions where training
mw be am of the probleom needing attention. The meas by which this could
be done would have to be explored further, should you hwe an interest.



Hr.oL. R Ma s -3- A 1

W=U4 It be possibis for va to moave a w sm st of thw
traaing documente which you sa*t Mr. (rover? Thu* ym for this fmor
and for the additimal coamut you m hav In oemsetit with the
for'gD1i3 qwwtiow.

Very trwuy youm,

Harold R. Shipaw
Water Supply Advisor

ublio Uti4Utie Departamat

HRShipanscfa

act Mr. Brian Grover (IERD) and Mr. Van Wagenen (IBRD)
Mr. David Hopper, Bo 8500, tta., Ontario, Camda



W 0 R L D HEALTH /ORGANISATION MONDIALE
ORGANIZATION DE LA SANTE

1211 GENEVA 27 - SWITZERLAND 1211 GENtVE 27 - SUISSE
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneva Telegr.: UNISANTC-Geneve

T61. 3460 61 T61ex. 27821

In reply please refer to: W2/86/1 21 November 1974
Priere de rappeler la reftrence:

Dear Ship,

I refer to your letter of 1 November 1974 concerning economic justification
of the health benefits from investments in water supply. I wonder if the
epidemiologist to whom Dr Wolman referred is Dr Cvjetanovic (Yugoslavia)?
He is the Chief of Bacterial Diseases, Division of Communicable Diseases here at
Headquarters, and has an interest in this subject area. He d authored or
co-authored some papers in this area and I am attaching copre of two of them
for your information.

Unfortunately, Dr Cvjetanovic is away from Geneva just now so I am unable
to determine whether his schedule for March would permit him to participate in
your meeting. Presumably the meeting will be in Washington.

The best thing is for you to contact Dr Cvjetanovic directly with your
proposal. I am sending him a copy of your letter and of this for his advance
information.

Insofar as the participation in the meeting by the Division of Environmental
Health is concerned, I consider this possible but cannot give a definite answer
at this time. Perhaps I can be more definite in this regard after your plans
have been firmed up and a definite date has been set. We will, of course, be
glad to cooperate in any way possible.

With best regards, I am,

Yours sincerely,

Mr Harold R. Shipman Dr B.H. Dieterich
Water Supply Advisor Director
Public Utilities Department Division of Environmental Health
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
United States of America

Encl: Epidemiological Model of Typhoid Fever and its Use in the Planning and
Evaluation of Antityphoid Immunization and Sanitation Programmes

Cost effectiveness and cost-benefit aspects of preventive measures
against communicable diseases
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Epidemiological Model of Typhoid Fever
and its Use in the Planning and Evaluation
of Antityphoid Immunization and Sanitation

Programmes*
B. CVJETANOVI,' B. GRAB 2 & K. UEMURA 2

An epidemiological model has been constructed for typhoid fever in a stable population
in order to study the transmission of infection at different levels of endemicity. It involves
a number of parameters representing the proportions of epidemiological subgroups in the
population-such as the susceptible, the infected, and the immune-and rates of transition
between the groups. Numerical values based on available evidence were assigned to the
parameters, to provide a realistic simulation of stable endemicity.

Changes were then introduced in the values of some of the parameters in order to study

the consequences of mass vaccination and improvements in general health conditions and

sanitation, in particular on the incidence of disease.
The model shows that a single mass vaccination reduces the incidence of disease consider-

ably, but the gain is largely lost after a few years. Repeated vaccinations at 5-year intervals
will produce further decreases in incidence, though the additional gain becomes smaller at
each consecutive vaccination.

The model was also used to estimate the possible effect of improvements in sanitation.
The incidence decreases to a new level of stability when the transmission of the infection is
reduced because of improved sanitation. The effect of sanitation is long-lasting and in this
respect gives better results than vaccination.

The simultaneous application of mass vaccination and sanitation gives a cumulative
effect, which in some cases tends to be close to the effect of sanitation alone.

The model was used to forecast the probable effect of preventive measures against
typhoid fever, such as mass immunization and sanitation programmes, on a selected popula-
tion in terms of prevention of disease, as well as in terms of relative costs and benefits.
It provides a useful guide for the rational use of funds and the facilities to be set aside for
typhoid fever control purposes.

Other possible uses of the model are briefly discussed.
The need to adjust the model in relation to specific conditions in the community is

stressed, as is the need to readjust it to take into account changes in the pattern of life and
the natural history of typhoid fever.

Typhoid fever is a public health problem primarily mathematical models for this disease in relation
in endemic areas; accordingly, we have studied to endemic conditions.

* Part of this paper was presented at the Eighth Inter- The model has been constructed with a view to

national Congresses on Tropical Medicine and Malaria, its possible use for forecasting trends of the natural
Teheran, September 1968. Manuscript received for publica- course of infection and the effect of preventive
tion 27 November 1970.

1 Division of Communicable Diseases, World Health measures-vaccination and sanitation-on such
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland. trends. For the sake of simplicity, stable endemic

I Division of Health Statistics, World Health Organiza- .
tion, Geneva, Switzerland. situations were taken as a basis for the model.
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The effectiveness of antityphoid vaccines has been typhoid fever control programme within the limits
evaluated (Cvjetanovid & Uemura, 1965) in con- of their financial means and available facilities and
trolled field trials in endemic areas. The degree of resources.
protection conferred by various vaccines, and
methods of production and testing, have been BASIC EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FACTORS
established (WHO Expert Committee on Biological
Standardization, 1967), as well as immunization For the construction of any mathematical model,
schemes and dosages (Yugoslav Typhoid Commis- it is necessary to establish some basic epidemiological
sion, 1964; Typhoid Panel, United Kingdom factors and parameters as a point of departure.
Department of Technical Co-operation, 1964;
Hejfec et al., 1966; Cvjetanovid & Tapa, unpublished Natural history of typhoid fever
data).

The effect of sanitation has been demonstrated The natural history of typhoid fever is known and

(WHO Expert Committee on Enteric Infections, will not be described here except in so far as it

1964), although the available information does not concerns the construction of the model. Data on the

give a clear idea of the exact quantitative effectiveness natural history of the disease used in the construction

of each particular component of environmental of the model-i.e., incubation period, duration of

sanitation. illness, and relapse, morbidity, fatality, carrier, and

We therefore believe that the essential information other rates-were compiled from numerous studies

is available for the construction of the model, in spite in different countries. It was realized that the data

of certain inadequacies that make it difficult to obtained in one study frequently differ from the

determine exactly each specific factor and parameter results of other studies. This is sometimes t

in the model. For example, the effect of mass result of differences i methods of investigati(

immunization cannot be expressed in simple equa- laboratory techniques, and procedures of data

tions that take into account only the protective collection and analysis, as well as of different

effect of the vaccine and the numbers of people environmental and other conditions. For the con-

immunized and not immunized. There are other struction of the model, it was necessary to take some
factors that influence the outcome of vaccination definite parameters as a starting-point.

programmes-e.g., the sources of infection and routes Some of the prevailing opinions concerning these

of transmission, the size of the challenge dose, and the parameters (American Public Health Association,

degree of exposure of the population. Furthermore, 1965) were critically appraised. Many of the

transmission from the known sources of infection, parameters varied considerably, and it was necessary

sick persons or carriers, to other people depends on to come to some arbitrary compromises in order to

various characteristics of the population such as arrive at definite numerical values to be used for the

state of immunity, food habits, occupation, customs, construction of the model.
and personal hygiene. Some of the basic values that were used are

Environmental sanitation, like immunization, has presented below:
a considerable effect on the control of typhoid fever. Incubation period: range, 7-21 days; mean, 14 days
However, many factors, such as level of education Duration of sickness: range, 14-35 days; mean, 28 days
and economic status, play a role, and make the Duration of relapse: range, 7-28 days; mean, 18 days
effect of specific sanitation measures much more Frequency of relapses: 5% of cases
difficult to determine than that of immunization Proportion of cases: symptomatic (typical, febril,,
programmes. All these factors should be taken into 20%; asymptomatic (and mild), 80%

consideration in constructing and, in particular, in Case fatality rate: 1-10%; average, 3%Carrier rate: chronic-range, 2-5 %.; average, 3 %:
applying mathematical models to specific population temporary (mean duration, 90 days)-range, 7-20%;
groups. average, 10%

It is hoped that the mathematical model will be Incidence in endemic areas: 10-150 per 10 000 popula-
used for determining the probable results and tion
relative benefits and costs of mass immunization and Infection was considered in the light of the
sanitation programmes. An attempt has therefore complex host-parasite-environment relationships,
been made to construct a simple model that will and, as far as possible, from the quantitative point
enable health workers to plan and apply an effective of view.
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The host factor-number and immune status-was febrile and in routine clinical and public health

taken into account in constructing the model as practice would never have been diagnosed as

this factor largely determines actual morbidity typhoid cases (Voina Epidemiologija, 1966). The

rates and levels of endemicity. typical clinical illness, we believe, occurs in only a
In some studies, a relationship has been demon- small proportion (perhaps 20 %.) of those infected.

strated between age, sex, and socio-economic While many studies have revealed that the rate

status and the typhoid morbidity rate; young age of temporary and chronic carriers after an illness

groups, females, and poor people being the most varies, it is usually about 10% for the former and

affected, while women, in particular, tended to be about 3% for the latter (Ames & Robbins, 1943;
carriers for a longer period and were more difficult Vogelsang & Boe, 1948). However, in the older

to cure. These and possibly other factors might be age groups the chronic carrier rate has been as high
important in specific population groups but we have, as 10% (Ames & Robbins, 1943), or even higher
for the sake of simplicity, omitted them in the among those having typhoid concurrently with other

construction of this model. conditions such as schistosomiasis (Saad El-Din

The parasite factor was also considered from the Hathout et al., 1966) and cholelithiasis (Tynes &
quantitative point of view and therefore the simple Utz, 1962).
presence or absence of Salmonella typhi was not the There are other factors that must be taken into

only criterion for determining the risk of infection. account when constructing mathematical models.

The techniques used in some studies showed that For instance, superimposed infections may change
carriers excrete regularly, rather than intermittently, greatly the susceptibility and resistance of the host,

a large and fairly constant number of organisms and thus alter the natural history of the disease.

'Merselis et al., 1964). It seems that persons living Studies in Egypt (Saad El-Din Hathout et al., 1966)
Ader poor hygienic conditions in the vicinity of have shown that the carrier rate or the rate of

carriers are at high risk and frequently contract the urinary excretors of S. typhi among people infected

disease. with schistosomiasis is much higher, and the carrier

Studies carried out on healthy volunteers (Hornick state lasts longer, than among otherwise healthy
& Woodward, 1967) have shown that the ID50 is people. Moreover, the presence of urinary carriers

about 106-107 organisms, and that the ID25 is about in rural areas with much stagnant water and poor
104 organisms. However, people in natural conditions sanitation leads to extensive environmental contami-

are usually infected with a lower dose (Cvjetanovi6, nation and to a high risk of infection. This fact has

1957; Hornick & Woodward, 1967). In most of the to be taken into account when our model is adapted
communities with endemic typhoid, the micro- for use in areas where schistosomiasis is a common

organisms are spread widely by carriers and by disease.
convalescent and sick persons. Accordingly, infection The environment undoubtedly plays a role in the
may under favourable conditions be easily trans- natural history of typhoid fever and it should not be
mitted through contaminated food and water or on neglected, since the risk of transmission of infection
the hands. Infected persons and carriers are often depends greatly on environmental conditions.
found accidentally and Salmonella may be detected There may be a greater risk of infection in certain
in the blood stream of apparently healthy persons specific population groups-e.g., nurses and school-
(Watson, 1967). We have therefore considered that children-owing to the environmental conditions to

Ie parasite is more widely present than might be which they are exposed.
assumed from the incidence of clinical illness. The transmission of typhoid fever varies under

The morbidity rates in communities with different different climatic, socio-economic, and cultural
levels of endemicity of typhoid fever were determined conditions and determines, to a great extent, the
from the available national statistical returns, but level of endemicity and morbidity rates. The rapid
these data were critically appraised in the light of the decline of typhoid fever in the USA during the last
many studies that have revealed much more infection few decades is primarily the result of rapid changes
than was indicated in health statistics reports. in environmental conditions and standards of

For example, among 40 students in an army personal hygiene (National Communicable Disease
school stricken by a typhoid epidemic, 15 had Center, 1967). We have taken these environmental

Salmonella typhi in their faeces and/or blood, but factors into account in the construction of our model,
only 2 had a febrile illness: 2 more had been sub- and have considered them to be the most important
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and decisive factors determining the actual level of for the differences in vaccine effectiveness in the
endemicity in a community. volunteers and the non-volunteers.

There are other possible reasons why the impact of

Effectiveness of vaccines and mass immunization immunization on the natural course of infection in
the community may not in fact follow the straight-

The effectiveness of vaccines was calculated from forward calculations based on effectiveness deter-
the data obtained in various controlled field trials mined in controlled field trials and expressed as a
(Cvjetanovi6 & Uemura, 1965). The degree of effective percentage reduction of the incidence rates. The
protection conferred by the vaccine was taken as possibility that vaccine is less effective for the
being equal to that conferred by the most effective prevention of inapparent infection and its spread
vaccines in the controlled trials. These were the than for the prevention of clinical illness has not been
acetone-dried and heat-phenol vaccines given in fully evaluated in any field trial and we still lack
two doses; however, in endemic areas, similar results reliable information. We did not try to speculate or
could be expected with only one dose (Typhoid Panel, to make adjustments in our model to take this into
United Kingdom Department of Technical Co- account but this may become necessary if further
operation, 1964; Cvjetanovi6 & Tapa, unpublished research brings forth more clear-cut information.
data).

In view of the field experience, it was considered Effectiveness of sanitation
that booster doses of an effective vaccine should be Environmental sanitation-primarily the disposal
given about every 5 years, and this was applied in of excreta, but also water chlorination, food control,
the model. For reasons of simplicity, these factors etc.-when introduced and practised regularly
were applied to a homogeneous population. considerably lowers the level of transmission of

In constructing the model, we did not make infection. The transmission rate or force of infectic
adjustments for differences in the risk of infection could easily be reduced to half its former level by the
and consequently in the expected morbidity rates construction of privies and the provision of sufficient
between various population groups, including safe water (Schliessman et al., 1958; Wolff & van Zijl,
differences between those who did and those who 1969). Environmental sanitation appears to be the
did not volunteer to be immunized. It has been determining factor in the transmission of infection.
observed that, for various reasons, volunteers For the purpose of the model, the introduction of
contract disease less readily and less often than those a specific sanitation programme could be considered
who do not volunteer for vaccination. In one simply as changing the force of infection. The con-
controlled field trial, the typhoid morbidity rate struction of latrines would result in a diminished rate
among volunteers belonging to the control group and of transmission of infection from carriers--e.g., to
receiving placebo was 13 per 1 000, while in non- 50% of its original value-which is supported by
volunteers in the same community it was 26 per 1 000 field observations.
(Yugoslav Typhoid Commission, 1964). The ratio Sanitation campaigns that are not followed by
was thus 1: 2. In the same study, the difference in sustained efforts to maintain adequate sanitary
morbidity rates between volunteers and non-volun- practices may produce only temporary results. How-
teers was especially great among populations exposed ever, when sanitation is introduced together with
to a heavy challenge dose in a water-borne outbreak, health education and improvement of living stand-
the morbidity rates being in the ratio of 1: 11. This ards, the effects tend to be cumulative, resulting in
important fact should not be neglected as the steady reduction of typhoid morbidity rates owin,
immunization of a volunteering population tends to to the decline in the force of transmission of infection.
give results far below those that would be expected
from the application of simple arithmetic. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL

For the above reasons, the " theoretical " effective- FOR TYPHOID FEVER ENDEMICITY
ness of typhoid vaccine, as determined in controlled
field trials, differs from the " use " effectiveness in Structure of the model

mass immunization campaigns. We have taken this The general population was divided into subgroups
into account and have made adjustments on the identifiable in the natural course of typhoid fever.
grounds of field experience (Yugoslav Typhoid The natural history and epidemiological evolution
Commission, 1964; Cvjetanovi6, 1957) to compensate of the infection in the population depends essentially
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Fig. 1. Flow chart for epidemiological model of the natural course of typhoid fever.

on changes in the various classes of individuals over stages (or rate of exit) by a coefficient of transfer,
a period of time. The structure and the class symbols which would represent the relative size of the class
idopted to simulate the dynamics of typhoid fever moving to any other subgroup.
in the population 1 are illustrated in the flow chart
(Fig. 1). Epidemiological parameters and daily rates of change

It is not easy to estimate the numerous rates of The epidemiological parameters involved in the
transition directly from available quantitative present model are specified below. The numerical
evidence. It was found more convenient to consider values of the corresponding daily rates of change are
the rate of transition as the product of the rate of also indicated. They should, however, be considered
change from one stage of the disease to the other as possible values only. Other simulations of typhoid

fever dynamics could easily be worked out with
The movement of births and deaths due to causes other different levels for these quantities.

than typhoid fever is not shown in the flow chart but was An infected person may or may not become sick.taken into consideration in the mathematical expression of
the model. In the present model it was assumed that the same
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Table 1. Matrix of coefficients of transfer Rij

Class Class of destination i
of Total

origin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 - 0.990 0.010 - - - - - - - 1.000

2 - - 0.040 0.950 0.010 - - - - - 1.000

3 - 0.010 - 0.900 0.090 - - - - - 1.000

4 0.100 - - - 0.100 0.100 - 0.694 - 0 .0 0 6 a 1.000

5 0.100 - - 0.200 - - - 0.694 - 0.006a 1.000

6 0.100 - - - - - 0.300 0.600 - - 1.000

7 - - - - - - - - - 0.000

8 0.100 - - - - - - - 0.900 - 1.000

9 1.000 - - - - - - - - - 1.000

10 - - - - - - - - - - 0.000

a Fatality rate is 0.03 of clinical cases. Assuming that 0.20 of classes x4 and xo develop clinical symptoms, 0.006 of these classes are
ransferred to class xio.

dynamics of disease apply equally well to both types 10 years. The daily rate of exit is therefore PR2 =

of infection with respect to the ability to transmit 0.0002740 per long resistant.
the infection to other persons and to maintain or
lose resistance status. In the mathematical develop- Clinical or symptomatic cases. It was assumed that

ment, therefore, these two types of infection were 20%0 of the persons passing through the sickness

treated, as far as possible, as one group, and for period are detected as typical acute clinical cases

convenience the term " sickness " is used below also (symptomatic) (Vojna Epidemiologija, 1966). In this

for asymptomatic infections. study, incidence rate refers to clinical cases only.

Period of incubation. The mean duration was fixed Mortality from typhoid. It was assumed that 30%
at 14 days. The daily rate of exit is therefore PI = of the clinical cases would die from typhoid fever.

0.07143 per person under incubation. Therefore 0.6% of the daily exit of persons in the

Period of sickness. The mean duration was fixed sickness period was allocated to typhoid deaths.

at 28 days for both symptomatic and asymptomatic Natality and general mortality. For simplicity, a
cases. In addition, it was assumed that 5 % of affected stable population was used in the model.1  The
persons would relapse for a mean period of 18 days. annual birth rate and crude death rate (all causes)
Hence the mean duration of the sickness period is were both fixed at the same level of 20 per thousand.
0.95 x 28 + 0.05 (28 + 18) = 28.9 days per case. The daily rates are therefore PB = PD = 0.000054F
The daily rate of exit is therefore PS = 0.03460 per per person in the community.
case.

Force of infection. The risk of transfer of infection
Temporary carriers. The mean duration was fixed to a susceptible individual is proportional to the

at 90 days. The daily rate of exit is therefore PC =proportion of infectious persons in the population
0.01111 per temporary carrier. The permanent and to a factor (RI) that is an expression of the force
carrier can exit only by death. of infection. This factor is the resultant of the mean

Resistants. The mean duration of short resistance values of several parameters: frequency of contact,

was fixed at one year (365 days). The daily rate of
exit is therefore PR, = 0.002740 per short resistant. in An actual example of a growing population is treated

Ththe section entitled " Use of the model for the planning of
The mean duration of long resistance was fixed at preventive measures "
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effective challenge dose, degree of susceptibility, etc. a set of coefficients Rij, which express at each stage
In the present study, the factor RI will be consi- of the disease the fraction of individuals transferred

dered as the main variable determining the pattern of from class i to class j, out of all the individuals
the epidemiological characteristics of the population. leaving class i.
Four different values of RI were successively entered The numerical values of the coefficients of transfer
in the model: 0.0018, 0.0020, 0.0025, and 0.0040 per Ri.j were derived from available epidemiological
susceptible and per infectious person per day. evidence (see Table 1).

It is recognized that many of these coefficients can
Infectiousness. The infectious persons are: a vary over a wide range and that for some of them the

small fraction of the persons incubating the disease, range of variation is not even known. It would not,
the majority of the sick, and all the carriers. The however, be difficult to simulate typhoid fever
relative importance of each class was fixed as dynamics with other values for the coefficients of
indicated in the matrix of coefficients of transfer transfer.
(Table 1). The intensity of infectiousness was
supposed to be constant for all persons in these Mathematical model

classes. The mathematical relationship between the 10
classes of individuals defined in Fig. 1 is expressed in

Coefficients of transfer the following system of 10 equations, where the
All transfers from one epidemiological subgroup to differentials dxi are in fact finite daily increments, as

another are represented in the flow chart (Fig. 1) by all the rates were calculated on a daily basis:

dxi = - (x3 + X4 + X6 + x7) (xi/xt)PJ + (x4R 4.1 + x5Rs.i)PS + x6R 6.iPC + xsRs.1PRi + xQR9.JPR2 +
xtPB - xi(PD - dxiolxt)

dx2 = R1.2(xS + X4 + X6 + X7) (xilxt)RI + x3R3.2PI - x2(PI + PD - dxiolxt)

dx3 = Ri.3(xS + X4 + X6 + X7) (xi/xt)RI + x2R2.3PI - xa(PI + PD - dxio/xt)

dx4 = (x2R2.4 + xsRs.4)PI + xsRs.4PS - x4(PS + PD - dxio/xt)

dxs = (x2R 2 .5 + x3R3.5)PI + x4R4.5PS - xd(PS + PD - dxio/xt)

dx6 = x 4R4.6PS - x6(PC + PD - dxio/xt)
dx7 = x6R6. 7PC - xz(PD - dxio/xt)

dx8 = (x4R4.8 + xsR5.s) PS + x6R6.SPC - x8(PRi + PD - dxiolxt)

dx9 = xsRs.9PRi - xg(PR2 + PD - dxiolxt)

dxio = (x4R4.1o + x5R5.1o)PS

9
where xt = Z xi

1

The annual number of cases is given by the it was suspected that such a system could not be
formula: solved analytically with all mathematical rigour. On

the other hand, the daily changes of the classes xi
2E(x2(R 2.4 + R2.5) + xa(R3.4 + R3.5))0.2 PI are extremely small and can be calculated at high

speed on the electronic computer. It was therefore
where the summation Z is done over 365 days. decided to apply this technique in the simulation of

The annual number of typhoid fever deaths is typhoid fever dynamics.
simply given by the sum of dx1o over 365 days. In order to facilitate their interpretation, the

The above set of equations would constitute a numerical results of computer simulations actually
system of differential equations if the daily rates were produced will be presented here mainly in graphical
replaced by instantaneous rates of change. However, form.
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Table 2. Stable percentage distribution in population classes for different levels of
force of infection (RI). Birth rate and crude death rate are both equal to 20 per

thousand population

Daily force of infection (RI)
Population class - ______

0.0018 0.0020 0.0025 0.0040

susceptible 94.5 84.9 67.3 41.7

incubating non-infectious 0.0244 0.0661 0.143 0.254

incubating infectious 0.00122 0.00331 0.00716 0.0127

sick infectious 0.0511 0.139 0.300 0.534

sick non-infectious 0.00583 0.0158 0.0342 0.0609

temporary carriers 0.0158 0.0430 0.0930 0.166

permanent carriers 0.966 2.62 5.73 10.3

short resistant 0.527 1.43 3.09 5.51

long resistant 3.96 10.7 23.3 41.5

total 100 100 100 100

annual typhoid incidence rate a 12.8 34.8 75.2 133.9

annual typhoid death rate b 4.3 11.7 25.3 45.1

a Per 10 000 population.
b Per 100 000 population.

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO EVALUATION the derivation of a stable situation from another

OF THE EFFECT OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES already known stable situation. It is thought that a

stable level of endemicity can establish itself only if
Stable endemicity the rate RI remains above a certain critical value and

The first objective was to find the set of xi values that this value is a function of the birth and death

that would correspond to a stable endemic situation rates. Further study in this direction might be

for a given value of the force of infection RI; it was fruitful.
then possible to study clearly the effect of specific .
preventive measures imposed upon the stable Immunzation
endemicity. The mathematical model was then used to

Several preliminary trials showed that situations simulate the dynamic changes that would occur in

corresponding to existing levels of endemicity were the various epidemiological categories of the

obtained with the following four values of the population under conditions of stable endemicity if

parameter RI: 0.0018, 0.0020, 0.0025, and 0.0040. mass immunization were carried out.

The percentage distribution of the population in the It was assumed that, by vaccination, a certah

various epidemiological classes, when the stable proportion of the susceptible persons was directly

situation is reached,' are shown in Table 2 for the transferred to the short-resistant class. This pro-

selected values of the force of infection. portion is measured by the efficacy of the immuniza-

It was found that the size of the epidemiological tion, which is itself the product of the immunization

classes was almost linearly related to the reciprocal coverage and the effectiveness of the vaccine used.

of the force of infection RL This fact facilitated Ranges covering the more common values for these
factors, as used for the computation of the resulting

The mathematical problem consists of finding the set of efficacy of the mass vaccination, are shown in Table 3.
values of xi that simultaneously render null all the dxi. The effects of different typical levels of efficacy of
Asymptotic solutions were obtained with the computer by
successive trials covering long periods. mass vaccination are analysed in the present study.
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Table 3. Efficacy of vaccination against typhoid example illustrated in Fig. 3, the long-term gain on
fever for various combinations of population coverage the incidence curve is, after seven inoculations, at

vaccine effectiveness least four times as large as after only one immuni-

Population Effectiveness of vaccine zation.
coverage 0.60 0.90 It is also interesting to observe the effect of

_.__ -_ .7 __.9 _ periodic vaccinations on the carriers. Slight decreases
occur after successive vaccinations, but the movement

0.60 0.36 0.45 0.54 is less and less accentuated, and after the last immu-
0.80 0.48 0.60 0.72 nization the curve sometimes shows a definite

1.00 0.60 0.75 0.90 tendency to the re-establishment of the original level.

Improvements in sanitation

Any improvement in sanitation-mainly the
Single mass immunization. The effects of a single disposal of excreta, but possibly also the provision of

mass immunization on the annual incidence rate safe water, the adoption of hygienic habits, etc.-
of typhoid fever as well as on the various epidemiolo- would result in a decrease in the risk of infection,
gical categories are shown in Fig. 2 for the two as measured in this model by the force of infection
extreme levels of vaccination efficacy (36% and 90 %). RI (Fig. 4).
Separate graphs were drawn for each of the four The shift in time of the size of each epidemiological
levels of endemicity stability (see Table 2). subgroup xj from one stability level to another was

It is clearly seen that the sudden transfer of a simulated with the model.
ertain proportion of susceptible persons to the The thick lines of Fig. 4 show the pattern of change

resistant class has an immediate effect on the of the annual incidence rate (per 10 000 population),
incidencerate (per 10 000 population), the importance and of the percentages of carriers and of susceptible
of the decrease being, of course, directly related to and resistant persons, on the assumption that a high
the efficacy of the mass immunization. It is, however, force of infection (RI = 0.0040) is suddenly reduced,
observed that after this spectacular drop the incidence at the fifth year, to a lower level (RI = 0.0020) as a
rapidly rises and that, depending on the initial level consequence of the reduction in the risk of transmis-
of endemicity, between 50% and 90% of the gain sion.
is lost 10 years later. The speed of the loss is then As seen in Fig. 4, the size of the various epidemiolo-
considerably reduced and the curve tends slowly gical classes will ultimately pass from the initial
to the initial stability level. This fact is believed to stability level to the new, more favourable, level
be a consequence of the delayed repercussion of the of endemicity.
mass vaccination on the carriers (see Fig. 2). The 50 % reduction in the force of infection causes

i .s an immediate decrease in the annual incidence rate
Periodic mass immunization. The results of seven to about 50% of its original level, followed by a

successive mass immunizations carried out at temporary increase, most probably as a result of
intervals of 5 years are illustrated in Fig. 3 for the the slower decrease in the reservoir of infection (see
situation characterized by a low endemicity level the trend of the percentage of carriers in Fig. 4).
IRI = 0.0018) and a medium level of vaccination A long-term decrease is then observed, bringing the
ificacy (60 %)." incidence rate asymptotically to its new stability level.

Repeated vaccinations largely compensate for the
rapid loss in the benefit observed on the incidence Combined effect of immunization and sanitation
curve after each immunization, but it is noted that
the additional gain decreases at each subsequent Fig. 4 also shows the additional gain on the
inoculation. Nevertheless, the long-term level, which incidence of the disease that can be expected from
is established when the vaccination programme is combined mass immunization and sanitation pro-
interrupted, is considerably affected by the number grammes with either single immunization or periodic
of successive vaccinations carried out. In the vaccinations at 5-year intervals. For the present

illustration, the degree of immunization efficacy was

Computer runs were also produced for other levels of fixed at the medium value of 60% and the degree of
these parameters but are not reported here. efficacy of sanitation at a value of force of infection
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efficacy of vaccination: horizontal broken line-stability level; solid curve-efficacy of vaccination 90%;
dashed curve-efficacy of vaccination 36 %.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the effects of single and periodical mass vaccination on the dynamics of typhoid fever;
efficacy of vaccination, 60 %: horizontal broken line-stability level for RI = 0.0018; thick solid line-1 vac-
cination; thin solid line-7 periodic vaccinations.
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50% lower than before the application of sanitary nator and to express, in terms of one currency
measures. Broadly speaking, the results of combined (e.g., US dollars) the costs and benefits that would
measures are quite comparable in the long run with be applicable generally.
those of improvements in sanitation alone. The main (2) So far as sanitation is concerned, the benefits
feature of interest is perhaps that the long-term cannot be limited to its effect on typhoid alone.
benefit of immunization is largely governed by the Sanitation affects other illnesses-enteric, parasitic,
permanent gain resulting from the favourable or skin infections-and leads to a rise in the stand-
change in the force of infection resulting from the ards of hygiene in general, and also brings (as in theimprovement of sanitation. This finding is of great case of water supplies) economic benefits.
importance for the long-term planning of control and, We were therefore obliged to study each country
possibly, eradication of typhoid fever.Wewrthrfeobgdtosdyahcuty

or area separately, applying the same principles but
taking into account specific conditions. The differ-

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL ences between the countries were so great that
IN COST-BENEFIT EVALUATION generalization was impossible.

While the relative effectiveness of various pre- We collected data on costs from several countries
ventive measures is of great practical interest to at various levels of development and with various
public health workers for both the planning and socio-economic systems, and found that they can be
application of such measures, the costs and benefits roughly divided into several categories; for example:
must be taken into consideration in order to make the (a) countries with a subsistence economy, the state
best use of available resources. We have therefore being responsible for the provision of modest health
tried to apply our model to the evaluation of the services;
relative merits of immunization and sanitation in the (b) countries with intermediate economic develo,
control of typhoid fever from the point of view of ment, where the state has a limited financial respon-
costs and benefits. sibility for health matters and services;

Determination of costs and benefits (c) countries such as (b) in which the state has a
greater financial responsibility for social and healthDetermination of the costs of vaccination and matters and services;

sanitation is not difficult. To the cost of the materials (d
(vaccines, syringes, and needles; or latrines, water d) countries with a high degree of economic
mains, etc.) was added the cost of transportation development, where the state has a limited responsi-
and manpower (professional and auxiliary). The bility for financing immunization and treatment of
benefits were calculated as the funds that would typhoid; and finally
otherwise be spent on the treatment of typhoid cases, (e) countries with a high degree of economic
hospital and other expenses, as well as lost wages. development where the state is largely (if not totally)
We did not attempt to cost human lives in terms of responsible for providing free immunization, treat-
money as some authors have done (Rice & Cooper, ment, and wage compensation in case of illness.
1967). In view of this the actual benefits are always Since typhoid fever is endemic and represents a
higher than can be presented by simple financial gains. problem in those countries with a lower level of

There were two main difficulties in the evaluation development (a, b, c), we have limited our study to
of costs and benefits, namely: those categories.

(1) The costs of immunization and treatment of
cases, like other costs, differed greatly from country Use of the modelfor long-term cost-benefit evaluation
to country in view of the different stages of develop- Immunization and sanitation, even if envisaged as
ment of the medical services and the economy and short-term programmes, have a long-lasting effect.
the different socio-economic systems. In some The costs of initial investment are compensated
countries, most of the cost of treatment was borne over a long period of time. For practical reasons, a
by individuals; in others, it was borne largely by the cost-benefit analysis should be considered on a long-
state (social or health insurance, for example). term basis if one wishes to obtain meaningful
As the costs and benefits were differently distributed information.
between individuals and state services, it was In view of the fact that conditions change with
impossible to find a common international denomi- time, the cost-benefit analysis must be re-examined
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7ig. 5. Effect of eight successive mass vaccinations at five-year intervals on the annual incidence of typhoid
ever. (A) = vaccination coverage, 75 %; vaccine effectiveness, 80 %; (B) = vaccination coverage, 50 %; vaccine
effectiveness, 80 %.

from time to time in the light of these changes and miological situation in a small, typical Pacific island
should become a continuous process in the planning with an initial population of about 150 000. The
and evaluation of public health programmes. annual birth rate was taken as 35 per 1 000 inhabi-

tants, and the annual death rate as 8 per 1 000
Use of the model for the planning of preventive population. The annual natural incidence of typhoid

measures fever cases was taken at the level of 7.2 per 10 000
The model can be used for the planning of pre- inhabitants. These data correspond closely to the

ventive measures in various countries and areas only actual situation in Western Samoa and resemble
if the necessary parameters, as described above, are that in some other islands.
known and if the relevant information is collected. The effect of one type of vaccine in two different
Some of the parameters and information may be immunization campaigns with vaccination repeated
available from existing statistical returns and others at 5-year intervals (A = 75 % coverage, B = 50%
may have to be collected in special surveys or coverage) on the population of this island is presented
studies designed for this purpose. in Fig. 5. This shows how the incidence of typhoid

Once the data are available, they can be fed into would decline after immunization and indicates that
se model and into the computer to predict the higher coverage of the population with the same type

trend of typhoid for years to come, assuming that no of vaccine would give better results. The data thus
special preventive measures are taken in the mean- obtained could be used for cost-benefit analysis.
time. The model can also be used to simulate the The cost of immunization could be compared with
possible effect of the application of various immuniza- the benefit derived from savings in the cost of
tion and/or sanitation programmes. On the grounds treating the typhoid cases that would be prevented
of costs and benefits, the merits of relevant preventive by immunization.
measures can be compared and those most suited to The effect of constructing privies is anticipated to
the goals envisaged and the resources available can produce a 50% drop in transmission owing to pre-
be selected. vention of the spread of disease. Even if the effect of

In order to illustrate these uses of the model with privy construction were smaller (e.g., 30%) it would
an example, we shall take actual data on the epide- still be considerable, as shown in Fig. 6, which
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Fig. 6. Effect of privy construction on the annual incidence of typhoid fever. Effectiveness of privy construction
(A) = 50 % on transmission by carriers; (B) = 30 % on transmission by carriers.

presents the effect of a sanitation programme com- definite and continuous downward trend in the
prising construction of privies for the whole popula- endemicity level. It is therefore clear that sanitation
tion over a 10-year period. The effect is long- would give a more permanent effect than immuniza-
lasting and produces a continuous decline in the tion, although vaccination alone, or combined with
incidence of typhoid owing to the gradual elimina- sanitation, might, in the short run, be more effective
tion of carrier-transmitted infection. for the control of typhoid fever.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of sanitation-namely, In the present study, the numerical application of
privy construction-on the incidence of typhoid when the cost-benefit calculation will be limited to three
construction is accomplished over a period of examples of single or combined activities drawn
5 years and covers the whole population (case A). from the situations described above.
This is compared with privy construction over a The cost factors have been determined from actual
10-year period (case B). It is obvious that only a records available for the community and fixed as
small additional long-term gain is achieved by follows:
early construction of all privies. This simulation The estimated average cost of immunizing one
(Fig. 7) shows, as does Fig. 6, that the endemicity person was taken as USS 0.20, while the treatment of
level of typhoid in this community would, as a a typhoid fever case, including the cost of medicz
result of sanitation, begin to decline steadily and and paramedical personnel (but not lost wages),
continuously. The same data can also be used for was estimated at USS 100.00.
cost-benefit analysis. The average cost to the government of constructing

Fig. 8 compares the effect of privy construction a new, satisfactory privy or making sanitary an
alone with the cumulative effect of vaccination and existing privy serving an average of six persons was
privy construction combined, taking into account estimated to be US$ 3.15. This represents the cost of
possible different levels of effectiveness of vaccina- the services of skilled manpower to aid and supervise
tion and sanitation. The effect of sanitation and construction or reconstruction of the privy. Other
vaccination is obviously greater, but a tendency expenses of construction (unskilled labour and
to return to an earlier level of endemicity is obvious material) are readily borne by the population. The
after immunization, whereas sanitation produces a total cost of construction of a new, sanitary privy
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-ig. 7. Effect of rate of privy construction on the annual incidence of typhoid fever. Effectiveness of privy con-
suction: 50 % on transmission by carriers.

excluding unskilled manpower and superstructure of 75 %. of the population would already be offset
was estimated to be USS 5.00. Thus the government's by savings on treatment in a 5-year period. After the
contribution represents over one half of the total third vaccination, owing to the decrease in case
cost of a new privy. The per caput cost of privy incidence, the difference between the cost of vaccina-
construction for the government is about 30.50 as tion and the benefit on treatment is definitely positive
compared with 30.20 for a single vaccination. and the balance is progressively augmented by the

The costs and benefits are presented from the subsequent mass immunizations. One should not
government's point of view, the government being forget, however, that the incidence will slowly
fully responsible for the cost of immunization and return to its initial level if vaccination activities are
treatment of cases, while contributing only partly to stopped.
the cost of privies; the population would provide,
free of charge, the necessary material and manpower Example of costs and benefits ofprivy construction.
for construction of the privies. This example shows the cost of a programme for

The actual computer runs are presented graphically sanitation through the construction or improvement
(Fig. 9), and only final values for a 30-year period of privies. The parametric values and epidemiological

-e given in Table 4. effects of this programme were taken as described
Example of costs and benefits of vaccination cam- in Fig. 6 (line A). Furthermore, it was assumed that

paigns. In the first graph of Fig. 9 (left), the cost of there was a necessity to rebuild or to make sanitary
vaccination and the saving on case treatment are all the privies required by the population, the cost of
cumulated over time for an immunization programme material and manpower being borne by the popula-
corresponding to the situation illustrated in Fig. 5 tion and the services of a sanitary inspector being
(line A).1 The cost of the first mass immunizations provided by the government. The programme would

cover a 10-year period and would then continue at a

That is, vaccination at five-year intervals with an reduced rate to satisfy the needs of the annual
80 % effective vaccine of 75 % of a community affected by a population increase.
typhoid endemicity level of 7.2 per 10 000, the initial size of Fig. 9 (centre) shows that the savings resulting
the population being about 150 000 and the natural annual
growth 2.7 %. from the reduction in the number of typhoid fever
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Table 4. Summary of the costs and benefits expressed in US S of various different typhoid control programmes
over a 30-year period in a population and under conditions characteristic of a Pacific island

Cumulative cost of treatmentCumulative cost of typhoid cases a Balance
Activity between cost

Wistutinthout Wih Benefit on and
Vaccination Co strtion Total cost With treatment benefitof privies activity activity cost

vaccination, single 21 924 - 21 924 477 900 367 300 110600 + 88 676

vaccination, repeated b 1B8 305 - 1B8 305 477 900 161 100 316 800 + 128 495

privy construction - 166 149 166 149 477 900 219000 258 900 + 92 751

vaccination c and privy construction 145 632 166149 311 781 477 900 93500 384 400 + 72619

a The values shown when divided by 100 give the respective numbers of cases.
& Six successive mass campaigns at five-yearly intervals.
C Five successive mass campaigns atfive-yearly intervals.

cases grow slowly during the early years of the the most favourable balance does not necessarily
programme, and that the balance between the cost correspond to the greatest benefit as expressed in
of privy construction and the benefit on case treat- terms of saving on case treatment. In fact, as
ment starts to be positive only after 20 years. It expected, the most substantial benefit results fror-
should be observed that such a programme would combined immunization and sanitation, althouL
ultimately lead to the eradication of the disease and the balance appears less satisfactory because the
thus provide an important and definite benefit (see cost of this policy includes an expensive initial
Fig. 6). One should also take into account the investment in privy construction.
beneficial effect of privies on other intestinal infec- It must be emphasized that these examples-limited
tions and the saving in lives and wages. by necessity to a single community in a developing

country-considerably over-simplify the economic
Example of costs and benefits of immunization and and financial treatment of the actual health problem

sanitation combined. The last example illustrates the and the strategy of control envisaged; for example, no
impact of the combined strategy indicated for line B allowance was made for interest on investments, for
in Fig. 8. The cumulative cost of the five successive changes in absolute and relative costs of immuniza-
mass immunizations and the construction and tion, privy construction, and treatment that would
improvement of privies (government contributions occur in the lapse of time, or for numerous other
only) is presented in Fig. 9 (right), which also shows factors.
the corresponding benefits on case treatment expected In the preparation of control programmes
from this programme. With the numerical values numerous other possibilities arise in different com-
given to the parameters in this example, it is only after munities and conditions. These could be analysed
25 years that the balance between cost and benefit be- in a similar way. If, for example, the construction
gins to be positive, but in the meantime the disease of privies proves unprofitable from a cost point i
would have been reduced to a considerably lower view for the government, when the government
level than by any of the other control programmes. responsible for the total or even half of the cost of

The costs of vaccination and/or sanitation and the construction, it may prove profitable if the population
benefits obtained from savings on the treatment of contributes 2/3 or 3/4 of the cost. When the proposed
prevented cases corresponding to the above three programmes, because of relatively high costs and low
examples have been consolidated for a 30-year benefits, prove unacceptable to the health authorities,
period in Table 4. In addition, the first line of the simulation would make it possible to explore
table shows the cost and benefit estimates correspond- alternative more beneficial approaches.
ing to a single mass vaccination campaign with the There are a number of economic and other
same parametric values as in the first example of factors not applied in the above examples that could
Fig. 9. The last two columns of this table show that be taken into account; for example, the secondary
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effects of control measures against typhoid fever, The model has other uses, such as the prediction of
such as the effect of sanitation on the control of future trends of typhoid fever and the requirements in
other enteric infections and intestinal parasites, or the material and manpower for specific control projects.
effect of this control on the development of tourism. We used the model in this way by applying recent

The above examples of cost-effect and cost- typhoid fever morbidity data from certain countries
benefit analysis showed that in a community resem- and simulating present trends. Comparing data
bling the population of Western Samoa, immuniza- obtained through the model with actual incidence in
tion and sanitation would give essentially the same the countries studied, we observed a regularity and
results for about the same cost and that in selecting parallelism in the declining trend. However, in
the most suitable control programme both would Great Britain, the natural decline was recently much
have to be considered in the light of local conditions. slower than the model had predicted. On checking

A close inspection of local conditions in Western this discrepancy it was found that the majority
Samoa revealed, however, that the various districts of the recent cases of typhoid fever in Great Britain
of that country differ greatly in respect of incidence were imported or occurred among immigrants.
of typhoid fever and availability of water (necessary The trend towards eradication of the disease shown
for the functioning of water-sealed latrines-the by the model was therefore not borne out by fact.
only satisfactory type of privy for these islands). However, eradication would still be possible if cases
Moreover, it was found that the cost of vaccination and carriers were no longer imported into the country.
against typhoid fever could be significantly reduced This theoretical exercise demonstrates how the
if this antigen were combined with other vaccines model could be used to explore the possibilities of
(DPT) given to children. Such combined vaccination eradicating typhoid fever in a country and to deter-
vould cover only the younger age groups, as these mine the factors to be taken into account should
,re the only ones to receive DPT; however, it is eradication be the aim of the health authorities.

precisely the very young age groups that are at
highest risk of typhoid fever. Furthermore, in view DISCUSSION

of the serious financial limitations, the priorities in The typhoid fever model that has been developed
the control programme were determined, but the represents a simplified natural epidemiological
final analysis and plan of action demonstrated that process. Nevertheless, it could be used in its present
the programme could be carried out all over the form for drawing up long-term public health pro-
country without any appreciable increase of the grammes concerning, in particular, the use of both
Government's budget (but with continuing interna- vaccines and sanitation for control. Whenever this
tional assistance at the existing level), model is applied to an actual population, it is

In some districts with a water system, sanitation necessary to keep in mind the factors (mentioned in
alone was shown to be the best long-term proposition the introductory paragraphs of this article and in the
for controlling typhoid fever, while in other areas, section on epidemiological factors) that have not
where incidence was very high and running water not been included in the model. These factors differ from
available, vaccination was obviously of considerable population to population. They should first be
benefit for a certain period of time until a water evaluated and then, if necessary, introduced accord-
supply system and sanitary privies could be built- ing to their relative merits and importance.

It could be argued that such planning was possible Knowledge of the number of carriers in a popula-
'-rlier even without the help of a model. While there tion is helpful in determining the dynamics of

,s probably some truth in this, there is no doubt that typhoid fever and will differ by age groups according
the model made it easier to prepare a sound pro- to the past incidence in these population groups.
gramme. The above plan for typhoid control at pres- When most carriers are aged it should be expected,
ent forms a part of the national health programme. if other factors do not change, that they will be

OTHER USES OF THE MODEL eliminated by death, and that a somewhat more
favourable level of endemicity will be established.

So far, the examples have shown how the model However, it should be mentioned that many elderly
can be used to simulate the effects of preventive carriers represent a particular risk for the population
measures and to analyse their costs and benefits, and since their standard of personal hygiene tends to
how it can assist in the planning and evaluation of deteriorate and they thus become a dangerous
typhoid fever control programmes. source of infection.
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An increase of population under favourable certainty the degree of effectiveness in practice of any
environmental conditions should also lead to an one of numerous sanitary measures or of their
improvement, particularly if the new generation is combinations: the effectiveness may be affected by
immunized. Where unfavourable conditions exist, additional health education and by changes in the
an increase of population may lead to a deterioration, standard of living.
owing to overcrowding and general lowering of A combined immunization and sanitation pro-
standards of living, sanitation, and personal hygiene. gramme, while not much more effective than sanita-
The growth of population should therefore be tion alone, is indicated, in particular, in cases of
considered in the light of other pertinent epidemio- disaster when disruption of the normal sanitary
logical factors. installations and measures occurs and maximum

There are numerous other factors that may also protection is required.
have an important impact on the incidence of typhoid We have limited ourselves, in this instance,
fever-e.g., natural calamities, superimposed infec- primarily to evaluation of the effect of immunization
tions such as schistosomiasis, and changes in food and/or sanitation programmes on the natural course
habits and standards of hygiene. It is the task of of typhoid in an endemic community, but other
epidemiologists and public health workers to evaluate preventive measures could also be evaluated by use
these factors critically and to use the mathematical of the same model.
model creatively in practice. The model could also be used to evaluate theA few other factors should also be kept in mind, relative costs and benefits of immunization and/or
such as timing of the immunization campaign and ete mests and b s sani zation and
selective protection of groups at high risk. The other measures such as sanitation, treatment and
effect of mass immunization, as shown by the model, isolation of cases, and treatment of carriers in various

is of only a temporary nature. However, if it is economic and epidemiological circumstances and k

repeated at the proper intervals and on sufficiently different levels of endemicity.

large portions of the population, immunization will The effect of employing vaccines with increased

lead to a definite decline in the endemic level of the potency or the effect of immunization of increased

disease. It must be realized, however, that while a numbers of people in the campaigns can also be

more potent vaccine and a greater number of investigated. Finally, the model could be used for

immunized persons signify a lower incidence of operational research in the evaluation of various

disease, they also mean an increased number of public health programmes in terms of their costs and

susceptible and a decreased number of resistant benefits, thus ensuring that the programmes set up
persons in the population. In practice, this means give the best results possible with the financial means

that once an immunization campaign has started it available.

is important that it should continue if the gains made No attempt has been made at this stage to deter-
are not to be lost, since the carriers not eliminated by mine the optimum use of funds for typhoid control
immunization represent a constant danger of further in a wider public health programme, since it is
spread of infection. The effect of mass immunization difficult to evaluate all the economic and other
campaigns should not be over-estimated as is often consequences of an effective typhoid control or
the case. Immunization campaigns have only eradication programme. This would involve a
temporary effects and, in addition, have other complex study of balanced economic and health
limitations as mentioned above. development and detailed cost-benefit analysis (

The effect of sanitation is more spectacular and numerous interrelated activities in the field 6'.
permanent. However, it is difficult to determine with health and other spheres.

RtSUME

MODALE tPIDEMIOLOGIQUE DE LA FIAVRE TYPHOYDE: SON EMPLOI DANS LA CONCEPTION
ET L'PVALUATION DES PROGRAMMES DE VACCINATION ANTITYPHOIDIQUE ET D'ASSAINISSEMENT

On a construit un modele 6pid6miologique de la fievre representant les proportions des divers sous-groupes
typholde en vue d'6tudier les modalit6s de la transmission 6pid6miologiques de la population (par exemple: sujets
de l'infection A diff6rents niveaux d'end6micit6. Le receptifs, sujets infect~s et sujets immuns) et les taux de
moddIe met en jeu un certain nombre de parambtres transfert d'un sous-groupe A un autre. Afin de simuler
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avec le maximum de r6alit6 une situation endemique des conditions d'hygibne, en contrecarrant la transmission
stable, on a attribu6 aux parametres une valeur num6- de 1infection, ambne l'incidence A un niveau stable plus
rique bas6e sur les donn6es actuellement connues. On a bas. Cette action est durable et, A cet egard, l'assainisse-
ensuite modifi6 les valeurs de certains parametres de ment donne de meilleurs r6sultats que la vaccination.
fagon A 6tudier les consbquences de la vaccination de Le recours simultan6 i la vaccination de masse et aux
masse et de l'amblioration des conditions d'hygibne mesures d'hygiene a un effet cumulatif qui, dans certains
gbnerale et de l'assainissement, en particulier sur l'inci- cas, se rapproche de celui qu'on obtient par l'assainisse-
dence de la maladie. ment seul.

Le modele montre qu'une vaccination de masse unique On a aussi tir6 parti du modele pour pr6voir les r6sul-
entraine une baisse tres notable de l'incidence, mais que le tats probables des programmes de lutte antityphoidique
b6nefice de l'opbration est en grande partie dissip6 apr6s dans une population donne, non seulement en termes de
quelques ann6es. La rbp6tition des vaccinations h 5 ans pr6vention de la maladie, mais aussi en termes de cofit
d'intervalle a pour effet de r6duire encore l'incidence, et de b6n6fice relatifs. La m6thode s'avere utile lorsqu'on
mais le gain additionnel obtenu par chacune d'elles d6sire utiliser de maniere rationnelle les cr6dits et les
s'amenuise de plus en plus. moyens de lutte.

Le modble a 6te utilis6 pour &valuer les consbquences D'autres possibilitbs d'emploi du modble 6pid6miolo-
6ventuelles des mesures d'assainissement. L'am6lioration gique sont brievement 6voquees.
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Cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit aspects
of preventive measures
against communicable diseases

B. CVJETANOVIC

Man has the right to expect that the resources he has created will be put to the

most effective use for his benefit and well-being, including his health. For this
purpose, the discipline of health economics has been developed, and methods
such as cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis, devised by economists for

other purposes, have come to be applied in the field of health.
The available financial and other resources of any community are insufficient

to meet the many health, educational and other requirements for improving

the standard of living. Thus there is a need for the use of cost-effectiveness

analysis in the planning and delivery of health services in order to achieve the

highest attainable level of health with the available resources. Cost-effec-

tiveness analysis may also be applied to achieve the most efficient allocation of

resources for the control of communicable diseases.

One preventive measure may not only prove to be more effective per unit

cost than another (in the sense of protecting more people at risk per unit of

resource) but may also bring more economic benefits if that protection results

in greater productivity. Cost-benefit analysis can theoretically be used,
therefore, to show whether implementation of a given preventive measure has

brought, besides benefits in health, an increase in production which may in

turn be used for further improvement in health and/or a rise, in the general

standard of living. Clearly health is one aspect of welfare and the problem of

any government or planning authority is to determine the most efficient alloca-

tion of resources for the improvement of welfare. It is thus important to

establish the indirect effect of health expenditures as well as the direct or

immediate effects. This is always exceedingly difficult, conceptually as well as

practically.
Without a detailed account of the costs and benefits of an investment in

health and a similar account for any alternative investment, a scientific decision
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on the use of resources for the health services is impossible. Furthermore,
those responsible for such a decision have to take into consideration basic
philosophical issues and political concepts, the aims of the community, and the
responsibilities and rights of individuals, including the right to health-and
none of these variables are readily quantifiable. As concepts and socioeconomic
structures vary greatly from one community to another, there is no single
approach to the problem of determining the relative importance of health and
the ways and means of achieving the desired level of health in given conditions.

There is, however, one basic element common to all systems and concepts:
once the priorities and aims in health have been decided upon, the allotted
budget must be used in the most efficient way, in order to minimize cost per
unit of 'health care' achieved. The purpose of this chapter, accordingly, is to
discuss ways and means of making the best use of resources available for the
promotion of health. I shall ignore the unquantifiable aspects of different
socioeconomic systems, and their respective merits and disadvantages for
health. These are indeed of great importance, but at present we lack a
methodological framework to do them justice.

PREVENTION OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

Before cost-effectiveness analysis can be applied to preventive measures
against communicable diseases, the aims and role of control of these diseases
in the promotion of health must be specified. It is customary to assess morbidity
by measuring the frequency of diseases in the community, and that of in-
fectious diseases in particular. The disadvantages and fallacies of this method
are obvious. The effect of infections on health could not be measured by the
incidence of infections and frequency of illness and death alone, even if exact
data were available. Morbidity and mortality figures are inadequate for the
measurement of the numerous deleterious effects of infections on the functions
of various organs and of irreversible damage leading to the impairment of the
normal physical and psychic adaptability of individuals to environmental
stress. Various disabilities caused by infectious diseases (less obvious than, for
example, paralysis resulting from poliomyelitis) reduce the level of health and
well-being, creativity and productivity to the detriment of the social and
economic progress of the community. Since our knowledge of the biology and
pathology of infections is still too incomplete to allow a full assessment of their
effect on health, it is difficult to estimate the benefits derived from the preven-
tion of communicable diseases. These important limitations must be kept in
mind in further considerations of the problem. If an enteric infection results in
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malnutrition, or vice versa, the ill-effect of such a combination may be much
more serious and longer lasting than that of the infection alone.

It can be asked whether preventive measures against infectious diseases can
be considered as capital investment in the same sense as, for instance, a road
or a hydroelectricity scheme. Can cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis
serve as a guide in deciding the best way to invest efforts and resources so as to
obtain a lasting improvement in health and an overall improvement in general
welfare?

Cost-effectiveness analysis requires exact data on the costs of preventive
and curative measures and on the impact of these measures on mortality and
morbidity. While costs can be relatively easily determined, the assessment of
the effectiveness of preventive measures is a considerable problem, for, by
definition, exact data on the effects on health and the economic effects of the
prevention of disease cannot be obtained.

The data demands for cost-benefit analysis are even greater. For how can
we determine the full economic benefits resulting from a given change in mor-
bidity and mortality patterns? The usual, but very crude, approach, developed
originally in quite different contexts, is to sum the earnings-streams that have
been made possible by the improvement in health and then discount these to
derive an aggregate net present value. There are many objections to this
technique, the details of which need not detain us here. It is enough to note
five main difficulties:

(i) We do not know with any precision the earning-streams to be discounted.
(ii) The discount rate is important but arbitrary.
(iii) The benefits (and costs) included are only the direct ones; the benefits

do not include the multiplied effects of the earning (and expenditure) streams.
The costs do not include those associated with a higher rate of growth of
population.

(iv) No economic benefit is attached to social variables, such as the saving
of a mother's life.

(v) This technique assumes that a given health programme is an investment,
to be judged by the same criteria as other investments. But a preventive (or
curative) programme has a large (perhaps predominant) element of present
consumption. This can theoretically be fitted into a cost-benefit model but we
then need to know the value of that present consumption. This poses immensely
difficult problems which an earnings-streams approach misses.

For these reasons it is more sensible, if less satisfying, to put prime emphasis
on cost-effectiveness and regard cost-benefit analysis more as an invitation to
review health expenditures in a broader perspective than as a call to analytical
rigour-a call to which, at the moment, we cannot adequately respond.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES

The effects of preventive measures are best ascertained by controlled field
trials," but few of them have actually been evaluated by this method. Most
of the vaccines in current use have been subjected to field trials, in which
their preventive effect has been assessed by comparing the incidence of illness
in an immunized and a control group. However, as the exposure and in-
fectious dose vary under different conditions, one cannot be sure that in other
trial populations and circumstances the effect of such measures would not be
different. It was found that the incidence of some infections, such as enteric
fevers, differs greatly in volunteering and non-volunteering populations, being
considerably higher in the latter.3 The actual effect on the overall incidence of
infectious diseases of mass vaccination campaigns based on voluntary partici-
pation may therefore not be as good as one might assume from the protective
effect of vaccination in controlled field trials where both the control and the
vaccinated groups were volunteers. This indicates that, even with such measures
as vaccination with a vaccine of known potency that has been well studied, it
may be difficult to ascertain the effectiveness of the immunization programme
and consequently to make an accurate cost-effectiveness analysis. Much less
exact is our knowledge of the effect of measures such as health education, or
general education, or cultural background, or socioeconomic status and other
factors, which may play an important role. It has been shown that healthy
living habits (regular sleep, regular meals, weight control, active sports and/or
exercise, no [or moderate] drinking, no smoking [or little, without inhaling]),
which are believed to be due to a higher level of education and the specific
attitude of some groups of people, result in a higher level of health and longer
life expectancy.2 A preventive measure may be more effective among such
people than in less health-conscious groups of the population. Since health is
more fully attained by health-conscious individuals, health education makes
preventive measures more effective, and in fact should be an integral part of
disease control programmes.

Because the effectiveness of preventive measures is related to educational
standards, measures that require the active participation of the population,
such as sanitation and personal hygiene, may be less effective in developing
countries with low levels of education than in developed countries. In develop-
ing countries such measures are not only less effective but also, as a conse-
quence, relatively more expensive per unit of 'output'. An underprivileged,
illiterate and poor population is likely to benefit relatively less from a given
set of preventive measures than would a better-off and better-educated group.

However, in developing countries where there is a high incidence of infectious
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diseases, preventive measures will greatly reduce their frequency. That this
will bring economic benefits is certain, even if those benefits are not scien-
tifically quantifiable. As the incidence decreases, so the efforts and resources
needed to reduce it still further will increase. Finally, at a certain point, it will
be very expensive to maintain a low level of incidence of infectious diseases
that cannot be eradicated. For eradicable diseases, the need is to establish the
cheapest and speediest way to achieve eradication. Again, economic benefits
will flow from eradication, perhaps particularly in the longer run.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS AND COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

The common theme of cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis is that
each tries to establish an optimizing pattern of expenditure. In the former, the
intention is to minimize cost per unit of health output (however that may be
defined); in the latter, it is to minimize cost per unit of economic benefit. Both
therefore require detailed data on costs and both require that we know the
physical results-short-term and long-term, positive and negative-of a given
programme.

As an extension of cost-effectiveness methods towards cost-benefit analysis,
we have developed a simple method, using nomograms,1 0 which indicates
whether expenditure on prevention would be compensated by savings on the
treatment of cases. For this purpose, it is necessary to have data on the costs
of preventive measures and treatment, as well as on incidence.

This method is based on a comparison of the cost of treatment and the cost
of prevention of one case. Accordingly, it is possible to ascertain whether at a
certain level of incidence it is cheaper to treat or to prevent infection. The
consumption effect of prevention should also be taken into account, as we may
assume that any community will be ready to spend some of its resources purely
for health and well-being. However, in the search for a more effective and
economical use of resources for preventive measures, we leave the consumption
element aside and consider only the direct relationship between costs of
treatment and costs of prevention.

As an example, a nomogram of the cost-benefit balance of immunization
against typhoid in developing countries is illustrated in Fig. 1. This presents
graphically on log-log paper the relationship between incidence (abscissa), cost
of treatment (ordinate), and cost of immunization (450 slope line). These
relationships have been developed from mathematical formulae'" which show
that a point of equilibrium or indifference (i.e. when costs of treatment are the
same as costs of prevention) can be defined as
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FIG. 1. Nomogram for determining the cost-benefit balance of immunization against typhoid,
using an 80% effective vaccine giving immunity lasting for five years, and assuming costs of
immunization of US $0.2 and $0.4 per head ($0.04 and $0.08 per head per year).

= C, 1
Er i

where Ct = cost of treating one case
C, = cost of vaccinating one individual
E, = vaccination effectiveness

i = incidence of cases.

By solving this equation for given values of C, and plotting the values of i and
Ct, we can demonstrate 'profits' and 'losses' for various values of Ct and i.
The area below and to the left of the given 45* indifference slope line represents
loss, while the area above and to the right of the line represents benefit. Accord-
ingly, the data (collected from several countries4 ) show that, at a cost per head
of vaccination of US $0.04 per year (calculated on the basis of costs of vaccine,
manpower, supplies and transport, and a duration of immunity of five years)
and with 80% effective vaccine, there will be neither an economic loss nor a
gain from immunization in Yugoslavia at an incidence of 15 cases of typhoid
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per 100 000 population and a cost of treatment of US $360 per sick person.
In Western Samoa (at a cost of treatment of US $100 and an incidence of 75 per
100 000 population) there will be a benefit if the cost of immunization per head
is US $0.04 and a loss if it is US $0.08. In Mexico and Ceylon vaccination
seems to bring no economic benefit because of the extremely low cost of
treatment and low incidence. However, the low cost of treatment also means
a low level of health services and a high fatality rate. There is probably also
much under-reporting of typhoid in these countries. One should not draw
the conclusion that immunization in these developing countries is not beneficial
because treatment facilities are poor and the reporting system inadequate.

Many other aspects have to be taken into account in the evaluation of
immunization programmes. 4 Immunization procedures may be rendered less
expensive by technical improvements such as (a) adjuvant vaccines; (b)
combined vaccines; (c) larger vaccine containers; (d) smaller doses; (e)
speedier immunization by jet injectors; (f) better use of transport and man-
power; and (g) selective immunization of high-risk groups.

There are other even simpler, but still valuable, ways of calculating the costs
and benefits of immunization programmes1 3 than the nomogram method.

The simple nomogram method for determining the cost-benefit balance is
limited by the fact that it permits only short-term analysis, namely of the situa-
tion at a given moment, and does not take into account its possible evolution.
For this purpose, epidemiological models should be used, such as those we
have developed for typhoid5 and tetanus,' and similarly for cholera and
cerebrospinal meningitis. These epidemiological models of acute bacterial
diseases permit projection and simulation of the natural evolution of the in-
fection as well as the results of long-term control programmes. Thus, when the
incidence and costs of treatment and prevention are known, the relative
effectiveness of various preventive measures can be ascertained and the most
effective and least expensive measures selected for implementation.

As an example, the results and cost-benefit balance of three different control
programmes for typhoid have been simulated and are presented in Fig. 2, which
is based on actual data from Western Samoa. The figure displays the cost and
effects of a long-term programme of (i) immunization (consisting of 75%
coverage with an 80 % effective vaccine, every five years); (ii) sanitation
(construction of privies for the whole population during a 10-year period);
and (iii) immunization and sanitation combined (i + ii). The results of (i)
and (ii) are similar, but the simulation shows that sanitation, because of its
cumulative effect on the amount of infection and the relatively low cost of
maintenance in comparison with the high maintenance cost of immunization,
should be both more effective and less costly in the long run.
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plans for the future. Other models have been used for similar purposes, for
example, for allocating resources for the control of tuberculosis. 9"

DISCUSSION

Techniques of cost-effectiveness and, in the limited sense intended in this
paper, of cost-benefit analysis have reached a fairly advanced stage of develop-
ment and can be used in the planning of disease control programmes. Although
certain methods are simple and only approximate, they nevertheless have
considerable practical value because they do not require much mathematical
knowledge or expensive computing equipment. Other modelling techniques
that require electronic computers are evidently more sophisticated, particularly
in their ability to handle long-term variables, but may not be accessible to all
health workers and health services.

The accuracy of all these approaches depends on the accuracy of the basic
data on costs and on the effectiveness of preventive measures. We must con-
stantly bear in mind the frailty of our conclusions; much careful and critical
study is needed to ascertain the real values of such approaches.

In spite of the advantages that are being derived from cost-benefit and cost-
effectiveness analysis and other similar procedures used in health economics it
should not be forgotten that although economics now play an important role
in life, human health should not be unconditionally subjected to the verdict of
economic and financial analyses. Humanitarian principles demand that man
be treated as a human being and not as an economic unit or monetary value.
Some attempts to assess the value of human lives" for the purpose of cost-
benefit analysis, if pushed to the extreme, could lead to the dehumanization of
medical services and society. Ultimately, an individual who happens to be
unable to provide financially for the preservation or restoration of his health,
and for whom the community (on the basis of cost-benefit arguments) is
unwilling to do so, may be deprived of his fundamental right to health. There
are limits to what can be achieved in health, as in other fields, but let us set
these limits in accordance with humanitarian rather than economic principles.

CONCLUSIONS

Cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analyses facilitate the proper use of
available resources in health programmes. They permit selection of the most
effective and least expensive control measures so that human rights in health
are more quickly and more efficiently attained, and therefore should have a
prominent place in health planning.
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Discussion

Potts: I do not follow the logic of Dr Cvjetanovid's concluding remarks. As
a doctor I feel that one of my responsibilities is to use available resources to
the greatest effectiveness. I do not look upon cost-effectiveness analysis as
something which economists force upon the medical profession but as something
which we are obliged to use in order to help the greatest number of people,
with the available resources. I can press for greater resources, but I have to be
a realist, and I accept that I won't be given all the resources I want. I do not
see the conflict with human rights which has been implied. I often find, when
I visit developing countries, a terrifying misuse of available resources to the
detriment of the community, and I feel that if we had more analysis we might
not make so many mistakes.

Cvjetanovi6: There is a 'conflict' between different areas and branches
within the total system of health services, which are competing for the same
funds. One wants to know which area can use the funds most effectively and
to the best advantage of the health of the community. Certainly we find in
every community that the actual needs and the rights which people want to
attain are far beyond the available resources. So within the field of health
there is a dilemma: for example, should we let a man die of cancer in order to
save a hundred children from diphtheria?

Potts: The answer to this would be an unequivocal yes.
Cvjetanovi6: The second dilemma is that economists tell us that health will

continue to receive a certain small percentage of national income. Yet large
sums are being spent in providing television, say, or armaments. This is
another area of conflict.

We know that we must make the best possible use of the funds allocated for
health, but it is difficult for the doctors to say what this allocation should be.
This decision should be left for the community itself to decide-because if we
propose any ceiling we have accepted the limitation that will prevent somebody
from achieving health aims that he may consider very important. Therefore
the population itself should decide on the priority that it wants to give to health.

C. Elliott: In Fig. 1 (p. 192), Dr Cvjetanovid illustrated his technique by which
he can tell whether or not a programme is worth mounting, from the cost of
vaccination and the cost of treatment. I would have thought that one also
needed data on the incidence of treatment before one could draw any con-
clusion from the data presented, because one cannot assume, as this technique
does, that everyone who contracts the disease is treated. Almost certainly a
small proportion only of those who contract the disease are treated. So I
would doubt whether those three bits of data are adequate.
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Secondly, and more fundamentally, the argument was made that if one can
show a saving to be expected as a result of a particular programme, then the
programme would be beneficial to the country. That is correct. But it does not
follow, as Dr Cvjetanovi6 seemed to imply, that the programme should be
carried out. An economist would need to be convinced that this was the most
beneficial use that the money could be put to. There may be many other pro-
grammes in health, in environmental engineering, in sanitation or water supply,
which would have a higher return than this particular programme. So this
rather limited approach would not convince economists that a programme
should be implemented. One would need to look at a series of other possibilities
before that choice could be made. Economics is a science of making rational
choices and, therefore, one needs in theory (one seldom has it and that is why
economists are using these techniques less now than in the past) a list of
possible projects among which to choose what seems to be the most beneficial
one. I am delighted that the medical profession is asking the question that
Dr Potts is putting, of what is the best use we can make of the available re-
sources, because this is a question that would be very easy to avoid, and has in
the past sometimes been avoided; but I would argue for a very careful applica-
tion of economics in the approaches that are developed.

Cvjetanovi6: Our nomograms have of course only limited use, namely to
provide information about the most beneficial use of funds allocated for health
services, and therefore they cannot give an answer to the complex problem of
the best economic uses of the total national resources.

White: Cost-benefit analysis in the public sector was first and most extensively
used in the management of water resources, and from that experience, which is
now a somewhat jaundiced experience, there are lessons that can be pointed
out.

Cost-benefit analysis in a way is like a blunt scalpel: in the hands of a
poor surgeon at a provincial hospital it can perform monstrosities; in the hands
of a very skilful person in the most auspicious circumstances it may serve the
public good. One way in which cost-benefit is susceptible to misuse is in its
failure to specify the assumptions that are ploughed into it. An assumption
just noted is that all viable alternatives have been examined. Usually this is
not so; there is some arbitrary selection of alternatives and the others have
been ignored. Another assumption is that certain kinds of action will neces-
sarily follow, for example the auxiliary activities related to an irrigation project.
It is assumed that these will be put into effect. Often they are not, and the
anticipated flow of impact doesn't materialize. Again, it is often assumed that
people's attitudes are equivalent to their behaviour, but if there is anything we
know from behavioural sciences it is that you cannot equate attitudes with
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behaviour. And one is finally concerned with behaviour-what is done-rather
than with articulated aspirations or preferences.

The second thing we can learn from the application of this technique is that
there is a mystique of quantification; by and large, modes or attributes that can
be quantified are given a different kind of weight from those that cannot be
quantified. This shows itself in several ways. If some ingenious person comes
up with an estimate of the value of the human life, for instance, there is a

tendency to fasten on to that figure and use it. Then if someone can't put a
value on human misery, it is given a value of zero. When we come to the matter
of quantifying anticipated impacts, we run into extreme difficulties of multi-
variate analysis, as exemplified by the report' 7 on the impact of schistosomiasis
among certain groups in St Lucia, where after considerable investment of
money and time it was concluded that there was almost no perceptible or
quantifiable impact of schistosomiasis on income in the population studied.

The third lesson that we can learn, especially from water management, is

that finally the decision is a political one. It is a decision of the responsible
political agency as to what are the values that this group honours and wants to
advance. In this regard we have to be very careful that the benefit-cost and

cost-effectiveness analysis illuminate and help to clarify that basically political
decision rather than constrain it and force it into an arbitrary mould. Bearing
all this in mind, can we think of cases where there has been an exemplary
application of benefit-cost or cost-effectiveness analysis in the public health
sector, with a thorough progression from scientific observations to economic
analysis to its application to a real public decision?

Llewelyn-Davies: An example (not in the field of health) which is probably the
most heroic, conscientious and thorough example of cost-benefit analysis ever
made was the attempt to select the site for a third London airport. This

analysis cost a million pounds, took two years, and included the quantification
of items such as pulling down a Norman church and losing a wild-goose breeding
station. The report eventually came out and recommended a particular site;
the choice was then reversed by the government, who chose a different site.

The moral is that when one looks at methods of quantification or distrain of

benefits and costs it is useful to step back from one's technique and ask oneself
whether, if this was presented to a political debate at an appropriate forum in

parliament or to a community, it would carry conviction. If the answer is
negative, it is probably not a good technique!

Bradley: I would like to pursue this one stage further back, to where we
formulate a problem, and the picture we present to ourselves of it, if we are on

the medical side. I am concerned by the way in which mathematical techniques
are used. Dr Cvjetanovid gave two examples: the first was the nomogram,
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and I think this has the rather wider implication of treating variables as con-
stants. In other words, if one presents to an economist a choice between the
present cost of treating tetanus and of the vaccination programme, one is
implying that there are only two possibilities whereas, as Gilbert White has just
said, one needs to look at other possible situations. Thus if in fact all the
babies with tetanus who receive treatment are nevertheless dying, then at least
one other choice is not to spend money on treating people who are going to die:
look after them, but not at that expense.

When we come on to more complicated mathematical models within the
health field, such as the effect of providing privies on the amount of disease in
the second example, it is important that we treat these models as hypotheses.
In medicine I can't think of any major mathematical model of any complexity
which has proved really useful as yet; this is not because the approach is un-
sound but because the techniques haven't been developed far enough. At the
moment a mathematical model is a hypothesis, not a self-evident statement of
what must follow.

Cvjetanovi6: Mathematical models of epidemics have been developed
primarily to study the natural course and the effect of interventions such as
preventive measures, and to simulate the effect of various control programmes.
They have been used for cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis subsequent-
ly in order to assist in studies of health economics, but since they have not
primarily been designed for this purpose they of course often fall short in giving
answers which would satisfy hard-boiled economists! Yet in the practice of
health planning, these models are being used every day more frequently.

Wiener: We have been talking about a number of different mathematical
approaches, with some danger of confusion. Three basic approaches have been
mentioned: the cost-benefit approach, the cost-effectiveness approach, and
mathematical models. They all have their place, but we should keep them
apart. The cost-benefit approach comes in in cases where simple benefits can
be satisfactorily expressed in monetary terms. This approach may be a satis-
factory way of choosing the best of two alternative means of reaching such
simple objectives; however, it does not result in an optimal solution of how to
use an allocation of funds in order to achieve broad and complex health ob-
jectives. The difficulty with the cost-benefit approach is that the most important
things, in life and in projects, are usually the unquantifiable ones, and since we
cannot introduce them into our cost-benefit calculations, either the method
breaks down or we have to quantify unquantifiable variables in a very subjective
way.

When we move to cost-effectiveness we operate within a much more general
framework, comparing various ways of reaching broad goals (like improving
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health) that we cannot express in terms of economic benefits but can quantify
by using non-monetary units of benefits, such as lives saved. This approach
can, for instance, be used for optimizing the use of funds allocated to a health
department.

Mathematical models are another kind of technique based on selective
mapping of the interrelationships between the several variables of a system.
They can be used to evaluate the outcomes of alternative strategies. I do not
think we have the data yet for this much more sophisticated approach in the
context of health measures.

Finally, a comment not directly connected with evaluation procedures. I
think the political process is a much maligned process; in my experience, many
bad decisions attributed to the political decision-making process were due to
bad professional advice. If badly advised, the political process makes bad
decisions.

Burton: It seems to me that making political decisions, or the choices of the
kind we are discussing, is often a very embarrassing exercise, because the choices
are unpleasant and they often imply negative things in one direction as much as
they do positive things in another. It is, therefore, tempting to go through
these kinds of quantitative analysis because they provide a useful peg on which
to hang the unpopular aspects of a political decision. They can form an excuse,
because the person who is put in the unfortunate and uncomfortable hot seat of
making that choice has a rationale that he can present. If it happens to coincide
with what we might otherwise decide as being good judgement, that is very
well, and perhaps it is helpful and constructive; but if it constrains and acts as
an impediment to good judgement, instead of as a support to it, it can be
dangerous.

The title of Dr White's paper (pp. 35-51) included the phrase 'good or right',
and this made me wonder what the boundary is between a 'good' and a 'right'
and when we should think of something in one category rather than the other.
I took his remarks, at least in relation to water supply problems, to say that
here was a point at which we should take something that we have been accustom -
ed to think about in one category and put it into another, and perhaps it is a
question of the appropriate time at which to do this. After all, if we had done
a benefit-cost or a cost-effectiveness analysis of the institution of slavery a
hundred or 150 years ago, we would probably have been able to convince
ourselves that slavery was a good allocation of resources and that abolition
was a foolish thing to do. Perhaps we have arrived at the critical moment for
some of the provisions of health care and environmental engineering invest-
ments at which we can consider these no longer entirely as questions of the
good, but as matters of right. If we do that, we would gain the advantage of
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mobilizing a certain spirit-the way in which we go about things-which would
have beneficial results in terms of the energy and enthusiasm that can be
brought to bear on these problems. If we remain at the stage of agonizing
about the allocation of resources, and saying 'it is a good, but how good is it?',
we shall be involved in a great deal of concern and analysis but make very
little progress.

Evang: Professor Burton's point is highly relevant. We know that the use of
certain economic techniques in the field of medicine is declining, because it is
the process before the Ministry of Health gets its money that is the important
one. Economics may be the science which enables us to make a rational choice,
but Dr Burton is reminding us that before the allocation is made to health,
you should try to force your way into the decision-making process. You need
the enthusiasm to fight for the largest allocation, and you do not do that
through economic techniques but because of your firm belief in the right of the
human being to be healthy.

Bradley: It is important to stress that though some economic techniques are
being applied less to medicine now, the use of mathematical models, which are
ways of handling the technical complexity of, for example, a particular disease
or group of diseases, is increasing. Such models allow one to tackle processes
of great complexity, though too little has been done for them to be of much
practical use yet.

Llewelyn-Davies: There is in fact an increasing sophistication in the develop-
ment of quantifiable ways of displaying some of the choices which come

before society; some of these are developing in other fields than health, such
as the 'robustness' theory in decision-making, 15 but might well be applied in
this area. Very often when one is dealing with social systems one cannot
define the goals, as one can for situations such as putting a man on the moon
or defeating a nation in war. With social systems the goals are often contra-
dictory and there is a trade-off: the more you have of one goal, which is a good
one (perhaps even a right), the system may be such that you have less of
another. There are quantifiable ways of showing the trade-off between the
goals.'

Wiener: There are now techniques available by which to optimize program-
mes with two or more objectives. One can list various solutions that are
characterized by specific levels of achievement of objectives and then select
from this list the most appropriate solution according to one's judgement;
every selection represents, of course, a set of trade-offs between objectives.
This approach relies in the final analysis on subjective judgement, but it forces
the planner to scan all eligible alternatives and to compare trade-offs before
making that final choice.
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Liewelyn-Davies: However, that kind of formulation polarizes the situation
into a part of a problem which is quantifiable and another part which is removed
from quantifiable consideration. This does not take account of the dynamics
by which the thought is developing in these areas.

C. Elliott: There are indeed a whole series of new techniques which might
be useful; but having said that, one also has to say that all these techniques
depend on the quality of the data, and in the past we have suffered from not
having an adequate data base with which to do anything at all sophisticated.
What depresses me, visiting Third World countries, is how little effort is being
devoted to getting data that could improve the decision-making process,
whether those decisions are made by doctors, economists or politicians.

D. B. Jellife: Any final judgement will inevitably be made on the com-
bination of quantity, which is measurable, and quality, which may not be so.
I have always felt this myself and am encouraged to hear the same thing from
more numerate people. For instance, in doing a survey in the field, one cer-
tainly has to measure the prevalence of the condition, say malnutrition, but
one has at the same time the qualitative input of what one sees in a village,
without which one cannot apply any of one's results adequately. Another
example is on the microscale of the paediatrician in a developing country who
is faced with problems of children coming into the ward. He can work out the
cost-effectiveness, if you like, of the use of the beds, and he must do so; but
ultimately he has to come to a decision which balances cost-effectiveness and
his value judgement as a physician in relation to other factors; and it always
is a balance between these two.
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Dear Jeremy,

Many thanks for your letter of October 8th. I sent the
missing pages of chapter III.from Geneva in Charles Weiss's
luggage and trust it reached you safely.

Whilst in Geneva I got Abel Wolman to have a look at the
paper - it arose out of a discussion on another topic -
and he didn't take strong exeption to it. He had a number of
comments which I note here:-

p..9. he felt that 'comfort' should be added to 'health'
in first line. He was thinking of lice and fleas.
I had subsumed these under 'health' but if you
think the Bank staff might not, do add the extra
word as the concept was in mind.

n.12. ipder item 14 Ahel Wro1mqn Wqq nf the irier that
engineers got taught epidemiology (at Johns
Hopkins). I'm sure his students did, but most
elsewhere get taught an incomplete and inadequate
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sort of epidemiology and certainly lack the
sense of a population',,which is more a way

of thinking than set of facts.

p.14. line 7. Probably a rhetorical overstatement
somewhat, or rather, the taction' is optimal
allocation of.scarce funds.

p.31. option II. Wolman queries 'standards of
pollution' as a term, and has a fair point,
but provided it stays in context the use
here seems fairly clear. Howeve-r, readers
of our book tend to ascribe to me wilder ideas
than I actually hold and we need to be careful
about this.

p!36. some query about onchoceriasis and getting
bitten near sources, but this is the case in
some endemic areas (as on Mount Elgon), though
probably less so in West Africa. Wolman supports
bottom line of p. 38 - 'rather unusually', probably
with W. Africa in mind, and queries my 20% on
p.39.

p.65. line 10. After 'high mortality rate' add 'untreated'
as of course with adequate treatment it is low
no1T .

p.86. in the list onchoceriasis should perhaps be in
brackets. This got dealt with first in chapter III
and therefore most thoroughly and may appear to
the reader as more closely related to domestic
water than is the case.
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p.95. query over the relative poverty of the rural unsupplied
people. I've put it as 'if we assume': no doubt
some facts could be acquired in the field one way
or the other.

p.112. bottom line but two. There is an "i" missing in
"individual".

I'm pleased that'Prof. Wolman seemed reasonably content
with it overall.

Appendix B is mostly written but the-rest of the paper is
largely independent of it so please don't hold things up for it.

The Geneva meeting was an interesting experience but less
than satisfactory in. relation to its aims. It was very nice to
meet Charles Weiss and Harold Shipman from the bank: they were
such different and interesting people that meeting them was one
oTfibstparts of the meeting. Do give them both my very
warmest greetings.

I trust that you flourish. Do come to the Tropical School
next time you're passing through London and let me know where
you want the report cutting or amplifying. It's important to
omit chapter III on first readingn

I enclose the completed form for 'hich many thanks. As I
haid no ZecCrtary inSepLember I've'paid out approximately 140
to typijig agencies and postage on the report. Do I look after
this or is it a separate item?

All good wishes.

Yours sincerel[,

Enc. David Bradley
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A. Al-Kkfaji

Solid Waste Processing and Diaposal - Draft Report

I reviewed the draft report prepared for IBRD by Messrs. Julbert
Association Incorporation on Solid Waste Processing and Disposal and
following are some comments. The report is confined to review of the
state of the art analysis and the conclusion section was not included
in this drafts

1. The report provides very limited information, particularly cost
figures, from developing countries. The Bank and WHO have ben in recent
years associated with solid waste projects in Singapore, Indonesia, Yugoslavia,
Turkey, sto. and it will be desirable to present some of the relevant data
from these studies.

2. It is not clear whether the figures on capital and operating costs
cited in the report are up-to-date cost estimates or figures quoted in the
studies referensced. If the latter is the case then it would be necessary to
indicate the dates for such studies to *bow the relevancy of the data.

3. In discussing sanitary landfill, the possible utilisation of the pro-
cessed solid waste or the completed landfills need to be discussed. High
density bails have bew used in Japan as building blocks and compacted bails
with asphalt coating are being used in few countries for land reclanation.

4. The report does not address itself to the problems of leaohate pro-
duction and snission of methane gas from sanitary landfills. The effects of
these by-products need to be discussed and available methods of treatment
with cost estimates should be provided.

5. In discussing incineration, the report could elaborate on the achievements,
problans and experiences of the Eropean cities who have aocumulated a long
operating experience in this field. The report could further give indication
if there are economies of scale with this process and outline specific para-
meters that are likely to make this process more economical such as city sise,
urban character, availability of siergy sources, ete.

6. The chapter on resource recovery is quite good and well presented.

7. No economic comparative study of alternative solid waste disposal methods
is presented. One can understand the complexity of such study as it has to assess
capital and operating costs of waste disposal, transportation and resource re-
oovery. However, the report could detail a guideline for conducting such study
which would be very beneficial to IBBD engineers in reviewing or preparing
consultants' terms of reference or in the evaluation of studies. The guideline
should detail the methodology of a ost/benefit analysis, identify quantifiable
parameters and develop comparative indices for such studies.
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8. Based an the consultante .xperiqnce and overall review of the
literature, the report oould dentiif methods that are particularly appli-
cable to developing couitria.

so: Measrs. Haynes
biMpman

Grover
(bagrove
MacWlliam

itoellar

003 E ENA File
Division File
Chren. File

AALKAFJIism



September 24, 1974

Mr. frak Butrico
Director, rivision of Envirantal Health
Pan hArioan Health Orgaisation
525 23rd Street, N#W.
,JAMIWr0ON -2.L.
20037

Door Franks

I am enclosing a draft of a paper prepared for us by Oilbert
ASRCiates on the State of the Art in Solid Ikste Processing .1nd !Aposal.
We have asked that particular attention be given to the enrgy recovery
aspects and to certain criteria which night be used to alert internal

personnel that opportunities exdst which maY JuStiy studies on feasibility
of heat recovery.

Ow of the areas which is a bit thin in the draft report onCeXn7
availability of accurate data from the developing areas. We would qppreciate
having someone, perhaps Mr. adbeiro, review the report and give us cemnt
which can be taken into acoomt in preparing the final report. If during
this review any data and informtion is available to you which might be
incorporated with that now presented, we wmld appreciate )mnuing of it.

Thank you very rich for wW views ymusy offer us c4=erning the
draft.

Very trohj YOus,

Harold R. Shipmsn
Water Supply Advisor

Public Utilities Departnt

HRShiptun: cfa
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Mr. id-chard V. Valia
Projeet zgner
Solid Waste DepartmWs
hivir ant+- aLvizio2
Gilbert Astoaiatet, Inc.
Znginwern and jowultants
P.O. 1jax 1498
"DIG9ro PA. 19603

Dear .1r. Valira

T'hiD will Ocknowlsde Your letter of ,eptember 18, 1974 and the
ten copies of the draft report on Solid Waste Prtwessing and Llsposal.

As I iftdiestod to you by telephwne an Fridayr September 20, I an
distributing the rwport to various mwemr of our staff who am re e dge1gbjs
in the field, mW as soon as I have their coawmts these will be onolidated
and at that time I would belie" that a meeting such am you suaest with
*r. TImdorf -nd yourself would be advatageoua. Tau wV therfore expect
to hear frca me Instime in the not too distwit future in caomoction with the
seting.

Very truly ur",

Harold i . Shipman
Vater Supplv Advisor

Public Utilities Oupartawnt

HRhipMancsfa
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Loan 763-TU - Part of the proceeds are being employed to train
Turkish engineers in the use of computer methods for the design of trhns-
mission line towers (category 'b' of memo).

(Source: J. N. M. Green, EMENA Projects) -

Ecological reconnaissance and selected ecological studies were
carried out satisfactorily by the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok,
for the Quaeyai project (Loan 977-TH).

(Source: E. A. Minnig, Asia Projects)

Water

Almost all Bank water projects meet most of the criteria in your
memorandum, since project preparation and execution is usually carried out
by the local water authority and some of the objectives of the Bank's
involvement are to strengthen their organization, to make full use of
local expertise, and to employ technology best suited to local capacity.
A typical example is*Bonbay (Credit 390-IN):

(a) - The Central Public Health Engineering Research IhOtitute wds
responsible for taking and analyzing water samples and running
pilot water treatment plants, and, for the feasibility study,
for carrying out some computer analyses of the water distribu-
tion network.

(b) - Tata Consulting Engineers, an Indian firm with extensive
power expertise but little knowledge of water and sewerage
projects, are associated with the rin consultants (Binnie
& Partners, UK) in order to broaden their field of competence,
Tata have particular responsibility for the design of major
sewage pumping stations.

- Staff of the Bombay Municipal Corporation (BMC) worked under
Binnie's supervision during the preparation of the feasibility
reports (1967-73). BMC themselves are now handling the detail
design of the water distribution and sewerage networks.

- BMC's contract procedures were cumbersome. Both these pro-
cedures and their conditions of contract, technical specifi-
cations, design criteria, etc., were reviewed by the Bank and
substantially improved as a result.

(c) - The proposed water filtration plant will operate on the
"variable declining rate" principal -- in essence the flow
through each individual filter is uncontrolled, and the total
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incoming flow is shared between filters according to their
relative hydraulic capacity, which in turn depends on the time
since each individual filter was last cleaned and on the amotnt
of filterable material in the incoming water. This is "novel"
in the sense that it has not, to my knowledge, been applied to
a plant of this size (500 million US gallons/day) before, and
an "intermediate technology" in that the control system of the
filters is greatly simplified, in particular by dispensing with
sophisticated outflow rate controllers.

(Source: V. Rajagopalan, Division Chief, Asia Projects)

Sewage Treatment

The coments on "Water" above apply equally to sewerage projects.

- Bank-financed projects are likely to include more and more
uses of "intermediate technology" treatment by oxidation ponds.
A particularly interesting example is Kuala Lumpur, where the
oxidation ponds are located in disused opencast tin mines.

(Source: V. Rajagopalan, Division Chief, Asia Projects)

Please let me know (or contact the souroces directly) if you require further
details. I would appreciate it if a draft of the paper could be given to
Mr. Rovani for comments by this department.

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Vasudevan, Graves, Green and Rajagopalan

RNMiddleton: .



August 22, 1974

Mr. Richard E Valiga
Solid Vaste Dapartment
Envirew tal Avision
ilbert Associates, Inc.

P.O. 3= 1498
PEADIJG
P1. 19603

Dear 1.r. Valiga

Thank you for your letter dated August 19, 197h, addressed to
Mr. ahpman, coiening the report on the solid wwtes project you ar
wndartaking for us. I look forward to receiving the first draft at the
end of this month, and would be grateful for ten copies. Your offer
to com to the Bank to discuss ax coments we ms have is mch appreiated.
However, Mr. Shipman is aAq on mission until mid-September, and I expect
that we would not have each a metin until about the end of that 7wnth.
I will contact you in dwe course to propose a uitable date.

As discumed with Mr. Layld today, I would Mr. ITrnndorf
and yourself, when you visit, to give a brief preswitation on the report
to our sanitary enginers. This would not only give ym an opportunity
to touch on matters which cannot be cuuered in the report, but should
also provide you with a wider range of eownts on your report from an
operational point of view.

Very truly 70urs,

fiohard N. mAiddleton
for

Harold . Shipaan
1.ter 3vpply Advisor

Public Utilities :Departmnt

iZ*M ietons cf a

cc; isars. Shipman
(Rajagopalan, Thys and Kalbermatten - preliminary notice;

details of proposed seminar will follow, when settled).



3am'. lBagopolan, Rose, Kalemtten, August 19, 1974
Ribi and ?htq

Hihd N. ?tddleton, for Harold R. Shipman,
Water Spply Advisor

$S2!y of B3 loans ad IDA Credita for Water -Zpec & ssa ?r0 t

*y attentimn has been dram to smu errors in the manary

cirmilatod roently. A rmvised ersimi hs been preparod, with thise

err correted and with dimbremmto up to Jme 30, 1974 addad.

Two copies of the revision are attachod I would be gpatefl if you

would let me kao bT Sepembr 2 if wr furUmar corretirn are

required befare this doeoamt is distributed. )mubile, pleas destrcr

the previous copies forwarded to you Jlv. 31.

lwllre Eofa.



IBRD Loans and IDA Credits for W ter Iupply and Sewerage Projects
(US$ Million)

Total TotCl Percentage

Fiscal IPSO IDA Typo of Project Project Cancellations Disbursed

Year Country Loan Credit City . I AectTy cot IBRD IDA Joint )osns Cost or Refunds (at June 30, 1974)

1962 China 9 Taipei V 9.7 4.4 45 0.4 100

Iceland 311 Reykjavik W 6.2 2.0 32 1

Jordan 18 A--an W - 2.0 69 0.5 100

Total 18.8 2.0 6.4 0.9

1963 Nicaragua 26 Managua V 4.8 3.0 63 100

1964 Pakistan: 41 Dacca WS 50.1 26.0 52 26.0 0

43 Chittagong WS 43.0 24.0 56 24.0 0

Jordan 43 Various Cities W 5.0 5 70 10 100

Total 98.1 53.5 51.0

1965 Philippines 386 Manila V 48.2 20.2 42 o.6 100

Singapore 405 Singapore I W 13.7 6.8 50 100

Total 61.9 27.0

1966 Burundi 85 Bujumbura W 1.6 1.1 69 100

Venezuela 444 Caracas V 54.1 21.3 39 4.2 100

Total .
55.7

1967 Pakistan 106 Lahore WS 5.6 1.8 1.7 (Sweden) 63 100

1968 Singapore 503 Singapore II V 16.0 8 .0 50 100

Colombia 536 Bogota I V 48.2 14.0 4.6 (US & Germany) 29 97

Jamaica 598 Kingston W 9.1 5 55 80

Total 73.3 27.0

1969 Singapore 547 Singapore III S 22.4 6.0 27 100

Malaysia 561 Kuala Lumpur W 7.7 3.6 47 95

Tuisia 581 Tonis and Others I W 32.8 15.0 5.0 (Sweden) 61 66

Cameroon 604 Yacunde Douala W 6.7 5.0 1.4 (France) 96 96

Total 69.6 29.6 6.4

1970 Ghana 160 Acera-Tema WS 5.9 3.5

Colombia 682 Call WS 37.5 18.5493
Tunisia 209 Tunis and Others II WS 19.2 10.5 3.5 (Sweden) 73 39

Total 62.6 14.0

1971 Botswoana: 776 Shashe Multipurpose W 58.9 32.0 7.8 (USA, UK & Others) 68 92

233 Gaboruoe-Lobatse W 3.3 3.0 91 72

Brazil: 757 Sao Paulo: WS - 59.8 22.0 37 18

758 p 81.5 15.0 18 3.0 9

Colombia: 738 Palmira WS 3.8 2.0 53 32

741 Bogota II W 118.0 88.0 75 15

Cyprus: 741 Nicosia WS 6.8 3.5 52 0.8 57

730 Famagusta WS 3.2 1.9 56 60

Kenya 714 Nairobi V 13.4 8.3 62 60

Yugoslavia 777 Ibar Multipurpose 93.3 45.0 48

t42.o 217.7 3.8

1972 Nicaragua 808 Managua W 10.0 6.9 69 34

Ethiopia 818 Addis Ababa WS 13.0 10.8 83 66
Turkey 844 Istanbul W 85.1 37.0 44 3
Tunisia 858 329 Various Cities Tourism, infra-

structure, WS 55.0 14.0 10.0 10.9 (Germany) 62 1

Total 163.1 68.7

1973 Morocco 850 Casa-Rabat W 104.9 48.0 46 33
Colombia 860 Medium Cities W 15.9 9.1
Israel 869 S 75.0 30.0 29 59

Bangladesh 36 Chi on, W 23: 7.09

362 Da.c.a31 V 41.6 13.2 32 30

Gabon 895 Libreville W 19.9 9.5 33

India - 390 Bombay WS . 158.2 55.0 35 1

Jordan 335 Amman W 11.6 8.7 75 17

Malaysia 908 Kuala Lumpur W 26.2 13.5 51 0

-Stri - 401 Damascus W 32.6 15.0 46 0

Mexico 909 Mexico City W 194.0 90.0 46 0

Total 703.7 255.1 43.9

1974 Thailand 1021 Bangkok V 214.0 55.0 26 0

Tunisia 989 Sfax and Others W 42.6 23.0 61 0
Ecuador 1030 Ouayaquil W 38.3 23.2 0. .

Ghana 499 Accra/Tema W 44.7 10.4 12.3 (At. D3 & CODA) 51 0

Brazil 1009 31 Cities WS 92.0 36.0 40 0

Nepal 470 Kathoandu WS 10.4 7.8 41 3

Singapore 918 Singapore WS 29.5 12.0

Yemsen Arab

Republic 464 Sana V 6.8 - 6.3 91 0

Total 478.3 149.2 24.5

Grand Total/ 2,237.5 616.1 1(1.2 47.26

I V Water Supply; S - Sewerage.
Appraisal Report estimates.
R/ eappraised from previous Credit Nos. 41 and 42.
In the years 1942-1974, 55 operations In 31 countries with total loans and credits (net of cancellations or refunds) as US$916.8 million.

August, 1974.



Mr. Iaif Christoffersen August 15, 1974
Rural Developmnt Division

Richard N. 1Addleton
for Harold R. Shipman, Water Supply Advisor

Incetive Plan for =r-a Water ap Zpanain

I refer to Mr. Pineo's amwarwuh of JaLy 23 to you an this
subject, a copy of which you pased to Mr. Sbipau for information and
cncent. Unfortunately Mr. Shipman was not able to c ider the pro-
posal in aq depth before leaving on vanation.

My inmediate reactin to the proposal in that, while it may
be very effective in stimlating the water prograw of a rural development
agency, it wq be very difficult to apply in countries where a national
water authmity has respansibility for both urban and rural supplies.
The reason for this is that rural supplies usually consist of a aaltitude
of individual systema, which can frequently be based on standard designs,
snd so a boanus can easily be attached to the .ahievemnts of nmerical
goals (as deucribed in para 4 of the memo). Urban systems, on the other
hand, are larger, far more difficult to sub-divide into targets, and need
much more detailed enginering to identify least-cost solutions. Any
bonas sche would need very careful monitoring to ensure that quality
did not suffer. It would obviously cause persoml problems if the staff
of the rural part of an organisation had the opportunity to double their
salaries through bnuses while others in the am organization, responsible
for urban works, did not. One also rum into the problem that salary
levels in national water undertakings axe often limited to the general
civil service salary structure in the country, so that introduction of a
bmus sachem for the undertaktag would be bloclmd by the Civil Service
Commissioan or equivalent botar

Despite these slightly usgative initial reactions, I think the
proposal is well worth following up, and look forward to discussing it
with you further when Mr. Shipman returns in September.

Rt Msfa

@01 lassrs. Shirpan
Rovani



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN1tHNAi IU.' NAL rum "m - I
ASSOCI A T I ON RECON STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEN T CORPORATION

ASS CIA IO ENN T// / A

OFFI( MEMORANDUj
TO: Mr. Ed Kuiper- DATE: Jy 31 19

FROM: B. KanchanalakQ.4'

SUBJECT: Comments on your proposed Water Resources Development Plannin

Re:IYour draft paper on Water Resources Development Planning

At your request, I have made the following comments:

1. I support your idea of having a national institution set up in
the borrowing government as a single body to deal specifically with the
projection of future water resources development in the national context.

Relevant Issues

In many less/developing countries, the control and utilization
of water resources have apparently enjoyed a rapid development. Although
the multi-purpose type of development became an accepted idea for decades,
some of these undertakings have yet been planned or built to serve a
particular single purpose - domestic water supply, irrigation, power,
etc. Ey the scame token, the idea of uified deveopm ent of a river basin
has -al ready been .vel :understood- -but .little attention:has .been...paid-to..
it. The main reason for these ill-adaptabilities appears to be the lack
of unifiCd pr.in anrd a.i nistrt'Cn. The w"r is divided a'ong varous

t2Ci wit. eC'C carrying Ou2t. C CertCi Com nth. So l
as the controland utilization., of water resources have.yet to be ta en
with each kind of work being adrinistered and planned ly separate agencies,
thcrE will !e h rdly any 11r n o acking ali aspeCts of water
r;.Ourc2S ds> .-. nt as a Xhole. 1:1 ;ill l>. to a - cxpc:>>cc

of the resources potential. nature 'has bestowed on the -ar.a. If the. Nati.onal
Water Developrent Planning Office (kDPO) surrested'in your payer would carry
the task .to. eliminate this sort of .issue,. along with...he ain task -- long- -
te r planning' - then i-t -culd be an ideal instiuti'on.

3. In a .relatively underdeveloped region where little -development.
work has taken place and agencies responsible for various development
components are not 'competent: and. not well, organized, asingle -uthority:

ge; r-nsnaiL ajencies have c , en e s i -It h cc:-te' c i es, as a

ty.l ,n' -- ' in tYe Wl] 1!i -

the- ptnce' OS c.each for 'raring the respective oevelop'ent plans. T1

iWPO type of -yi, if thy C > ac 'as' act as a sinrle c&or6inatin f y

rre CCia : L cinat trv arc c uar f atllr t.' nr ni

ao'pre&henive -p2an that- rpt'ii es'C vey -elcen of' develcpm0enl int an
raic vhcle or that larcks te cohesion of an integraood program.

Alterations and adjustments, if at all rade, would be ,with the view to
reconciling differences of oinion among various governmental agencies
concerned. In theory, no acjustment is needed if the plan of each agency

is well coordinated, but this can seldcm be the cee. Te n, peroaps,
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much more staff than contemiplated should be provided to NWDPO, if it

has to be vested with the task that enables it to optirize the plan

in a nore meaningful way. This seems to pose a new issue on those

countries for they do not b:.ve enough local competent personnel, on the

one hand, and are prejudiced against expatriates on the other.

Adzinistration ?orn

4. The survival of riZPO depends largely upon the type of arrange-

ment designed for it. It appears that two vital aspets, iter alia,

need to be con ic'ered carefully -- the co'anaIng power and the -,,ode of

coover otion beti.!e, the aj-encies concernd - since it is a ratter of one

body L-ving outnority over otuer ministerial agencies, and working out

to unify their plazns. Usually a meaningful authoritative power and the

cooperation are haly obtained by 1 UDPO, particularly in the less/current

deveioi are'.e vmcuse of th.eir arran.-eLment led by inadequately ranlhed

perionnel, thorul they are tecolically ce ietent.

5. In OVmJ.r. e i Z; co untrics, tihy entrust thir 4. 2P? to the

r r i r or at te yriX- *inistcr,

gee Pnerd ba aviitiate pov2s. P1 ' -v pla ts e'.N s

pe~diti nj toe .Ce s ry coopraion. re-orts to the cabinek.. Izt ad

1dkiy ctl llW.y r,-, tr ate r- rOv -1 by -L4DQ)~ f necez.ry.a The

er the channe usually operate oh acnl basi.s rater tht on
v as : s --i n t

- 4
.. ,.- '.rcti;on wi no an 'r e for 44t .4 4nit>n"~O.

orkin; out a .eil oordinated comprehenFE p ln vit-o expl Zi n

Saff

Yt a jrr

at e C id ' sit
* -- 4 e..- * -



trend towards the acceptance of the concept of comprehensive basin

developnent, since the reyaining water supply is becoring scarce as the

demands on the other side of the equation are increasing. Experience

has shown that major water control structures, once built, can be altered,

if at all possible, only with great difficulty and at substantial expense.

Consequently, it .vry isportant that in the futugre t care be

xercised. to use o Arin sItes to their best advantaze frm the standpo int

of al th trCoss ct- can Le SerVd.

Recomended Dank Actions

7. For an ir'diate effect, to qerve as protection aZainst un;er-

use of the promising sites and ba-ins discussed in paragraph 6, I, there-

fore, stronrvy isist that the BaL recouniZe t is issue , and that river

develo t projCCts cannot, as a ule u 1 d ertaken with the Banl finance

if without acsurance that this Ismue has b Invetigate-d and the 1rotlens,

m' Iay, 1 % en '.ced Co fh 0 . A brief i25cuZsiOn on

this effec. should apja r also in the> appra sal reports.

cc MssrsYue Iu
- 2*.- -l -,,

- - +. - - - - ...*



T)r. David Bradley July 23, 1974

Yves ovani

Terms of :eference - Paper on; Xeasurin- the dealth Benefits of
IWnZStaients in Water Sply __

1. Tae Bank is faced with the problem of allocating scaroe resources
to alternative water supply investments which may have different health
benefits. The paper should therefore address the 7eneral question "How
can the Bank beat conduct its decision making when health is one of the
important parts of water project justification?"

2. The paper should state why the problem is important and
should attempt to identify the health and nutrition benefits that can
be expected from improved allocation. It should also identify those
conditions where a qualitative or a quantitative analysis can be
expected to improve allocations. In particular, it should atta=nt to
isolate those circumstances (if any) where "economic",*aaWdr "cost-
effective"* #0roaches are likely to be the most successful discriminators
between projects, or project designs.

3. In those circumstances where a quantitative $nalysis is
worthwhile, how should it be conducted? What available (and reliable)
data should be collected, and what methodology should be used to assess
this data. In terms of improved health what physical, institutional,
sociological and/or cultural indicators can be used to (i) identify
potential projects, (ii) gauwe the benefits of successful projects,
(iii) indicate the likelihood of project success, and (iv) provide a
method of ranking the priority that should be accorded each of the
alternatives?

4. Considering the above, what are the most pressing -aps in
available knowledge? What research in this area can the Bank most
profitably initiate or sponsor? What research has in the past led to a
lack of positive results and how can this be avoided in the futUre?
To what extent are the results of successful ass robses 4u one tarea
likely to be useful in other conditions? What atudiss (if any) can be
usefully attached to current investments to improve available knowledge?
If no such studies appear worthwhile, what alternative courses of
action should be pursued, and how might available medical expertise be
best utilised?

The term "oost-effective" is used to indicate a variety of quantitative
approaches which are not fully translated to monetary (economic) terms.
For the most part this consists of approaches where benefits are not
translated into monetary amounts but where physical improvements are
achieved at least cost.



Dr. David Bradley - 2 - July 23, 1974

. ally, tie pagr should take partioular note of tat proposal
to monitor health and nutrttion benefits in 7;Inas 4ris. Based on the
available socio-econoric evidensce, and on the back -round material tiat
we will provide, t*e paper should indicate whtoter suo a proposal is
likely to lead to positive avid wortnAile results. .f so, it should
also indicate how the ercise should be or-anized to ensure tio greatest
likeliaood of success. It not, irat alternative aoxions would be
Wo~rthile?

6. Each of the przcedin- questions represents a point of interest
and concern. The paper should present a review of tese and related
questions together with your assesment and expert opinion on eac:. topic.
MA paper &nould be directed at an audience enerally interested in the
pzoblam of investmont in water supply. It sqould be noted now&r that
it may be subject to review by a panel of experts and tAat the panelmay include, esonoiists, epideeiologiste, public italth 0 ficials and
medical practitioners.

7* On tis assi arent you should report to Mr. J. J. Warford of
the Bank and stiould forward your report for his receipt before the
30t- of September 1974.

MLanez jxt

cc and cleared with esszw. 'bvani, Sdpran, arford, Jeurliiv

so Mosars. B*r-
iddleton
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Mr, , *cSpector
rTh4 1"Z watil lotfattwe
in. rnai*w cal Cangram op Ioterest Cosn tiM
-4t sumsu 22 arAk eet itve.t
P.o. aox I

Dr Mr. wpwtrs

=ia uw jm aaowled& your lotter of ,uyr 15, 1974 in ublab you
agaun rater to your great Intereat in the fleld of oeosion cantrol, &nd
the noWdA around the world to give nave weal and attmntiw to this
aspect of water Operatious. The asmo -for 3Wr deayv in replerig to ymu
has be= W.iww1 OuSmd q aW Irbtlwt in eqpor &4W vhat possbtlit
night exist for us to umdartake *me are ne'4 a o in the futurw
in this fI"d. At the mommnt, I hae rat u p with sarthing ich I
uuld be able to spesIeal uss, but bewanAs of the iqnrauce of
tho =atter I intn to 00atia" to Cqpa"O;=494% and uill be in
touch with you as amo s te ava=*e qow bVrwhc I f"el we could usefully
-ns ab..4.

I belive that You eppwroate that Mgnt of tha actiliti"s of the
kank am udortakm tbraugh the lons gives to (mw member eutres. he

*1+-"+= poyWd b the a er GOwnmesamts bve a reqp*WdbUitV for
looking at the broad a peto of Pr~ceand uk' I I rooognize that th*
matter of Oorosion Oontrsl is caqately iPWO4 U"Wthauw it
in sonetbMag that we pats will hmv to puh harder through the tom at
rofen e which the oomaltants follow in the mat which ther iadertake.

>--IA&U1o a -wd dal of the pzamlea of oorzoolon e*ustr
our water atas rlates to the treatmt methmds and couttol eaplqsd and
it is lure who" we beeas inolved in a rather large bar of inter-related
aotlees. I wyald ueloon vr comeaft Wab you aght haw ad wdch wuld
1%fer to the a roach wU*h you ae aa fastea as it relates to the specfic

to be taem witha ubm arw and u an water agamdes. Would
you apse it4 as that esnsv ntia boJl, d to the trtoont

I an WillJai to rzogCts. of oum that In the cases of P4Xins



&Ar DRI AM&"te - 2 to iUAk 2a. 1274

and stormge tanks itoe eleotend*k and eathodig yantwettn may be
inalvu , we haw a mebait dIUenzvo pro -. amers iu th* 04" of
distributimn vstems iher met of our Pmabem a"e -- - - red- the
ft1n+-m soe to me to -mt Lawgey U the troatmt side rather Um ln
other &0ti . low vies an this )Umlr uwwd be awr=oota n a71n
to dtAMIM the wact dretlon we Right wish to tak.

bAUr prqpssa for a t&S*M4tq \tPuJ doss Xot s= to Uwe too
muh relsvome to Ow =wml approach on pavjecte, but I would wicom.
any Mpngdon of your tx)ghts in tble oMsecatL alSO.

Vowr tru-4y youl%*

watwr214 10
Atalc utiliis ertus



ASSOCIATIUN I ECONSTRUCiON ANU L .. VEL M T I u1 0

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. Morq 'i, Rajagopalan, DATE: June 27, 1974

Th-fs and Kalbernatten
FROM: Harold R. Shiapn

SUBJECT:{

The attached copy of a letter was handed to me by Don Cuhlivan

of Camp, Dressar & XcKce and I think it contains infonmation which

might be of general interest as it relates to consulting engineering

costs.

II3hipman :c.a

cc: Messrs. Finne
Engelmann

s.



ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS

ONE CENYER PLAZA BOSTON. MASS. 02100 TEL. 617 742-5151 CABLE: CAMORES

DONALD C. CULLIVAN
PRESIDENT

24 May 1974

Mr. Fred Kent n
Chief,. Pre-ivestment Planning
Division of Environmental Health
World Health Organization
1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland

Dear Mr. Kent:

Camp Dresser & McKee wasone of several firms recently invited to submit a proposal
for the provision of engineering services for a master plan for sewerage for Jakarta,
Indonesia, The invitation included a Project Description which presented a detailed
scope Of work and the consultant's fee budgeted for this project.

We stoted in our proposal that it would be impossible to complete the scope of work
as described for the amount of fee budgeted. Even offer making suggested reductions
in the scope of work (which would not effect the usefulness of the final master plan)
and making maximum use of local consul tants and engineers from CDM offices in
Asia, the budgeted fee was still considered to be inadequate.

Our estimate of the consultant's component of the manpower needed to properly
complete the scope of work given in your terms of reference indicates a requirement
in the order of 120 man months. This appears reasonable in light of other master plans
prepared by CDM, incl uding about 90 mm of CDM engineers for the Taipei sewerage
master plan completed by us for WHO in November 1970. Jakarta is a much larger
city and the scope of work for the Jakarta project is much more detailed than that
of the Taipei master plan.

On the basis'of 120 mm of foreign engineers, the allowable unit cost for Jokarta
is about $3, 850 permanmonth ($460, COO 120). The Taipei contract was
negotiated in 1968 and signed in March 1969 and the unit cost was about $3,900

fn ':Go&rG * WATCH GUPPLY ANn THCArt NT * -.1Ul4AGL ANO SUWAnE INR.ATNMrNT INOULTRIAL WASIE TREATMCNT

INALL AND ftO00 CONTROL * WATLf AND Al? POL kurIO CONTROL * rfUSU DISI'OLAI. e 11L5EARCH ANO Pt VbLOPMEPlT



411r. Fecd Kcnt -2-
24 May 1974

per man month ($350,000 90). In the five years since oaK 969, the average billing

rate for CDM engineers has increased 53 percent (based on th "publshed" per diem rates

CDM uses for charging clients for engineering services for Septrnber 1968 and June 1973,
our latest I ist).

if the Taipei fee was fair and reasonable (our total pro-tax profit for that project actually was
only 2 percent of the iotal fee), the eqvivalent unit cost today would be about $6,150 per
man month (1.58 x $3,900).

Tihere is another check on this figurej We lave data on the Overage salary paid to U.S.
engineers for projects where at least 75 percent of the services performed overseas and where
an Civ \erage of at least three engineers spent about 15 to 24 monflhs working on the project.

;e averagCs vary somewhat depending upon the degree of need for more highly paid
specic isIs. The average paid salary for one of our most recent international projects started
in 1974 was $2, 020 per man month for U.S. engineers.

Very few US. engineers have overheads of less than 100 percent these days and 120 percent
or more is not uncommon. Profits before paying taxes (and taxes are about 50 percent for most
U. S. firms) may range frorri 10 to 20 percent of an engineebfs gross billings, with 15 percent
(7-1/2 percent after taxes) considered as being fair and reasonable. Using these assurnpiions,
- current unit cost for on international project would be in the order of:

Salary $2,020
Overhead at 110% 2,220
Relocation 0 ) 1,000

Subtotal ~$5,240
Fee of 15% 790

Total $6,030/man month

Uni costs per man month can be misleading unless it is made clear exactly what they cover.

The unit costs referred to in this letter include:

1. Salary actually paid to engineers
2. Overhead (including fringe benefits)
3. Profit
4. International air travel for the engineers
5. Freight for the engineers
6. Living allowances for the engineers.

For a family of four, USA to Asia: Living allowance $ 400/mo/,omily
Travel 4 @ $1, 600 350/mo/iomil y

8 mos

Freight $4,500/family = 250/mo/Tornily
8 mos

$1,0001 mo/tamily



armr y these ore the principal items of cost which the WHO proiect fee is expected to

cover, with all local support personnel and services to be provided by the local government.

ae other miscellaneous direct do!!ar costs and usually a need for short term soecial ists

T10s2 may be balanced by the fact that about 10 percent of the consultant's engineers wiH

/orb out of the home office, with no need for cost items 4, 5 and 6.

As indicaied carlier, it appears that the WHO budget for Jakaria was based on a unit cost of

the consultant's staff of from $3,500 to,$4,000 per man month. This appears to confirm recent

-omments by WHO to a CDM officer that WHO is currently budgeiing on the basis of up to

$4,000 per man month. If so, it is clear that this unit cost budget estimate is low by more than

LU percert for U. S. and Western European firms.

Thraugh negotiations for joint ventures and periodic discussions with many U. S. engineers active

niernatlonal work we are con'vinced that, for the six items listed above, realistic costs for

'y quclified U. S. consulting engineers are currently in the order of $5,500 to $7,000 per

Amonth. In addition, salary costs are currently increasing at a rate of nearly 10 percent

year, mostly to cover inflation. Furtier, overhead percentagcs,continue to rise as the

nts demand increases for sophisticated proposals and other non-reimbursable services, and

p oyees' fringe benefits keep increasing.

V/HO has recently published a Report on the WHO/FiDIC Seminr of 24 and 25 October 1973,
i ah Ce wvri ter attended. On page 8 a this report, in describing W-HO procedures for the

00C ion of consultants,. the following statement is made. "rowever, WHO budget estimates

are based on American and European cost levels. " The facts would appear to contradict ihis

statement, unless the budgets were fixed so long ago as to render them invalid for current use.

?erhaps we consultants should be doing more to keep WHO informed as to what are reasonable

' current estimates of our costs. This may be possible, through FIDIC, for example. We

.rognize that frequently there are long delays between the time UNDP budgets are fixed and

hie project is awarded. Surely, in these days Of unusually high inflation, WHO and UND?

should be able to adopt a system to provide the necessary flexibility to meet realistic conditions.

We realize that it is not the intent of WHO to restrict participation in UNDP/AHO projects by

U. S. and Western European firms but, clearly, adoption of a $4,000 per man month cost limit

has that effect. As much as any international agency, WHO in the past has made an effort

to select good quality engineering consultants. Cutting costs during the moster planning

sioge of a project is very false economy indeed. We know that WHO engineers are well aware

of this, b-ut there may be a need to bring this to the attention of some of the UNDP administrators.

The example in the following paragraph is illustrative.

On the basis of data from the Bangkok sewerage master plan (completed by CDM in 1968), complete

wastewater collection, treatment and disposal facilities for Jakarta might be expected to cost in



u<rcr oF 303 m :ion dlcirs ait today's prices. A rcasonvLe 2irst slage progrom migh

eAb: 100 A imi doiars, Adding cbout 50 percenf to th p resent Jakarta mosker plan -
engneering -udqv of S460, 00 would mcke it a more reisic 7Q0, 000. This higher

Cure si is uss i;-cn i parccnt of a rcasonble firsi stage groam, H wouLd appear

3vious that a coma ynt, experienced engineer W\OuLd be 6ole lo save his client more than
e Ota xpanded.' 7ee width liae ifficul",y.

Wn ho;e W1:0 w Consider donse mcat!rs in preparin budgcis for ful ur3 projects. We
woo>: ap;:eca vur commenis on hirs lelter and also on the pssibility of entering no

0 diclcua wvith FIDiC. if so, we wouid be pcased to bring iAis ranar to the attendion of

Very Iruly yours,

CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INTENATiONAL INC.

onW ~E. Cu!ivon
Presccni



ASSOCIATION | RECON3TRUCTI1, D DEVEL OP EN i COR PUAl IN

OFFICE MEMORANDuy M j ,A
TO: hr. Harold R. Shipman (PBPDR) DATE: June 4, 197b

FR0M: Jo;eph Freed:mn (E2GR, LOP 3)\

SUBJECT: Rural Watrr Supply Pr0c ts of IDB

Backrm.an~

Ding 1961 to Abruary, 1973, I13 .d> 1 oans for rural -
Waic SAPPly anid 5 -7E for water SuPply wit% a:ral War svyy

conent Those lc: s o ere We to nqviCnal vatsr nupply agencrjs
2nd Ministries of U in 11 counries. Tin total amourt of loans
for rural vatar supply in these projects was :S$69.9 million for a total
project cost of M130 million. As a rosulb cf cxperi.nco 'tnnd :of ,ba
these pruojets, .general criteria an policies were dev:lopod.

Definition and Objeives

The individual country def.nition for rural ca. iuiies waD

accepted. The size of the coit;'iy g(;anera11y 1n rl ran 3K) Lo 2,CY00)
inkabitants. The rural water supply projocts included the dvsiga,
constraction, and placinZ into ope atioan ithin a statod period cf tih2,
cabor stryW to scrve a 1arge numbar of rural cc:s Lt. Thasa sytK
could serve individual asmmunitiegs or.nr 1a17rbl air cumstance
several villaoeo. lao projec5 aloicludid th: in ;sigmin and
dcoalopment of uater sources, enginscrin , cn. unity dx;clorint and
tenwicaL assistance for institution building, trainig, and planning,

DwSicr2iteria and Level of Mevice

1ah country has developed criboia _ nifn incude the iQpo of
matorials to be used, tb par capita consi Q Mass connctions and
public standpipan, servine pressure, snrvicc stopg agieew dsr
period, and e timates of future gjo n. In the Iarly Kani, the le
of service was bared on public hydrants to be usA by Whe C' M ni itn
a dLS Lance of 100 to 150 M ers. Houver, b -c o oi wh, c-'* f th3

az !u!Ln .as~qfr0 it. , . a

controlling wast, vore systems camo to by Will based on t&
of Water thrrngh ho conn~aectians. Thu sysbang axe generally dewlived

a:1 clt 1,i. Lh at least 50,0 of the houses prV.Yid wiUh ho0U-;F? 5n 0

ccid fiancin - wihin thp nroncol is urovlwd lo:: wa-in
to as mach as Al of the noosin. n LU 0r oi lArger cuqm 2n:'a a n
have been installed for he large consu.crs an, fla coK rol de cen for thu otho

Vator W10 ity

Preference is given to gravity supplins from saf rourca Qs Ra
require no treatreah such as springs and n iltrt. on cs ll ni2 ndh;
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deep wells with pumps. Bources that require filtration or special treatment

are used as a last resort. Jisinfection b; chlorination is practiced uhere

there is technical suport from a regional or district office and chemicals

are not difficult to obtain.

The physical and euemical standards employed are thosea of the

country and are .imilar t6 those of the UTHY) International Standards. In

some areas wharp :izt is diiPffic .ul to obtain oter,uch as pax's of

Argentina, higher concentr uns of Clemicls are allowedh Bactcriclogical
standards such as those o- <() a used as a basis for o h i-al sethc crion

of the scurces but infreq eztly applied once the sys tems are built.

Criteria for Selection of Ccqtai ties

In the initial loans the basic country criteria for selecting
the camuLnitics w te acoepted, and some rcf inc'i nts have been added over

a period of years but not materially changing the basic factors.

The essential factors are that cnmmity desire and participatiJon

are required for undertaking the water sys-tCn and the cost must be
reasonable.

In more recent loans, attempts have been mado to develop a priority
rating system. for the villages. J'ahny factors such as, accessibility of
water, density of population, accessibility of villago, c-ot of the system,
nearness to other villages, health conditions and paou.lation gronuh ol
the village arc gven relative weights; and a rating foc each villag is
obtained. From these ratings a pre iminar y li mt is worked out. The value
of such a refinerent may be doubtful because the vi its to the villages to
devolop the desired information raises the vilagers' expectations and should
heir particular village be of a low prio ritrnain so that construzion

is postponed -- they may ose interest in tho Project.

Com nuity'ri, r

Ccuzeniy p. ticipation includes the decision to have a system,
the formation of a group to operate the systun, the contribution to the
construcion, iand thr pajment for receiving service froo the system.

The contributi on to the construction of the sestem has been
found to be the ociivalent of 3 - 20Q and generally 10%1 is now accepted
as the range of the required conmrmity contributien. The contribution has
been in the form of services such as storage areas, transportation of
materials; materials such as sand, gravel, rock, bricks and lumber, labor;
and cash.
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Rane of Condition for ha-tes and Charges

For each project a systen of rates and charges is required that

takes iaito accnmnt the soLcoeconomiic level of the villagers Pnd usually

does not exceed 3 - 5 of the head of the familieS' inconme and produces

a revenue sufficient to pay at least operation and maintenance of the systems.

The upper range for the system of ratcs and charges woiuld be c:ne

that produces a revenuc sufficient to pay the coUt cf operatin, maintenance

and depreciation.

The exPorience in these projects has shorn that in very Low cases

have the conm-nities been able to pay rates exceeding this upper range.

cc: Ilssrs. Geli (LCPDR)
Kalberatton (LCIPS)
Hotos (LcAQ)
Luhm an (LCP'AC)

JFreodman:saf
IMOj



Mr. . Rilty

Iharold P- ~.p zn

ItLha .ee OUrX praCi in 2 mti c22a~( ? TY7Yj2ctZ o22 str <

seea o r to x~-to tYW U an 2:b thtt;cs ocfia -rnoi

&a ev ntual 2Q17 nLnce, th - CoaX. s hould a piwAe up in~ to: Cr$e)4t ori eon

There appears to be a need to chage this po2tio.x.

Or t.o at counlh :C ve: 1 Yrv 6:ed 3 ^tl O

-'s~

becauva ini . coyid r sL a 2
This occur,, i:X V cun~rY 1 k

co t oif Co: 22'{/-.. I htt &e~22d~- ft:>ti

Scoly r N y1 ei K'fI :1 C-a- ' C *e 2 t ~- I

be ovorcome m~row$ ycwarr sta i o~r r~- a
worked out 2-n - . i L ro r
inz vrk. I:- IL oI P: t r rr tI

as Vhe o : h .t 1 b r. t: 'ncd to ,. c.n. vco-n -a
and wafto ii- th iuture and on hixh wv c-- pc in rost.

Studies of mat',r L a r- t iw "d I w ill 1 t.

investmftnt hild inTIv ' ;r c oi t
lizdinary uinzrin cr i eazioi a KiC 2a j5~~fv2~'

and any cor< - nt' :O i :& 9 e - . eoci: & r c
that all rrle d
biding cc:-nts aCLl bse t ,ort ,:a a~ a ~>uotr- :vs oh iy aiWr t
investuent rn I'Cz i.'ntimiJ tu ro t 2 it pL:uu to ini;.

Ve would b p to discuv% thiz p o in mor, etil iti both
UNDP mnd I- -. uid tL ol it 1rl. A copy of th iiial

Which I circu*' td to 1V attr -ivinion G is ttahad nd 4-v-t ur4tAer

background to t e propo,-l. /

I am sending a copy of thiis inio to V0 for any ccOrT. nts Vnich'A it

might -ish to make. It would be uv.NI for uc to kw whiat U 'r

are.

IMShipman% ar

Attach.

cc: 1Z -r., .ent
All Reg. Div. Chiefs



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANC;E
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: April 16, 1974

FROM: Bension Varon

SUBJECT: Village Water Supply

1. A working level discussion of the paper "Lending for Village Water

Supply" was held among Messrs. Vibert and Varon (Policy Planning & Program

Review Department) and Messrs. Jennings and Shipman (Public Utilities Depart-

ment), on Thursday, April 11, in Mr. Varon's office.

2. It was suggested that in justifying a more active Bank role in this

sub-sector, it would be desirable to elaborate on the implications for the

Bank's lending program (number of operations, timing, country focus, and

volume of assistance). In addition, in establishing the criteria for the

selection of village water supply projects, the paper should specify what

target groups of the rural population would be benefited. In this context

the concept of ability to pay should be elaborated. How would it affect

project design, village selection, the target group reached, etc.

3. It would also be useful for the paper to expand on the possible

'productive uses' of village water supply. As a matter of presentation it

would be desirable in the summary to specify which recommendations (if any)

entail a change in past Bank policies and practice. The paper should also

refer, possibly in an annex, to the experience of other agencies (e.g., the

IDB) with such projects.

4. Messrs, Jennings and Shipman indicated that they were in the process

of revising the paper substantially at the request of Messrs. Baum and

van der Tak, and that the above suggestions would be taken into account in

the new draft. They hoped to complete the revision so that significant

slippage would not occur in the existing schedule.

BVaron:ms



xnwoe8er 1, 1974

Professor D. Ketic
Director
Andrija Stamper School of

Public Health
Medical Faculty
University of Sagreb

Doar 3ranos

A considerable anmt of time has pased sines our last
meeting and I hope that thin are going well with you. Your na
has oom up several times in connection with various assigments
within the Bank but until wo, nothing has materialised to the point
where official enquiries could be asa. I heard indirectly that
you were doing snw consulting work for the World Usalth Organization,
but the nature of the a.ig.mats was not clear.

y reason for writing you at this time in to informsa,1y
enquire whether you would be available and have interest in an aign-
aent for the Bank an a mer of an expert panl that would look into

the general cqistion of neasuremat of health bnsfits associated with
water supply. You mW recall that on several oasions In the past we
discussed with you the possibilities of a stwW in Kosovo Provinoe
an the effects of the water sysbem In the Ibar Project an absentees
in industry. Par a number of reasons this st was never activated
but it, and others which would ham similar objectives, have been undar
discussion on a antiming basis within the Bank. We have reontly
had a Paper prepared by Dr. Bradley of the U.K. entitleds "Xe'uring
the health Benafits of Investausts in Water Supply".

It has been proposed that using the Bradley Paper as a basis
for disausnion, we should now frm a pnel of experts for revise of the
Paper and subedasian of ernsvt. The osaents prepared by each panel
wober would be xchanesd with the other panelists and follmuing this,
a meting of the panl for approxintely two days would be convened in
Washington sometime in March of next year. A Report would then be pre.
pared reflecting the views of the panel and which we would hope adjht
be a rather basic position paper an which our future actions in respect
to the evaluation of water projects could be guided. rn par+isulw, we
would like to be able to take a position an the feasibility of carrying
out, or asking our borrowers to carry out, health inwt studies either
prior to or in parallel with major water supply invetasiet.
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I would visualise that if yes were to *a.ept the 4e1 zt#mt,
two or three days would probably be required for reading of the Pper
and preparation of comats scnetim in the next couple of months. It
might involv mother day's revieu of emuints prepared by other pawl
mobers when they otroulated in advaio of the Mrch ne.ting.
Aseuming travel tim and the actual meting approximately me week would
be required in March, and follwing that meting, probably smother day
for review of the draft panel report and c.nt on needed changes. I
would ery much appreciate hearing frmn you as eirly as possible as to
whether ym feel that you oould undertake this asignent should the
Bank decide to proceed along the lInS ntioned above. A decision will
be taken by us as soon me we have heard from the various panel m ers
-o under consideration, and I would expect we could give you a firm

indication of Intent within approxImately a amth after we hear from you.

Plan ascept jw best pesonal regards md conaM W' greetings
to your faI32 aid to thoe mo*e= af the Faculty of the Institute an
aW still recall Aw visits to Zagreb.

Very truly moars,

Harold R. Shipam
Water Supply Advisor

Public VUlitios Departatn

H1~hiran tofa

cc 3 )esSrs. Rovani
Warford
Sanders
Peters
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Mr. Berudt Mloterich
Diretwr
Division of Environmental Health
Ubrld Health Orgaisation
1211 OENRTA 27
Swtr

Dar berndti

As a part of its continuing interest in water supply investment
and In order to be better prepared to establisha the econamia justification
for projects In this field, the Bank requested Dr. Bradley, with whom you
are acquainted, to prepare a Paper entitled: "Measuring the Health Benefits
of Investamts in Ibter Supply". We have now received this Paper and after
discussing the next steps that need to be taken, it has been proposed that
we formulate an expert panel which would both review the Paper as a back.
ground documnt and to then prepare comonts and recommdations. These
would relate to the geowral question of the desigu of studies which would
facilitate prediction of the impact of water wqply and sanitation projects
on health, thereby contributing to the ecsonale evaluation of such invest-
ment$.

It is visualised that the comments of the various panel members
would be mam available to the other panelists in preparation for a meeting
which we would propose to convene for a cuple of days in March 1975. A
report would be prepared by the panel as a result of the meting and hopefully,
this report could thean be a position docuent for guiduae of the Bonk in the
actions which it might take thereafter as the part of the appraisal and
evaluation process in our projects. Hopefully, we would gain from the panel
its cnculusions as to the usefulnmss of additional studies and the nature and
design of such studies if they are concbluds desirable.

IV reason for writing you is to first infora you of the proposal
at this stage, and secondly, to smlist the support of WIH in providing a
highly competent epidemiologist who could serve an the panel. In dismming
this question with Dr. Wolman vion he was in the Sank the day before yesterday,
he mmtioned the name of a Czechoslovakian epidemiologist who is on the WHO
staff in Geneva and who Dr. Wolaan feels would mha excellent contribution
to the work of the panel. We are wuomring whether you could identify the
sam of the doctor which had mmentarily escaped the mamory of Dr. Wolum,
and secondly, to determine whether you feel it would be possible that he could
be made available for this assi gnmnt. We vismalise that two or three days
might be required within the next fee monthe to review Dr. Bradley's Papor
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and to prepare amennts and rc ations on it* A few hours would
probably also be required to review the ocnmnts of the other panelists
at such time a they become available in advance of the March mesting.
The ueeting in March would be for approximately two days and assuzing
travel tims, would probably require the better part of a week. Following
the panel meting in March, a few hours would then be required to review
the panel report in draft and to submit aw conamts for consideration in
preparing the final report.

From the Bank'e side, we would be prepared to onsidsr any
arrgmnt which would be agreeable to WHO with respect to supporting the
panel mmdw camng from your staff. The simplest arrangement I would
expect would be for us to pick up his travel and per diem costs and for
him to stay on the W1 payroll. However, should av other arranginnts
be considered desirable we would be very happy to do whatever is necessary.

As a part of the foregoing exercise, I dxpect that there will be
a mzmber of the Bank staff mebers who will have an interest in sitting in
on the panel maetings, and we would certain3 wish to extend to WHD an
invitation to sit in if you feel it worthwhile. 1Wt would expect that the
panel report would come out as a document refleoting the views of ly the
panel and which would not neoessarily reflect our, or WVD's views.

The foregoing is a rather abbreviated explanation of what we are
thinking about. However, with the Term of Rfervce for the Bradley Paper
(copy attached) it may serve as a basis for you to explore the matter further
within WHO and give us an indication of WHO's position and what we might
expect in term of your interest and support.

I appreciate that the above =W extend outside the responsibilities
of your ]ivision, but since our hanal of ommicatioa is normally to you
and the PIP Unit, I am taking the liberty of imposing an you for assistance
in the initial action required. Perhaps you could then inform us an to the
channel best suited to WIDIs needs if we move forward with the project.

Plese accept w best personal regards.

ver truly 70mrs,

Harold R. Shipman
Water Sqpply Advisor

Public Utilities Department

Attachment:

HRShipuen: ofa
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Professor David Bradley
Lonoon School of ylgiene and

Tropical Medicine
Ross Institute of Tropical Hgiene
Keppel Street (Gower Street)
Lonlon, W.C.1.9 7HT
England

Dear David:

Thank you very maah for your letter of October 23. I received the
rmainder of Chapter III from Oarles Weiss, ani look forward to receiving
Appendix D.

We have had an in-house review of your paper, and have decided that
it should be sent out to the panel an it is (plus of course Appendix B
when it arrives). Although we all have our quibbles about it, the paper
is very much what we had in mini in framing your terms of referice, and
it will be an excellent basis from which the panel can work in helping
us formulate a policy in this field.

With the exception of Professor Wlmwn, who has agreed to be a panel
mber ani rapporteur, we have not yet approached other reviewers, although

a tentative list of six people has been agreed on. We intend to send the
paper out for review as soon as possible, then circulating individual re-
views among the various panel members prior to a meeting in Washington
next March. Should everything go according to plan we would like you to
attend such a meeting - two or three days should be sufficioat - for which
you would be paid at your present daily rate plus expenses. At this timn
things are somewhat tentative but we would like your reaction to this
proposal, letting us know azV dates during March 1975 which are definitely
out of the question for you.

We have arranged for the T6W0 expenses to be paid: you should be
receiving a cheque from us shortly.

Again, many thanks for your help. I look forward to hearing from
you soon, and hope that the foregoing arrangements are suitable for you.

Sincerely yours,

J. J. Warford
Lconomic Adviser

Public Utilities Department

Cleared with & cc: Mr. Shipman
cc: Mr. Jeurling

JWarford :vik
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W. J. Cosgro -

Fluoridation of ater 2mplies

1. As per your suggestion I have talked with Mr. Frans Maier on the
subject of fluoridation of water supplies, the possible sources of fluoride
compounis and the toxicity threshhold.

2. One of the reasons why fluoridation may not have been widely prac-
ticed in developing countries to date was the foreign exchange cost of imported
fluoride compounds. Er. Maier pointed out that maoy developing countries have
fluoride acupounds available.

3. For example, countries producing phosphate for fertilisers are
probably wasting fluoride by disposing of it with their plant effluent. (He
recently was on a mission to Egypt whose purpose was to determine methods of
reducing fluoride discharges fron phosphate plants to the Nile.) I talked
with Mr. Roger Carnignani of Industrial Projects who advised that in Morocco
they had originally considered the installation of equipment to recover silico-
fluoride from the plant effluent. The capital cost would have been $2 million.
However, industrial tests of the rock indicated that they would only be able to
recover 20,000 tons/year of silicofluoride whereas they had originally antic-
ipated recovery of 100,000 tons per year. 'he apparently relatively low fluoride
content of phosphate rock in Morocco coupled with an unstable world market price
led the Moroc ans to decide against the installation of the recovery equipment.
Since the 4 a /sec water treatment plant we are helping to finance in Morocco
would consume only 250 taw/year (at a cost of between $20,000 - $40,000 per
year), this local consumption would not improve the ecnnmnics of recovering
silicofluoride in Morocco. Space has been left in the phosphate plant so that
the fluoride recovery eqipment can be installed if the fluoride content proves
to be higher under operating conditions.

4. A second possible source of fluoride is fluospar (fluorite) which is
found in quantity in Latin American countries. Mr. Maier tells me that a pro-
cess for reacting fluospar with aluminiux sulphate has proven feasible and could
be carried out in water treatment plants. It might be of interest to obtain
more information fron his on this subject.

5. Mr. Maier indicates that the continuous concentration of fluoride
which is toxic would be nearly 5,000 times the recmmended concentration of one
ppm of fluoride ion. This is ten time higher than the level referred to in Gut
"Operation and Control of Water Treatment Processes". Mr. Maier agreed that
if the fluoride feeder is correctly sied it is impossible for the feeder to be
operated in such a way as to produce toxic concentrations in the water supply.
le added that no new argpwents have been presented against fluoridation in the
past ten years and that there is more than adequate evidence to refute any argu-
ments that have been raised.
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6. During my forthcoming supervision mission to Morocco I intend to
explore with ONRP the interest for Morocco in spending $20,000 - $40,000 per
year to isarply reduce dental caries by 60% - 70% smong children drinking
treated water. At the same time I will try to obtain some rough statistics on
the cost of dental care in the country (which is admittedly probably very low)
in order to try to arrive at a first order of magnitude of a benefit/cost ratio
which would res~t fra introducing this type of preventive medicine in Morocco%

WJ08oUVBSSW
IBID

ccs Messrs. Haynos, Thys, Williams, Heyland, Warford, Guillot-Lageat, Carmignani
DiXNA Files
Division Files
Chron. File
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Harold R . Shipman

Willoughby Report - Recommendation on Public
Utilities in Ivalution BeDrt. Z17 and 18

One item of the Willoughby report, I believe it is the last recommenda-
tion, recoessends that the Bank continue to give emphasis on investment in
water distribution systems.

I have reviewed the projects which the Bank has financed during the past
year in water supply and find that the amount of distribution system invest-
ment which is included in our loans is about the optimum amount which can use-
fully be constructed at the time of the project. We have discouraged utili-
ties from extending the distribution systems to undeveloped areas, since this
means investment which lays idle and deteriorates until such time as people
move into the area and can make connections. Therefore in the assessment of
amoant of distribution system to be included in our projects the habitable
areas of the city where water is required, and where immediate customers can
be anticipated, is usually the guide which determines the extent of the area
to be served. In many instances the work of extending the distribution sys-
tem to all parts of the city is so great that is necessary that the distribu-
tion extensions be carried out in two or more stages.

In the case of the Bangkok project, the Bank is financing no distribution,
this aspect being taken care of through the Asian Development Bank loan. The
other projects which are listed below and on which investment has been under-
taken over the course of approximately the last fifteen months all have con-
tinued the emphasis on distribution system improvements and appear to follow
the recommendations contained in the Willoughby report.

Moreoco - Casa-Rabat
Colombia - Medium Cities
Gabon - Libreville
Kuala Lumpur
Damasas
Bombay
Amman

HRS:lc
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WATER DESALINATION

At the meeting of the Executive Directors held on May 22, 1973

information was requested on the work that is being done in different

parts of the world on developindesalinising facilities to combat

shortage of water. The att ched note, prepared by the Central Projects

staff, provides this information.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Vice Presidents, Bank, and Officers of IFC

Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC
Mr. J. Adler
Mr. W. Clark



WATER DESALINATION

1. Summary and Conclusions

(i) Desalination has been increasing in importance in various areas of
the world and there are today about 800 desalting plants in opera-
tion with capacities in the 100 m3/d to 30,000 mJ/d range. By com-
parison with conventional water plants, desalination is providing
only a modest amount of water, primarily for domestic and industrial
uses. Existing output capacities total about 4 million m 3/d, an
amount equivalent to the daily consumption of 20 to 30 million people.

(ii) Well organized research activities in various countries are directed
to improving the technology and reducing the cost of the product water.
Research and development work has advanced sufficiently to ensure that
the most important design, construction, and operation risks have been
eliminated for distillation plants smaller than 40,000 m3/d. Further
work is required and in progress on larger plants, and on such pro-
cesses as reverse osmosis, freezing, vapor compression, and electro-
dyalysis.

(iii) Records of operating costs of existing desalination plants show that
reduction of costs can be achieved through economies of scale; by
multipurpose application particularly when linked to power generation;
and by extended plant life and lower maintenance requirements. Sea
water conversion plants of recent design are capable of operating in
the US $0.25 to $0.60/m3 cost range while plants converting brackish
water usually operate at costs somewhat lower.

(iv) Despite the considerable progress achieved over the past 10 to 15
years through basic and applied research, the costs of product water
from the various desalting processes remain high. Costs range from
5 to 10 times higher than those experienced from conventional alterna-
tives. There are no major technological breakthroughs in prospect and
further cost reductions through economies of scale, from geothermal and
nuclear energy applications, from improved efficiencies, from reduced
down times, and from lowered operating costs, will probably appear in
the form of a modest and gradual lowering of costs rather than a drama-
tic drop.

(v) Dual purpose (power and desalination) plants offer cost advantages over
separate desalination plants particularly in the savings realized
through common management and operations, and maintenance personnel.
Comparison of individual water and power costs in dual installations
with alternative sources is made difficult because of the need to equit-
ably allocate capital and operating costs between the two operations,

(vi) Desalination as an alternative to fresh water transported by pipelines
should be considered when pipelines longer than 200 km are required.
For distances in the 100 to 200 km range, pipelines will usually prove
more economic unless unusually high pumping costs are involved or un-
less the combination of factors involved in desalting operations are
particularly favorable. Desalination will rarely be the most economic
alternative where pipelines of less than 100 km in length can be em-
ployed.
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(vii) The use of desalinated water for urban and industrial purposes
will increase with time as existing low water sources become
fully utilized. On the other hand, based on even the most
favorable water costs projected for very large scale multipur-
pose plants not yet built, it appears unlikely that desalination
will prove feasible for production of irrigation water in any
but a very few specialized situations.

(viii) When deciding on the feasibility of desalination and between
alternative desalting processes, all criteria normally applied
to evaluation of other water projects should be employed. Em-
phasis on good management and conservation of existing fresh
water resources needs to be stressed, to postpone the more ex-
pensive and sophisticated approaches required when desalination
is adopted.

2. Introduction and Background

The most common process of removing salt from sea water has been in use for
centuries. Ship captains and others faced with the need to obtain fresh drink-
ing water, boiled sea water and collected the condesate on cool surfaces. Ex-
amples of stills functioning on solar heat go back to the last century. It has
been only recently however, that the need to provide large quantities of fresh
water from sea and brackish sources in certain areas has led to improvement of
processes which now make it possible to convert water of any saline content and
of nearly any volume to fresh water suited to human, animal, agricultural and
industrial needs0

While the technology exists to produce nearly any quantity of fresh water,
the application of such technology is restrained because of the costs involved.

In the last decade, large sums have been expended on research and develop-
ment of the desalination processes. The general public, and particularly of-
ficials in many of the water scarce areas of the world, have been led to believe
that we are entering an era where conversion of sea and brackish water to fresh
water for human, agricultural and industrial uses can be accomplished at costs
which are lower, or at least only slightly higher, than those from conventional
sources0 Unfortunately, these expectations cannot be fulfilled if results from
existing installations are used as an indicator. There is promise of reduced
costs as accomplishments of the research effort are gradually incorporated in new
designs. Substantial reductions in costs can be achievc-d through economies of
scale, through improved load and use factors, and througi improved efficiencies,
However, a breakthrough in the technology which could lead to major cost reduc-
tions is unlikely. For example, a prize of US $50O,0O offered by a Swiss Foun-
dation (DESARE3) in 1960 for a significant contribution to reduction of the cost
of desalting water, is still unclaimed

Objective cost comparisons between desalination processes are made diffi-
cult because data are usually inconsistento Plant and operating costs differ
between installations according to the salinity of feed waters and the mineral
content in product water; depreciation and interest charges are seldom treated
in the same manner; fuel and site costs, brine disposal costs, and the alloca-
tion of shared costs in dual purpose installations vary from one plant to another
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These differences are sometimes the result of the costing method employed,

and in others the result of differences specific to the installations, Com-

parisons of conventional and desalted water costs further require that allow-

ance be made for costs of delivery to the customers or to the point Of use.

Consequently, meaningful analysis can only be done with a reasonable degree
of accuracy in relation to a specific need, in a specific location.

A UN survey of desalination plants around the world, made n 1965 and

updated by information obtained on certain selected plants in 1973, indicates

that there are today in operation around 800 plants with capacities of over

100 cubic meters per day (m3/d). Of these about 55 have capacities between

4,000 and 125,000 m3 /d. For comparison, large size conventional water treat-

ment plants for urban use have capacities ranging from 1 to 4 million 03/d.

Data for desalination plants tabulated in a UN survey show that plants

built in the late '50s and early '60s have water costs ranging from -JUS $0.l4/m3

to $10.00/m3; with the average for all plants about $0.70/m-3 . For r1-nts built

in the late '60s and early '70s, costs are in the range of $0.25 to
with an average of about $0.40/m3 . These costs of water can 'e comp red

those recorded from some of the large conventional municipal treatment plantc

which show a range of from $0.006/m3 for large plants to $0.05/m3 for small
plants.

There is some consistency in the percentage breakdown of the uni-t cost

of desalted water for all types of plant and conditions of operation ii

is reasonable to conclude that fixed charges (capital costs) aerage 3 '1%
of the total cost of water produced, with energy, operation, a , mainit: ,anoe

costs averaging around 67%. A more detailed breakdown of these costs is pre-
sented in Annex 3.

3. Desa inatiton Technology

3.1 Salinity Limits and Tolerances

Waters may be classified into four broad categories according to ',JintY

as follows (in milligrams of salt per liter):

Sweet water 0 to 1,000 mg/l

Brackish water 1,000 mg/l to 10,000 mg/l
Salty water 10,000 mg/i to 30,000 mg/l
Sea water 30,000 mg/l to 35,000 mg/l +

Humans, animals and crops show varying tolerances for the common salts

found in water. Humans show least tolerance, and the permissible uper Tim it,

set by WHO is 500 mg/i for public systems. However, it is known i i toe-
ance to salinity varies with climate and that in some arid regions water wi h
salinities of up to 3,000 mg/l is being consumed. WHO has recognized this by
setting 1,500 mg/i as the maximum allowable concentration, beyond which pota-
bility is seriously impaired.

The range of salinities for animals and fowls extends from 2,800 mg/l for

poultry to 12,900 mg/l for certain adult dryland sheep. A general limit of

5,000 mg/i for most animals is used.
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Crops vary in tolerance because of interrelations with soil type, drain-
age characteristics, and the quantities of water applied. In general, l,500
mg/l appears to be the limit for most crops, but with favorable conditions and
proper crop selection, considerably higher levels can be used. Date palms
and other tolerant crops have been cultivated with water having up to 10,000
mg/l salinity.

Current and foreseeable future costs of desalination, even where local
water requires only limited processing to reduce salinity to acceptable levels,
appear unattractive for agricultural use (see Chapter 7) . This confines
present considerations to application of desalinated water to human, animal
and industrial purposes.

3.2 Desalination Processes

Desalination processes can be described as those which use evaporation
(distillation), membranes, freezing or chemical means for separation of salt
from water. These processes can be classified (a) by type of energy required,
(b) by properties, and (c) by levels of salinity to be removed (see Annex 2).
Using these classifications about 12 different basic processes can be identi-
fied.

Each of the processes and their modifications have advantages and dis-
advantages. For example, waters of low salinity require less energy for salt
removal than those with high salt content, In the case of low salinity waters,
selection of a process which has an energy input varying with the salt to be
removed has an advantage,, It may be, however, that as the volume of water
required increases, the advantages of a reduced energy input give way to sav-
ings in capital costs for another process even though the latter may require
essentially the same energy regardless of salt content.

While there has been much hope for the development of solar stills using
raw water from the sea, costs are high at present ($.80 to $1.00 per cubic
meter) mainly due to the need for large amounts of capital and a large land
area to produce even small amounts of fresh water0 This constrains the use
of solar stills to small domestic installations0

Dual purpose plants which combine power and desalination are in operation
in a number of countries. Since these plants almost always take steam from
power generation facilities as the heat source for evaporation, one of the
distillation processes is normally employed for desalting in dual. purpose
installations.

3.3 Operational Aspects

While the technology of desalination is, in itself, not complex, exper-
ience with existing plants shows that maintenance and operation are major prob-
lems because of corrosion and scaling of equipment, clogging of membranes, and
mechanical failures, all leading to excessive periods of "down time" and low-
ered efficiencies. Equipment life and the operational characteristics of each
process also require attention in selection and costing of facilities.



3.h Corrosion and Scaling

Saline water is extremely corrosive to metals and because of the high
solids content of sea water, scaling of heat transfer surfaces also is a
cause of major problems for any process which involves brackish solutions .
Use of corrosion resistant metals and chemical conditioning of feed waters
have been prime subjects for research, and are the means most commonly em-
ployed by des t ng plants to combat these two problems. Of the 59 plants
in a UN survey*1 over two-thirds reported scaling and half reported corrosion
as major causes of shutdowns. "Down time" caused by scaling and corrosion
in many of the newer pilot and experimental plants proves that these prob-
lems are still not completely resolved, Other causes of plant shutdowns
include failure of pumps and drives, and blockages or fouling due to inade-
quate screening of sea water,

3.5 Equipment Life

Desalination processes frequently employ equipment for which a normal
operating life is not well established. Even ten years' life may be opti-
mistic without major expenditures on maintenance. On the other hand, those
parts of plants which generate steam as the means for effecting vaporization
employ equipment which has undergone many years of development for use in
thermal power stations0 In the distillation processes it is the surfaces
and units which convey the heat from the steam to the saline water which cause
most problems0  Pumps, pipes, valves, surfaces and other appurtenances coming
in contact with the saline water are the critical elements. Development of
corrosion resistant metals for desalting use is well advanced; the effect of
introducing these materials is usually to increase plant costs, while reducing
maintenance and prolonging plant life

3.6 Plant Personnel

While the technology of desalination itself is straight forward, opera-
tions are made difficult because of the sensitivity of most of the processes
to (a) the proper conditioning of feed water; (b) the maintenance of tempera-
tures, pressures, or vacuums within rather narrow ranges; (c) servicing of
membranes and ion exchange beds; (d) close monitoring of performance; and
(e) initiation of critical corrective actions when required These duties
require much more highly skilled technicians than those employed in conven-
tional water treatment facilities. This will pose a problem in certain de-
veloping countries, and will likely require employment of expatriate staff for
a considerable period of time. This means higher costs. Selection of the
process best suited to any given circumstances must take account of how the
plant is to be operated, and the availability and costs of labor, local and
foreign.

1/ United Nations Desalination Plant Survey, 1969.
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4. Desalination Cost Considerations

In the UN survey of desalination plants published in 19691, it was

found that of the cost per cubic meter of fresh water for both distillation

and membrane (electrodialysis) processes, about 33% can be assigned each to

capital and labor with the remaing 34% broken down into energy (16%), chem-

icals (10%) and maintenance (8%). These proportions represent the average
of 59 desalination plants, 25% dual purpose and 75% single purpose, located

in different parts of the world, as noted in the table produced in Annex lo

Thirty per cent of the plants showed a co t of US $.25 to $.50/m of water

produced and 40% costs of $.75 to $1.00/m . Very few plants (10%) reported
costs of less than $.25/m 3, and two reported costs of $7.50 to $10 000/m 0

In other technical literature, costs of US $0.20 to $0.40/m
3 are shown

for plants ranging in size from 1,200 m3 /d to 15,000m3/d.

DataY from plants recently constructed, while difficult to interpret
because of research activities frequently incorporated, show that for sea
water conversion, costs of well over US $0.40/0 are not uncommon when all
costs are taken into consideration.

Capital costs of desalting plants are affected to a great extent by the
size of the installations, decreasing in cost per m3 of water produced as
size increases, Rough figures for plants in the USA in 1965-67 show for
small plants, investment of arounj US $500/m 3 per day of installed capacity.
For lasge plants around US $400/m and for very large plants an estimated US
$250/m . These figures are 6 to 10 times larger than those reported for
medium-sized conventional water treatment plants.

The wide variation of unit costs makes it difficult to select a realistic
average figure to use when comparing different alternatives, even when com-
paring plants of about the same size.

While the foregoing figures confirm that present costs are high, there
is considerable evidence to indicate that there is a downward trend which will
continue, although without dramatic drops. Some of the lines of development
which have been explored, and some which give enc uragement to 2lowered costs
are noted below.

)4.1 Energy Costs

There have been hopes of a breakthrough in reducing energy requirements
but physicists and chemists have maintained that the laws of thermodynamics
determine the theoretical energy required to remove salts from a solution, given
any specified conditions of salinity and temperature. They contend that it is
not scientifically possible to reduce energy requirements below these levels.
There is no evidence in the extensive research conducted over the past fifteen
years that this contention is wrong0 This leads to the conclusion that only

1/ First UN Desalination Plant Operation Survey - ST/ECA/112-NTY-1969.

L/ Unpublished data collected by correspondence - August 1973.
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by finding a lower cost errgy source for any given installation and by
reducing energy losses through improved efficiencies, can costs be lowered.

In the long run, research and development work in nuclear and geothermal

energy gives promise of redc 'ing energy costs for certain installations.

Efficiencies have been improving and further progress can be anticipated.

The outlook for the imediate future suggests only gradual reductions in cost

from better efficiencies, and higher costs for operations dependent on fossil

fuels for energy.

h2 Dual Purpose Plants

Dual purpose plants are those built in conjunction with power generation

facilities. While the usual practice of taking low pressure exhaust steam

to drive the distillation plant in a dual purpose installation undoubtedly
offers economies, it demands careful planning of the system to avoid the

serious problems arising from a short- or long-term mismatching of power and

water demands.

Location of a distillation plant and a power plant on a common site

offers considerable advantages even where close coupling of the steam supplies
is not practiced. The two finctions can share the some management, operation

and maintenance facilities; in general, the requirements of the two functions

are similar in these three respects. Except for plants of unusually large

capacity, it is only on this "shared" basis that the specialized management

and maintenance requirements, and the part-time operating labor demands can

be met at acceptable costs.

In areas where solid wastes contains a high concentration of combustible
matter, combining incineration with steam generation can be considered. Such

steam can be used either for desalination, for power generation, or both. In

most instances heat recove from solid waste incineration will not likely be
competitive with operatios sing other fuels. However, where solid waste

disposal must be effected at fairly high costs anyway, incineration coupled
with steam generation may prove attractive0

Equitable allocation of costs between power and water on dual installations
is not easy in practice. Two methods which have been proposed consist of
either (a) allocation of annual fixed and variable costs to water and electri-

city separately, or (b) 1Ilocation of total annual costs according to water and

electricity production.-

L43 Plant Utilization

As with power generation facilities, the plant utilization factor is an

important determinant of unit output costs in desalting plants. The plant
factor is the annual, monthly or daily production as a percentage of plant

capacity. While desalting plants may be designed to provide water for peak-
ing purposes, for example, during summer of dry months when demand exceeds the

capacity of the conventional facilities, such cases will be rare because alter-
nate sources for supply of peaking water will usually be cheaper than the de-

salting source.

1/ Joseph Barnea, "A New Method of Cost Allocation for Combined Power and

Water Desalination Plants - Water Resources Research, Vol. 1, No. 1,
Washington DC, March 1965.
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Desalination systems can accommodate normal daily and other seasonal var-

iations in consumer demand by changing production rates or through storage
facilities, whichever is more suitable or economic.

A more common cause of low plant factors is operational outages - planned

and accidental0  High "down time" results from the need to replace tubing, re-
move scale, and maintain pumps and other equipment in a highly corrosive en-

vironment.

Annual expenditure for capital charges and labor is determined by installed

capacity regardless of utilization. The importance of plant factor in deter-

mining water costs can be illustrated by the figures reported in the UN survey
of 59 plants. The average annual plant factor of the 59 plants was only 53%
while fixed charges and labor amounted to two-thirds of the total water costs

(see Annex 3). Thus, if those plants could have been operated at full capacity,
the costs attributable to investment and labor would have been halved and total

unit water costs reduced by one-third. While it is impractical to operate at
full capacity, there is a considerable economic incentive to make the plant fac-

tor as high as possible. In many steam power plants, and for some desalination
plants, factors of 90% can be obtained.

4.4 Economies of Scale

There is no doubt that as the size of plants is increased, unit costs of

product water are reduced. Reports prepared in the late '60s which projected
costs of very large schemes where nuclear power and desalination p ants were
proposed, showed water costs at figures around US $0.09 to $0.12/m . Such
figures must be viewed with caution since they have been based on assumptions
which have not been substantiated by actual operation, Nevertheless, with
improved efficiencies, with lower energy costs from developments in nuclear
fuels, economies of scale, and the benefits to be realized from dual purpose
installations, costs of desalinated water at the plant can be expected to drop.

9 Desalination Plant Investments and Financin

The decision to finance desalination plants should be based on criteria
similar to those employed when any other water facilities are considered. It
should be demonstrated that desalination is the least costly method of supplying
the water required with the same or comparable level of security. In selecting
the alternatives to be compared, the possibility of using long pipelines from
known fresh water sources should not be forgotten. The desalination process
selected for comparison should be the one which promises the least cost water,
taking into account such factors as the capacity of the national technicians
to operate and maintain, available fuels, and dependability. A few of the
points to be noted in reviewing proposals for desalting projects are summarized
below:

(a) Comparison of Costs

Costs of desalted water should be compared with costs of water from treat-
ment plants, springs and wells at the point where each source connects to the
distribution system or to a common transmission line.
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(b) Plant Factors and Storage

Plant factors should be reviewed carefully because of the poor exper-
ience to date for installations of all sizes and types.

Unusually large storage capacity for product water is required where
dependable service has to be assured by desalination plant output. One
week's storage is not uncommon for urban systems (see Annex 1) and this will
be inadequate in some instances. Costs of storage in excess of that used for
conventional systems must be added for purposes of comparison with other al-
ternatives.

(c) Depreciation Rates

Depreciation should be based on an average life not longer than fifteen
years, unless actual experience from plants in operation provides reliable
data for the specific process and plant type to support a longer period.

(d) Interest Rates

Interest rates which approximate the opportunity cost of capital for the
country in question should be used for comparing alternate sources and alter-
nate processes.

(e) Costing of Power Facilities in Combined Plants

In nuclear and thermal plants where power generation and desalination are
combined, it has been common to use the "going" price of power in the area as
a base, and where very large power installations are designed which will gene-
rate power at costs below the "going" price, to show the savings as a means for
reducing the sale price of the desalinated water. This is not an acceptable
approach in making investment decisions0 Cost estimates of dual purpose plants
should be compared to those of equivalent single purpose installations in order
to ensure that, under the given conditions, the dual purpose plant is more eco-
nomic.

(f) Brine Disposal

Concentrated brine is a product of all desalting operations and its final
disposal can be a major problem. Siting of plants, and decisions on the economics
of various alternatives should take full account of brine disposal, the costs
involved, and the ecological implications.

6. Alternatives

Among the alternatives to desalination which should be considered is that
of transporting water by pipeline from distant sources of fresh water0 While
generalizations are difficult because of variations in terrain and the conse-
quent effects on pumping costs, guidelines can be established which will sug-
gest the significance of pipeline transportation as an alternative.
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Vaillanti! has prepared a table (see below) showing the approximate costs

per cubic meter of transporting by pipeline a range of volumes of water per
day over different distances.

Dollars per m3 of Water Transported

Distance Eipe Capacity in 1,000 m3/day

in km 20-25 hO- O 100 200 250

25 $ 0.03 0.03 0,03 0,03 0.03
50 0.07 0,07 06 0.05 0.04

100 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.08 008
200 0.20 0.18 016 0.13 0,12

400 0.34 0.30 0.28 0.23 0.22
600 - 0.42 0,38 0.33 0.30

From the above table it will be noted, 3 for example, that for a pipeline

200 km long and Ath a capacity of 100,000m /day, the cost of water would be

around T $0.16/m . For volumes of 20,000m3/d the cost would be about US

$0.20/m for the same distance. Since costs in certain desalination plants

where brackish water is converted, are in this range, it would be desirable to

analyse the situation further before deciding either in favor of a pipeline or

in favor of a desalination plant. For distances of 100 km or less, pipeline

transport will almost always be more economic than desalination, and in the

volumes of water normally required for expansion of urban water facilities,
pipelines will probably be the method of choice for distances up to 200 km,
given present technology, and where water of high salinity has to be converted.

It will be prudent, however, to examine the feasibility of desalting against
pipeline transportation of fresh water, whenever sources of brackish water are
immediately available if distances in excess of 100 km are involved.

7* Application of Desalination to Irrigation

Based on the most favorable water costs projected for very large scale
multipurpose plants currently under study, it appears unlikely that desalina-

tion will prove economic for production of irrigation water in any but a few

special' ed situations* A recently completed study of agriculture in North
America- supports this conclusion.

The cost of water onto the land for five irrigation projects financed by the
Bank in Malaysia, Colombia, Korea, and Yugoslavia, is estimated to be US $5,
$25, $50, $h8, and $78 per acre foot. These costs include all dams or weirs,

wells and pumps, primary and secondary channels, and miscellaneous costs such
as service roads, etc. These figures ca be compared with an estimated "water
only" cost of US $100-$200 per acre footZ/ from proposed large scale desalina-

1/ Les Problems du Dessalement de L'eau de Mer et des Eaux Saumatres,
J. R. Vaillant, Eyrolles, 1970, Paris, France.

2/ Desalting, Victor Koelzer, USA National Water Commission, May 1972.

3/ Eliason, May 22, 1969 - Water Desalting, Present and Future, AWWA
Conference, San Diego.
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tion plants, to which must be added the cost of conduits, channels, etc0 ,required to bring water onto the land. Even taking account of the lower
mineral content of desalinated water it would have cost in the case of
those Bank projects from three to forty times water from natural sources,
There are, however, a few specialized applications, of limited scope for
developing countries, which might be economically attractive They involve
enclosed environmental systems fabricated from plastic, in effect greenhouses,
within which evapotranspiration is controlled and moisture is not lost to the
atmosphere. Water consumption is reduced to about one-tenth of that in con-
ventional irrigation. In these applications, high yields of high value spe-
cialty produce could more than offset the high cost of desalted water.

Public Utilities Department
Central Projects Staff
December 13, 1973
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PLANT IDENTIFICATION AND GENERAL DATA

Unit Capacity Storage Capacity

Location Process Year Purpose 3 per day- m3

USA a 1965 Dual 532 3,800

Ecuador a 1960 Dual 228 859

Venezuela a 1961 - h,104

Bahamas a 1962 Dual 5,559
Bermuda a 1964 Single 627 3,800

Guantanamo a 1964 Dual 2,850 15,200

Curacao a 1963 Single 6,080 -

Curacao a 1963 - 698
Virgin Islands a 1958 Single 114 68

Virgin Islands a 1961 Dual 1,045
Gibraltar a 1964 Single 494 19

Gibraltar a 1960 Single 277

Italy a 1964 Single 357 I8

Libya a 1962 Dual 190 1,140

Libya a 1965 Dual 760 3,040

Arabian Gulf 1963 Dual 111

Arabian Gulf 1962 Single 114 1,1 0

Kuwa 1t a 1962 Single 190 1,330

Kuwait a 1959 Dual 1,368 76,000

Kuwait a 1962 Dual 2, 73b 76,000

auwait a1957 Dual 2,394 -29,20

Kuwait a 1960 Dual 1,150

USA h 1961 5i e 3, 9)9

Kuwait b 1950 Dua 156 7 IS(9
Kuwait b 1953 Dual $56 129,fO

Kuwa!t b 1955 Dual 'S 129,00

Polynesia b 1963 Single 31

USA 196$ Sinjle 152 1,

USA- 1960 Single

USA 0 1963 Single 3,800 7

Peru c 1955 Single 76
Bahamas c 1956 Single 137

Bermuda c 1055 Sinale 760,

Antigua 0 1965 Single 53
Jpnc 1955 Dual 3,001 ,13

i arshall Islands c 1951 Single 53 ,23

Ascension Island C 1957 SingIe 395 ,i3L

IM, = 264 gallons

I gallon = 3 78 liters
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Unit Capacity Storage Capacity

Location Process Year Purpose m3 per day m3

USA - Arizona d 1962 Single 2,470 1,140

USA - California d 1959 Single 106 380

USA - N. Dakota d 1960 Single 167 475

USA - Illinois d 1958 Single 266 228

USA - hontana d 1961 Single 209 380

Finland d 19614 Single 49 19

14,'ultifi ah dist111.tMon

b iong-tube vertical distillation

c Vapor compression

d Electrodialysis

Source: First UN Desalination Plant Operation Survey
UN - New York - 1969 - ST/ECA/112
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CLASSIFICATION OF DESALINATION PYOCESSES

Classification by Type of Energy Required!.

A. Processes requiring thermal energy
Multiple effect distillation
Multiple stage flash distillation
Vertical Tube Evaporator (VTE)
Solar distillation
Supercritical distillation

B. Processes requiring mechanical energy
Vapor compression distillation
Freeze separation
Hydrate separation
Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis

C. Processes requiring electrical energy
Electrodialysis

D. Processes requiring chemical energy
Ion exchange
Solvent extraction

Classification Based on ropertiesi/

A. Processes dependent on phase changes of water

1. Evaporation
Multiple-effect distillation, in which the latent
heat comes from a solid surface.
ultiple stage flash distillation, in which the

latent he!t comes fron cooling of the liquid being
evaporated.
Supercritical distillatLon, in which all evaporation
occurs above the critical temperature of pure water.
Solar distillation in which the latent heat is
derived from direct solar radiltion.
Vapor compression distillation, in which the latent

heat is obtained regeneratively.

2. Crystallization
Freeze-separation, in which the crystals involved
are those of pure water.
Hydrate-separation, in which the crystals contain
molecules of the hydrating agent.

howe, University of California, Berkeley, 1968.
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B. Processes dependent on the surface properties of membranes

in contact with water

1. Electrodialysis, in which the unwanted ions are caused

to migrate through membranes due to electrical forces.

2. Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis, in which water is

caused to migrate through membranes preferentially to
the salt ions, due to pressure.

C. Processes dependent on the surface properties of solids

and liquids in contact with water.

1. Ion exchange, in which unwanted ions are exchanged
for less offensive ions loosely bonded to certain

double salts in solid form.

2. Solvent extraction, in which certain liquids dissolve

water more readily than the salt ions contained in the

saline water.

Classification based on Variation of Energy
Related to Initial Salinityl/

Type of Energy Conversion Process

Processes in which the energy ultiple-effect distillation

recuirement is essentially Multi-stage flash distillation

independent of initial Vapor compression distillation

salinity Supercritical distillation

Vacuum flash iistillaticn
Solar distillation
Freezing
Reverse Osmosis

Processes in which the energy Electrodialysis
requirement depends on Ton exchangre
initial salinity Chemrial precipitaton

hcfe, Uni versity of California, Berkeley, 1968.



ANNEX 3

DESALINATION COST (Percenta2e)

Minimum Maximun Average

Fixed Charges 25% / 45% h 33%

Labor 18% 38% -/ 33%

Energy 9% 4% S2% 0%

Maintenance 2% -/ 26% Y 8%

Chemicals 3% 2/ 16% 10%

Resume:

Capital Cost 25% 45% 33%

Operation and 55% 75% 67%
Maintenance

a/ Vapor compression distillation

b/ Electrodialysis

c/ Long-tube vertical di tillation

d/ Submerged-tube distillation

rou-ce: irst r Deeflin7tOn n Ooerticion urvey

UN - Nle Yor - 19 -



Mr. Riley January 2, 1974

Harold R. Shipman

UNICEF/XBRD Cooneration on Rural Water Smplies

As a follow-up to a brief meeting which I had with Mr. Bowles of UNICEF
in New York three weeks ago, both Mr. Bowles and Dr. Eggers called at my office
on December 20 to pursue further the question of possible collaboration between
UNICEF and IBRD in the field of rural water supply and sanitation. The follow-
ing general commnts are an attempt at summarising the points covered in the
two meetings.

(1) UNICEF has been actively involved in rural water and sanitation projects
for over twenty years, during which period they have acounulated a rather ex-
tensive experience. Under the protocol established in the early days it was
the role of UNICEF to finance the supplies and equipment necessary for the pro-
ject, to agree on objectives, timetables, etc, and to ask WHO to provide the
technical services secessary to assist the government in carrying out the con-
struction. In the early days of the UNICEF rural water programs the facilities
were always confined to hand pumps, spring improvements, and installations where
power puwps were not involved. Similarly, it was rare to find projects where
water distribution was a part. As time has gone on, exceptions to these poli-
cies have been made and in certain countries a fair nnmder of power pump and
small elevated tank systems have been constructed with limited numbers of street
hydrants. It has also generally been part of the UNICEF policy to make the
facilities available in the rural areas at no cost to the people. Each project
has certain commitments which need to be met by the government but for the most
part within the project area most of the cost of the project, except for the
local personnel and facilities, is borne by UNICEF . While there undoubtedly
have been exceptions it has been my observation that for the most part UNICEF
projects were designed to benefit the areas served by the project but that they
were not necessarily concerned with the view of establishing a pattern which
could be followed for the rest of the country. In a number of instances the
WHO engineers may have worked with government towards expansion of the ideas
but because the supplies and equipment came from UNICEF,athere were no arrange-
ments made for reimbursement by the people benefitted (even if UNICEF policies
would have permitted). Opportunities for extending the project to other areas
have therefore not been tested.

(2) UNICEF believes now that there is need to consider ways by which the pro-
jects thich they finance can be made to serve a broader purpose than those of
the past. They see the possibility of extending and expanding these projects
to cover many more rural areas and for this reason are interested in any arrange-
ments that might be worked out with IBRD. Because UNICEF is limited in the
amount of funds which it has, it feels that the extent of its role in the rural
water projects would be to set up pilot schemes which might serve as the base
for extension and expansion to other areas.
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(3) I indicated to Dr. Eggers and Mr. Bowles that at the moment we were work-
ing on a paper which would attempt to set some guidelines for policies surround.-
ing rural water projects.

(4) I explained that one of the major difficulties based on my experience with
past UNICEF projects was that of financial policy. I indicated that while I
saw no reason why villages would have to collect from individuals within the
village for reimbursement of operation, matenance, and capital costs of sys-
teus, I felt it was rather fundamental that villages contribute by whatever
means they could toward these costs and that this aspect would have to be intro-
duced if UNICEF projects were to be made acceptable to us. I understood from
Dr. Eggers and Mr. Bowles that they appreciated the significance of the finan-
cial side and I further understood that they believed they could find a way to
go forward in certain changes of policy.

(5) I indicated that as one of the basic requirements for rural projects ii
appeared fundamental that the institutional arrangement exists whereby the Bank
could be assured along with the country that the facilities constructed would
be operated and maintained satisfacthrily over a long period of time in order
to ensure that the people receive the benefits of the investment. UNICEF
equally recognizes this problem and are cmpletely in agreement with the need
to have such a basic organisation established as the part of any project.

(6) A number of possible approaches were discussed and it was agreed that at
this stage it would be better to keep things entirely on an informal basis and
to confront individual situations as they develop. I suggested that since the
wishes of countries was rather fundamental in the consideration of any project
by the Bank in those instances where UNICEF has a rural water project and where
the country would like to have IBRD consideration of a larger project, one ap-
proach would be for UNICEF and the country to approach the Bank to determine
the situation at the time and to clarify whether opportunity exists within the
lending program for that country to include the project. If the conditions
were generally favorable, we could then proceed to learn about the project and
to convey any views we had as to its suitability for financing. UNICEF repre-
sentatives agreed that this was a reasonable approach.

(7) It was mutually agreed that some time in the near future arrangements
would be made to have a meeting with the water supply staff of our regions in
order that UNICEF might convey to the staff some of the information concerning
UNICEF operations and at that time to broadly discuss the various character-
istics of UNICEF projects and the opportunities which might exist to use this
mechanism as a means for rural water project developgmnt. Such a meeting
could probably take place some time during the first quarter of 1974.

MiS;le
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Excerpt from summary of May 22 Board Discussion of Cyprus Highway Project

"A speakee pointed to the investigation currently being undertaken
by Cyprus of the feasibility of establishing desalination plants to over-
come the constraints of inadequate irrigation water; he wondered whether,
in view of the widespread interest, particularly in the Middle East, the
Bank was also studying desalination. The staff replied that the Bank was
closely following the research and development undertaken by others in this
field in the hope that costs could be brought down from their current high
levels to a point where the Bank could recommend desalination plants for
water-short countries."
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Water Desalinatio-i

As the scarcity and costs of conventional water supply for
domestic, industrial and agricultural uses have increased, much
hope has been placed by the general public and officials of many
countries in the prospects for conversion of sea and brackish
water into fresh water. The purpose of this memorandum is to
review the State of the Art in this respect.

It includes the following main sections:

1. Summary and Conclusions

2. Background Information

3. Technology

h. Cost Considerations

5. Investments and Financing

6. Main Applications (Alternatives)

7. Possible Use for Desalination Processes
for Irrigation
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1. Summa.'y and Conclusions

(i) Desalination has been increasing in importance in various areas
of the world and there are today over 850 desalting plants in
operation with capacities in the 100 m3/d to 30,000 m3/d range.
By comparison with conventional water plants, desalination is
providing only a modest amount of water primarily for domestic
and industrial uses. Existing output capacities total about
4 million m3/d, an amount equivalent to the daily consumption
of 20 to 30 million people.

(ii) Well organized research activities are in existence in various
countries and with few exceptions each is directing attention to
improving the technology and to reducing the cost of the product
water. There is little doubt that research and development work
has been sufficiently advanced to ensure that the most important design,
construction, and operation risks have been eliminated for dis-
tillation plants smaller than 40,000 m3 /d. Further work is
required and in progress on larger plants, and on such processes
as reverse osmosis, freezing, vapor compression, and electrody-
alysis.

(iii) Current figures from actual operation of desalination plants show
that reduction of costs can be achieved through economies of scale;
by multipurpose application particularly when linked to power gen-
eration; and through extended plant life and lower maintenance
requirements. Cost comparisons between existing and older plants
iD mado difficult because of absence of a uniform costing method
used by all plants, by differences in the salinity levels of feed
water and final product water, and by escalation of costs over time.
Newer plants now in operation and converting sea water are capable
of operating somewhere in the US $0.25 to $0.60/m 3 cost range.
Plants converting brackish water can usually operate at a range of
costs of around one half of those for sea water.

(iv) Despite the considerable progress achieved over the past 10 to 15
years through basic and applied research, the costs of product
water from the various desalting processes remain high. Costs
range from 5 to 10 times higher than alternatives available in
most situations to meet domestic and industrial water require ents.
No major technological breakthrough appears likely and while fur-
ther cost reductions will undoubtedly result from geothermal and
nuclear energy applications, from improved efficiencies, from re-
duced doun times, and from lowered operating costs, the combined
result will probably be a modest and gradual lowering of costs
rather than a dramatic drop.

(v) Consideration of desalination as an alternative to fresh water
transported by pipelines should always be given when pipelines
longer than 200 km are required. For distances in the 100 to
200 km range, pipelines will usually prove more economic unless
unusually high pumping costs are involved or unless the combina-
tion of factors surrounding the desalting operations are particu-
larly favorable. Desalination will not often prove the most eco-
nomic alternative where pipelines of less than 100 km in length
can be employed.



(vi) The use of desalinated water for urban and industrial purposes
wifll increase with time and as existing low cost water sources

bcome fully utilized. For irrigation, on the other hand, based

on the most favorable water cosrs projected for very large scale,

multipurpose plants not yet built, there appears little evidence

to suggest that desalination will prove feasible for any but the
unusual situation.

(vii) When deciding on the feasibility of desalination and between al-
ternate desalting processes, all criteria normally applied to

evaluation of other water projects should be employed. Emphasis

on good management and conservation of existing fresh water re-

sources needs to be stressed to postpone the more expensive and

sophisticated approaches required when desalination is adopted.

2. Introduction and Background

The process of removing salt from sea water is not a recent innovation

and goes back for centuries. Ship captains and others faced with the need
to obtain fresh drinking water, boiled the sea water and collected the con-
densate which resulted when the steam collected on cool surfaces. Examples

of stills functioning on solar heat are not unique to recent research but

go back to the last century. It has been only recently, however, that the
need to provide large quantities of fresh water from sea and brackish sources
in certain areas has led to improvement of old ideas and to the research and

development of processes which now make it possible to convert water of any

saline content and of nearly any volume to fresh water suited to human,

animal, agricultural and industrial needs.

While the technology exists to effect the production of nearly any

quantity of fresh water required for any need, the application of such tech-

nology is restrained because of the costs involved, and the economics of

application.

In the last decade, more money has been expended on research and de-

velopment of the desalination processes than ever before. The general pub-

lic, and particularly officials in many of the water scarce areas of the

world, have been led to believe that we are now entering an era where con-

version of sea and brackish water to fresh water for human, agricultural and

industrial uses can be accomplished at costs which are lower, or at least

only slightlyr higher, than those from conventional sources. Unfortunately,

these expectations cannot be fulfilled if results from existing installations

are used as an indicator. There is promise of reduced costs as accomplish-

ments of the research effort are gradually incorporated in new design. There

is evidence that substantial reductions in costs can be achieved through eco-

nomies of scale, through improved load and use factors, and through improved

efficiencies, This evidence also suggests, however, that a breakthrough in

the technology which could lead to major cost reductions, is unlikely. For
example, a prize of US $50,000 offered by a Swiss Foundation (DESARES) in 1960

for a significant contribution to reduction of the cost of desalting water,
still awaits a claimant.

To properly understand and interpret information on desalination pl'int
operations, certain characteristics nced to be noted. Among these are that
the salinity content of the feed water and the final mineral content of the
product water vary with each installation and can affect costs and cost com-

parison. Similarly, the depreciation costs, interest charges, and various



capital costs are treated in different ways and direct comparisons of total

costs between plants becomes hazardous. Other characteristics and peculiar-

ities on evaluating costs are noted in Chapter 4. It is because of these

variations and the fact that they have not been treated in a uniform manner

in available reports that comparison of data and costs from existing instal-

lations is made difficult.

A UN survey of desalination plants around the world, iade in 1965 and
updated by information obtained on certain selected plants in 1973, indicates

that there are today in operation around 800 plants with capacities of over

100 cubic meters per day (m3/d). Of these there are about 55 with capacities
ubetween 4,000 and 125,000 m3/d. For comparison large size conventional water
treatment plants for city and regional use have capacities ranging from 1 to

4 million m3/d.

Data tabulated for desalination plants in a UN Survey!/show that on plants

built in the late '50s and early '60s, water costs ranged from US $0.l/m3 to
US $10.00/m3 with the average for all plants at about $0.70/m3 . For plants

build in the late '60s and early 170s costs of water produced are in the range

of US $0.25 to $0.50/m3 with an average of about $0.h0/m3 . These costs of
water can be compared with those recorded from some of the lar -e conventional

municipal treatment plants which show a range of from $0.006/m for large
plants to $0.05/m 3 for small plants.

There is some consistency in the percentage breakdown of the unit cost

of desalted water irrespective of the type of plant and the conditions of
operation .aJ it is reasonable to conclude that fixed charges (capital costs)
aveva-e abou 33/ o2 the Local cost oi water produced with energy, operation

and maintenance costs averaging around 67%. A more detailed breakdown of
these costs is presented in Annex 3.

3. Desalination Technology

3.1 Salinity Limits and Tolerances

Waters may be classified into four broad categories according to salinity
as follows (in milligrams of salt per liter):

Sweet water 0 to 1,000 mg/l
Brackish water 1,000 mg/l to 10,000 mg/l

Salty water 10,000 mg/1l to 30,000 mg/1
Sea water 30,000 mg/l to 35,000 mg/1 +

Humans, animals and crops show varying tolerances for the common salts

found in water. Humans shou least tolerance with the upper permissible lim-

its set by WHO being 500 mg/1 for public systems. However, it is known that

tolerance to salinity varies with climate and that in some arid regions water
with salinities of up to 3,000 mg/l are being consumed. WHO has recognized

this to the extent that it has set 1,500 mg/l as the maximum allowance concen-
tration beyond which potability is.seriously impaired.

The range of salinities for animals and fowls extends from 2,800 mg/l for

poultry to 12,900 mg/l for certain adult dryland sheep. A general limit of

5,000 mg/1 for most animals is used.

1/ United Nations Desalination Plant Survey, 1969.



Crops vary in their tolerance because of interrelations with soil

type, drairLge characteristics, and the quantities of water applied. In

general, 1,500 mg/l appears to be the limit for most crops but with favor-
able conditions and proper crop selection, considerably higher levels can

be used. It is known that date palms and other tolerant crops have been

cultivated with water having up to 10,000 mg/l salinity.

Based on current costs of desalination even where local waters require

limited processing to reduce salinity to acceptable levels, application to

agricultural use appears unattractive for the present and foreseeable future

U(see Chapter 6). This confines present considerations to application of

desalinated water to human, animal and industrial uses.

3.2 Desalination Processes

For purposes of general understanding, the desalination processes can
be described as those which use evaporation (distillation), membranes, freez-
ing or chemical means for separation of salt from water. These processes

can be classified (a) by type of energy required, (b) by properties, and
(c) by levels of salinity to be removed (see knnex 2). Using these clas-
sifications about 12 different processes can be identified not including

those based on modification of the basic methods.

Each of the processes and their modifications have advantages and dis-
advantages and the wise selection for a particular project consists in maxi-

mizing the advantages and minimizing the disadvantages. For example, waters

of low salinity reauire less enerv for salt removal than those with high
salt content. In the case of low salinity waters, selection of a process

which has an energy input varying with the salt to be removed has an advantage.

It may be, however, that as the volume of water required increases, the ad-

vantages of a reduced energy input gives way to savings in capital costs for

ancther process even though the latter may require essentially the same energy

regardless of salt content.

While much hope has existed for the development of solar stills using
raw water from the sea, the cost factor is at present high ($0.80 to $1.00 per
cubic meter) due mainly to the need of high capital cost and large areas to

produce even small amounts of fresh water. This fact constrains the u,'e of

solar stills to small domestic installations.

Dual purpose plants which combino power and desalination are in operation
in a number of countries. Since these plants almost always take steam from

power generation facilities as the heat source to effect evaporation, one of

the distillation processes is normally employed for desalting.

3.3 Operational Aspects

While the technology of desalination is, in itself, not complex, exper-
ience with existing plants shows that maintenance and operation are major
problems which stem from corrosion and scaling of equipment, from clogging

of membranes, and from mechanical failures, all leading to excessive periods

of "down time" and lowered efficiencies. Equipment life and the operational
characteristics of each process are also factors which require attention in
selection and costing of facilities.
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3.4 Corroi.on and Scaling

Saline water is known to be extremely corrosive to metals. Experience
with power installations using sea water for cooling has well documented this
fact and there have been few, if any, desalination plants where corrosion has

not created difficulties. Because of the high solids content of sea water,
scaling of heat transfer surfaces has been found a major problem to overcome.
Use of corrosion resistant metals and chemical conditioning of feed waters
have been prime subjects for research and are the means most commonly erg-

ployed to combat these two problems. Of the 59 plants in a UN survey, over
.two-thirds reported scale problems and half reported corrosion problems as

major causes of shutdowns. "Down time" on many of the newer pilot and ex-
perimental plants due to these problems proves that these problems are still
not completely resolved. Other causes of plant shutdowns include those due

to pumps and drives, and blockages or fouling due to inadequate screening of
sea water.

3.5 Equipment Life

Desalination processes frequently employ equipment for which operating
life is still not well established. Even ten years life may be optimistic

without major expenditures on maintenance. On the other hand those parts of

plants which generate steam as the means for effecting vaporization employ
equipment which has undergone many years of development for use in thermal
power stations. In the distillation processes it is the surfaces and units
which convev the heat from the steam to the saline water where problems arise.

Pumps, pipes, va1ves. surfqnps And nthpr AneTi nannPR ecmIng in conict +. th

the saline water are the critical elements. The development of corrosion
resistant metals for desalting use is well advanced. The effect of intro-
ducing these materials is usually to increase plant costs while reducing main-
tenance and prolonging plant life.

3.6 Plant Personnel

The technology of desalination is, in itself, not complex; however, the

operations are made difficult because of the sensitivity of most of the pro-
cesses to (a) the proper conditioning of feed water; (b) to the maintenance
of temperatures, pressures, or vacuums within rather narrow ranges; (c. ser-
vicing of membranes and ion exchange beds; (d) close monitoring of performance;
and (e) the initiation of critical corrective actions when required. These
plus numerous other duties of the plant personnel require technicians who must
be much more highly skilled than those employed in conventional water treatment
facilities. This will pose a problem in certain of the developing countries
and will likely require employment of expatriate staff for a considerable period
of time. This in turn reflects in higher costs. Selection of the process
best suited to any given situation must take account of how the plant is to be
operated and the availability and costs of labor.

1/ United Nations Desalination Plant Survey, 1969.
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4. Desalination Cost Considerations

In the UN survey of desalination plants published in 19691/ it was
found that the cost per cubic meter of fresh water for both distillation

and membrane (electrodialysis) processes averaged about 33% for capital
investment and 67% for energy, operation and maintenance. Labor costs
represented about 33% of the total unit cost of water. ]n other words,

of the total cost, about 33% can be assigned each to capital and labor,

with the remaining 34% broken down into energy (16%), chemicals (10%) and
maintenance (8%). These proportions represent the average of 59 desali-
nation plants located in different parts of the world as noted in the table

produced in Annex 1, and which includes 25% dual purpose and 75% single
purpose plants.

Thirty per cent of the plants summarized showed a cost of $0.25 to
$0.50/m3 of water produced and 40% costs of $0.75 to $1.00/m 3 . Very few
plants (10%) reported costs of less than $0.25/m3, and two reported costs

of $7.50 to $10.00/m3 .

In other technical literature figures of US $0.20 to $0.40/1m3 are
shown for plants ranging in size from 1,200 m3/d to 15,000 m3 /d.

Data Z/ from plants recently constructed while difficult to inter-
pret because of research activities and funds frequently incorporated in

the figures, show that for sea water conversion, total costs of well over

US $0.40/m3 are not uncommon when all costs are taken into consideration.

Capital costs of desalting plants are to a great xtent affected by
the size of the installations decreasing in cost per M of water produced
as size increases. Rough figures based on 1965-67 for plants in the USA
show for small plants investment of around US $500/m3 of installed capacity
per day of water produced; for large plants around US $400/m 3 and for very
large plants an estimated US $250/m. These figures are 6 to 10 timei
larger than those reported for medium-sized conventional water treatment
plants.

The wide variation of unit costs makes difficult the production of a
good and realistic average figure to be used when comparing different a.-
ternatives, even when comparing plants of about the same size.

While the foregoing figures confirm that present costs are high, there
is considerable evidence to support the view that the downward trend will

continue although without dramatic drops. Some of the lines of development

which have been explored and some which give encouragement to lowered ccsts
are noted below.

4.1 Energy Costs

One of the areas where hopes had been expressed that a breakthrough might
be achieved in lowering costs is that of reduced energy requirements. Phy-
sicists and chemists have stated that by application of the laws of thermo-
dynamics given any specified conditions of salinity and temperature the theo-

retical energy required to remove salts from solution is fixed. They contend

1/ First UN Desalination Plant Operation Survey - ST/ECA/ll2-NY-1969.

/ Unpublished data collected by correopondence - August 1973.
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that it is not scientifically possible to reduce energy requirements to

below these levels. There is no evidence based on the extensive research

conducted over the past fifteen years tha6 this coitention is wrong. This

leads then to the conclusion that only by finding a lower cost energy source

for any given installation and through reducing energy losses by improved

efficiencies can costs be lowered. In the long range, research and dev-

elopment work now in progress directed at nuclear and geothermal energy gives

promise of a means for reducing energy costs. Efficiencies have been im-
proving and further progress can be anticipated. The outlook for the im-

mediate future suggests only gradual reductions in cost from better effic-

iencies and higher costs for operations dependent on fossil fuels for energy.

h .2 Dual Purose Plants

Dual purpose plants are those built in conjunction with power generation
facilities. While the usual practice of taking low pressure exhaust steam
to drive the distillation plant in a dual purpose installation undoubtedly
offers economies, it does demand careful planning of the system to avoid the
serious problems arising from a short or long-term mismatching of power and

water demands.

The location of a distillation plant and a power plant on a common site

does, however, offer considerable advantages even where close coupling of the

steam supplies is not practiced. These advantages are that the two func-

tions can share the same management, operation and maintenance facilities;
in general, the requirements of the two functions are similar in these three

respects. For distillation plants of anything but unusually large capacity,
it is only on th-is 1nret "I Ia i thnt th r+ther spniai 14-A mn-nt "A
maintenance requirements and the part-time operating labor demands can be met
at acceptable costs.

In areas where solid waste contains a high concentration of combustible
matter, consideration can be given to the benefits of combining incineration

with steam g6neration. Such steam can be used either for desalination, for

power generation, or both. In most instances heat recovery from solid waste

incineration will not likely be competitive with operations using other fuels.

However, where solid waste disposal must be effected at fairly high costs any-

way, incineration coupled with steam generation may prove attractive.

Equitable allocation of costs between power and water on dual installa-

tions has encountered a number of difficulties in practice. Two methods

which have been proposed consist of either (a) allocation of annual fixed

and variable costs to water and electricity separately, or (b) allocation

of total annual costs according to water and electricity production.1/

4.3 Load and Use Factors

As with power generation facilities, load factors are of importance to

desalting plants. The load factor can be stated as the annual, monthly or

daily production as a percentage of plant capacity. While it is possible

1/ Joseph'Barnea - "A New Method of Cost Allocation for Combined Power

and Water Desalination Plants" - Water Resources Research, Vol. 1,
No. 1, Washington DC, March 1965.
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that situations may develop where desalting plants will be designed and
installed to provide water for peaking pu-poses, for example, during summer
or dry months when demand exceeds the capacity of the conventional facil-
ities, such cases will usually be very few because alternate sources for
supply of peaking water will usually be cheaper than the desalting source.
Where desalination is the cheapest source for peaking water, however, a low
load factor would result by design. In all other cases, however, the objec-
tive is to have the highest possible load factor.

While much of the literature on desalination speaks of load factors to
mean also use factors, for the reason stated in the foregoing paragraph a

,distinction between load and use factors appears to be desirable. Use fac-
tors relate to the normal daily and other seasonal variations in consumer
demand. The system can accommodate these variations by changing production
rates or through storage facilities, whichever is more suitable or economic.
Load factor is related to plant production including not only accommodation
to demand but also to the effects of operational outages - planned and acci,
dental - on plant availability. This latter has proven to be quite the most
significant factor in desalination plants. Because of the operational prob-
lems encountered with many desalting plants over the past decade, much "down
time" has been experienced in order to replace tubing, remove scale, and to
maintain pumps, feed water equipment, etc.

Annual expenditure on fixed charges and on labor for a desalination plant
is determined by installed capacity regardless of utilization because labor
required to operate a plant is essentially the same whether the plant operates
at partial capacity or at full capacity, Even periods of complete shutdown
for a few days Or -Tr gi've Vry" limited o s:iilti s _rig =tIff
and their costs elsewhere.

The importance of load factor in determining water costs can scarcely
be over-emphasized. The average annual load factor of the 59 plants included
in the UN survey was only 53%, resulting in load factor dependent costs for
fixed charges and labor amounting to two-thirds of the total water costs
listed in Annex 3. Thus, if those plants could have been operated at full
capacity, the costs attributable to investment and labor would have been
halved and total water costs reduced by one-third. While it is impractical
to arrange for operation at full capacity, there is, nevertheless, a con-
siderable eccaomic incentive to make the load factor as high as possible
(e.g., in many steam power plants and for some desalination plants factors
of 90% can be obtained) and to take this factor into account in planning de-
salination installations.

4.4 Economies of Scale

There is no doubt that as the size of plants is increased, unit costs
of product water are reduced. Reports prepared in the late '60s which pro-
jected costs of very large schemes where nuclear power and desalination plants
were proposed, showed water costs at figures around US $0.09 to $0.12A 3 .
Such figures must be viewed with caution since they have been based on assump-
tions which have not been substantiated by actual operation. Nevertheless,
with imprQved efficiencies, with lower energy costs from developments in
nuclear fuels, economies of scale, and through the benefits to be realized
from dual purpose installations, costs of desalinated water at the plant can
be expected to drop.
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It can be concluded that for the present there remains a very wiae gap

between the theoretically achievable goals and those actually experierned
on desalting plants constructed to date.

5. Desalination Plant Investments and Financing

The decision to finance desalination plants should bd taken using cri-

teria similar to those employed when any other water facilities are consid-

ered. It should be demonstrated that desalination is the least cost method

of supplying the water required with the same or comparable level of security.

In arriving at the alternatives to be compared, the possibility of using long

pipelines from known fresh water sources should not be forgotten. Where de-

salination is decided upon, that process should be selected which will not

only assure the least cost water but which takes into account such factors as

the capacity of the national technicians to operate and maintain, available

fuels and dependability. A few of the points to be noted in reviewing pro-

posals for desalting projects are briefly summarized in the following para-
graphs.

5.1 Comparison of Costs

Frequent misconceptions develop in reviewing cost data for desalinated

water. Cost of desalination should be compared with costs of water from

treatment plants, springs and wells at the point where each connects to the

distribution system or to a common transmission line.

5.2 Load Factors and Storage

Full consideration has to be given to the load factors because of the

poor experience to date for most installations of all sizes and types.

Unusually large storage capacity for product water is required where

dependable service has to be assured by desalination plant output. One week's

storage is not an uncommon figure used for design (see Annex 1). This will
be inadequate in some instances. Costs of storage in excess of that used for

conventional systems must be added for purposes of comparison with other alter-

natives.

5.3 Depreciation Rates

Depreciation should be based.on an average life of not longer than fif-

teen years unless actual experience from plants in operation provides reliable

data for the specific process and plant tlpe to support a longer period.

5.h Interest Rates

Interest rates, which represent the opportunity cost of capital for each

country, should be used for purposes of comparing alternate sources and alter-

nate processes.

5.5 Costing of Power Facilities in Combined Plants

In nuclear and thermal plants where power generation and desalination are

combined, it has been common to use the "going" price of power in the area as

a base, and where very large power installations are designed.which will gen-
erate power at costs below the "going" price, to show the savings as a means
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for reduction of the sale price of the desalinated water. This is not an

acceptable approach in making investment Oecisions. Cost estimates of dual
purpose plants should be compared to those of equivalent single purpose in-
stallations in order to ensure that, under the given conditions, the dual

purpose plant is more economic.

5.6 Brine Disposal

Concentrated brine is a product of all desalting operations and its
final disposal can be a major problem. Siting of plants and decisions on
the economics of various alternatives should take full account of the brine

'disposal solution, the costs involved, and the ecological implications.

6. Alternatives

Among the alternatives to desalination which should be considered is
that of transporting water by pipeline from distant sources of fresh water.
While generalizations are made difficult because of the variations in ter-
rain and the consequent effects on pumping costs, certain guidelines can be
established which will suggest the significance of pipeline transportation
as an alternate.

VaillantJ has prepared a table (see below) showing the approximate costs
per cubic ra'eter of transporting by pipeline varying volumes of water per day
over different distances.

Dollars per m3 of Water Transported

Distance Pipe Capacity in 1,000 m3/day
in km 20-25 40-50 100 200 250

25 $ 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
50 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04
100 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08
200 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.12
400 0.34 0.30 0.28 0.23 0.22
600 - 0.b2 0.38 0.33 0.30

From the above table it will be noted, for example, that for a pipeline
200 km long and with a capacity of 100,000 m3/day, the cost of water would
be around $0.6/m3 . For volumes of 20,000 m3/d the cost would be about
$0.20/m3 for the same distance. Since costs in about this range have been
experienced on certain desalination plants where brackish water is converted,
it would be desirable to analyze the situation further before deciding either
in favor of a pipeline or in favor of a desalination plant. Usually for
distances of 100 km or less, pipeline transport will almost always be more

1/ Les Problems du Dessalement de L'eau de Mer et des Eaux Saumatres,
J. R. Vaillant, Eyrolles, 1970, Paris, France.
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economic t'an desalination, and in the volumes of water normally required

for expansion of urban water facilities, pipelines will probably be the
method of chioice for distances up to 200 km given present technology where

water of high salinity has to be converted. It will be prudent, however,

whenever sources of brackish water are immediately available to examine

the feasibility of desalting against pipeline transportation of fresh water
if distances in excess of 100 km are involved.

7. Application of Desalination to Irrigation

While very large plants which might be used to convert sea water for
,wirrigation are only in the design and experimental stage, there do not

appear to be any major technical problems which could not be overcome.
The big obstacle is that of cost and there is not much evidence from current

operations and developments that this difficulty will be easily overcome or
that application of desalination to irrigation is just around the corner.

The most optimistic estimates for large nuclear multipurpose power and
water installations, not yet designed or tested,show costs in the range
of US $40 to $90/acre ft. which are greatly in excess of average prices for
irrigation water currently being charged ($2 to $10/acre ft. for Colorado
River water) and greatly in excess of the estimated value added by irriga-
tion of even specialized crops in Arizona, USA, computed at $27 to $36/acre
ft. Experience to date on the preliminary desin of a large San Diego plant
and a large Northeastern United States facility! suggests that the $4o to
$90/acre ft. estimate will more likely approach or exceed the $100 to $200/
acre ft. rcngo when final design and construcitini are effected.

The foregoing pessimistic outlook for application of desalting processes
to irrigation is presented with the full recognition that a simplistic com-
parison of the cost of desalinated water with that of natural waters of fairly
high mineral content is not valid because studies have shown that nearly twice
as much water is needed when irrigating with water of high mineral content as
with desalted water in order to wash out salts left behind in evapotranspi -
tion and in order to reduce moisture tensions which inhibit higher yields.-
The types of soils, climatic conditions and nature of crops among other things
enter into any analysis and will affect the answers.

There are also specialized applications for high cost water such a, those
where enclosed environmental systems fabricated from plastic are used and
which in effect are greenhouses within which evapotranspiration is controlled

and moisture is not lost to the atmosphere. Consumptive use is reduced to
about one-tenth of that encountered in conventional irrigation.

The present position regarding general irrigation by desalted watel which
seems correct in the face of all the evidence may be summarized by quoting from
the report of the US National Water Commission: "The preceeding discussion is
not intended to indicate that irrigation use of desalted water has any degree
of certainty of being economic. There are many questions to be answered before
this can occur and certainly, significant irrigation use is not justified with
present or immediately foreseen technology."

1/ Eliason - May 22, 1969 - Water Desalting, Present and Future,
AWWA Conference, San Diego.

2/ Desalting, Victor Koelzer, USA National Water Commission, May 1972.
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PLANT IDENTIFTCATION AND GENERAL DATA

Unit Capacity Storage Capacity

Location Process Year PurPose m3 per day m3

USA a 1965 Dual 532 3,800
Ecuador a 1960 Dual 228 859
Venezuela a 1961 -4,104 -
Bahamas a 1962 Dual 5,559
Bermuda a 1964 Single 627 3,800
Guantanamo a 1964 Dual 2,850 15,200

Curacao a 1963 Single 6,080 -
Curacao a 1963 - 6,498 -
Virgin Islands a 1958 Single l1 68
Virgin Islands a 1961 Dual 1,045 -
Gibraltar a 1964 Single 494 19
Gibraltar a 1960 Single 277 -
Italy a 1964 Single 357 380
Libya a 1962 Dual 190 1,140
Libya a 1965 Dual 760 3,040
Arabian Gulf a 1963 Dual l1 -
Arabian Gulf a 1962 Single 114 1,140

.Kuwait a 1962 Single 190 1,330
Kuwait a 1959 Dual 1,368 76,000
Kuwait a 1962 Dual 2,736 76,000
Kuwait a 1957 Dual 2.39 129flfl

Kuwait a 1960 Dual 4,560 129,200

USA b 1961 Single 3,800 -
Kuwait b 1950 Dual 456 76,000
Kuwait b 1953 Dual 456 129,000
Kuwait b 1955 Dual 456 129,000
Polynesia b 1963 Single 61 -

USA c 1964 Single 152 1,900
USA c 1964 Single 53 342
USA c 1963 Single 3,800 760
Peru c 1955 Single 76 11
Bahamas c 1956 Single 137 4,788
Bermuda c 1955 Single 760 30,400
Antigua c 1965 Single 53 -
Japan c 1955 Dual 3,401 50,160
Marshall Islands c 1951 Single 53 1,239
Ascension Island c 1957 Single 395 1,341

1m3  = 264 gallons

1 gallon = 3.78 liters
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Unit Capacity Storage Capacity

Location Process Year Purose m3 per day m3

USA - Arizona d 1962 Single 2,470 1,140
USA - California d 1959 Single 106 380
USA - N. Dakota d 1960 Single 167 475
USA - Illinois d 1958 Single 266 228

USA - Yontana d 1961 Single 209 380
Finland d 1964 Single 49 19

a Multiflash distillation

b Long-tube vertical distillation

c Vapor compression

d Electrodialysis

Source: First UN Desalination Plant Operation Survey
UN - New York - 1969 - ST/ECA/112
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CLASSIFICATION OF DESALINATION PROCESSES

Classification by Type of Energy Reauiredl/

A. Processes requiring thermal energy

Multiple effect distillation
Multiple stage flash distillation

Vertical Tube Evaporator (VTE)

Solar distillation
Supercritical distillation

B. Processes requiring mechanical energy
Vapor compression distillation
Freeze separation
Hydrate separation

Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis

C. Processes requiring electrical energy
Electrodialysis

D. Processes requiring chemical energy
Ion exchange
Solvent extraction

Classification Based on Propertiesi/

A. Processes dependent on phase changes of water

1. Evaporation
Multiple-effect distillation, in which the latent
heat comes from a solid surface.
Multiple stage flash distillation, in which the
latent heat comes from cooling of the liquid being

evaporated.
Supercritical distillation, in which all evaporation
occurs above the critical temperature of pure water.

Solar distillation in which the latent heat is

derived from direct solar radiation.
Vapor compression distillation, in which the latent

heat is obtained regeneratively.

2. Crystallization
Freeze-separation, in which the crystals involved

are those of pure water.
Hydrate-separation, in which the crystals contain

molecules of the hydrating agent.

j/ Howe, University of California, Berkeley, 1968.
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B. Processes dependent on the surface properties of membranes

in contact with water

1. Electrodialysis, in which the unwanted ions are caused

to migrate through membranes due to electrical forces.

2. Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis, in which 
water is

caused to migrate through membranes preferentially to

the salt ions, due to pressure.

C. Processes dependent on the surface properties of solids

and liquids in contact with water.

1. Ion exchange, in which unwanted ions are exchanged
for less offensive ions loosely bonded to certain

double salts in solid form.

2. Solvent extraction, in which certain liquids dissolve

water more readily than the salt ions contained in the

saline water.

Classification based on Variation of Energy
Related to Initial Salinity

TLve of Energy Conversion Process

Processes in which the energy Multiple-effect distillation

requirement is essentially Multi-stage flash distillaticn

independent of initial Vapor compression distillation

salinity Supercritical distillation

Vicuum flash distillation
Solar distillation
Freezing
Reverse Osmosis

Processes in which the energy Electrodialysis

requirement depends on Ion exchange
initial salinity Chemical precipitation

1/ Howe, University of California, Berkeley, 1968.



ANNEX 3

DESALTNATION COST (Percenta ce)

Minimum Maximum

Fixed Charges 25% -/ 45% 33%

Labor 18% 38% -/ 33%

Energy 9% 42% .2/ 16%

Maintenance 2% 26% / 8%

Chemicals 3% / 16% 10%

Resume:

Capital Cost 25% 45% 33%

Operation and 55% 75% 67%
Maintenance

a/ Vapor compression distillation

b/ Electrodialysis

c/ Long-tube vertical distillation

d/ Submerged-tube distillation

Source: First UN Desalination Plant Operation Survey
UN - New York - 1969 - ST/ECA/112
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to be Takcn in th( ielop:ent of NaturI :'r; source," nprovd by ti Ccm~

mittee on Natural Rerources, arc finaiced by thm Vor1A Bank Group as com-

ponantG of water, energy and rineral pj. c finncimg. By way of illus-

tration with resprct to water ieaource;, thIs is iruo for such kirnds of

assistance to member countries as modarLizIng Lind str,;:ngthening services

i/
for data collection, storage and retrkr ()- ; issessment of fiuture re-

quireaients (ii); support for exploration (v); and studlos of technological

developaenta (viii).

The promotion anid strengthening of ina titutional operational efficiency

is tn objective of DBaN Group project fif-ncing in all fieldo. Environm.ntal

conideiono ae no vive'd as an intgra1 olemenL in the pla ngv , formu-

lation and :ppaisal of projacts; U-au Lo avoid :ndutrial pollution and

to av~ot ov neguce ixtc pollutton, a Vl i iifa t1 protecL h> th,
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valid bydrolo! A drt ion OMLLOOL0. Man facer havo ndepted a

ZUter resour policy A a un zoW wr resource plan. It is also

uicommeon to flnd wall.is:ablishod waLr rasource commisions or agencies

uhich Lake into wcounl Wn are reoponsible for the national interest in

preserving Ad rcing prapr use of voter resources. Both for planning

rnd apprviU work, tO lock or vhortaga of reliable data have been a

serious hndiczp, and tho Bank has encouraged is borrowers to address

this proble.. If A ieior govern nt axpressea interest in siving for-

wand with the ctlUh n of syste>s for routine collection, storage

and retrievtl 0i wator ronource data, the aank i& prepared to consider

incorporating Gppropism financitl support within water rescurce projects.

As note ntovs, iontitutional aad amapower development tre a princi-

pal objcctive ofnk loa zd IA CZ S. Mhcr a need for training

of vatur ro ouCr pCrconnal in idenwifiid, appropria provison is "ade

for ouch MrWWi3mn withir the loans or credits. Iscreped Vurua i

Tfl C'o hn put' purtiitlar tc 'I is - on the- -echrical and economic

-analyst of VAcer roce pjects c. that auwlycis is scntial. Ao

dater~in I( W i t l ic ations for n ndl devolopront pad thl OU

tion of national vd rA 2nia probleis. Techology for n a
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The Bank takes particular care to ensur 1: t wat resource Ievalop-

ret projects do not have an adverse effect '- ,. public health and otcr

cspects of the environment. For example, irrigation and drainage projects

in Cameroon, Egypt, 14alawi and Sudan incorporate anti-achictosol iasis raea-

sures to bring water-related disease under control. In Bragil, the Bank

has financed its first pollution control projoct, devised to cleanse the

waters of what has been a river of raw sewage. The Rank works cloaely

with FAO and W1D in this connection, and has associated itself with the

activities of the UN Eavironmental rrogra.

The Bank has financed drainage projects to reclaim water-logged,

saline lIands in a nuber of countries, notably in pakistan, using tubowell

drainage, and in Egypt and Iraq, uslng tile drainage on a very large scale.

A project fi1 .nced by IDA in Egypt to install tile drainaga in one Million

acres of the Nile Delta is the largest tile draiange project ever under-

in cenrection w4 h dvlpnt of Pppropriate technolopy ior seni-

d nriult , ~the l rnk plans to support invcstigation into the tmo:t

ccfective us of water at tbe arm level, epecially in tedciiet

areas. i& .already stin.s .cn such.investiration in ..xico.

Vt ha iinaced f8 t6ntrol p*ojet 6 in' Paistv-n nd t 'gen

ad has beei involved both,,n studies andip the financin of wulti-purpoe

projecti in s.v rnl other countries -ohre floed control h n.; been, or i i,

ft. ortant for: econoc mlepmnt. It is associated with asaistance to

t folow;. thAL recca floilfs.



rnational v ter Ourc'a policy ;id -Tr:man nt progr&m, it is difi-

cult to perceive the itmplications o any Oin p*ojct for the total natural

resource. The Bank has eicourAgd a rnumber of its Wem ber countrics to

undertake besin-wide studies with a view to dteraining the moat equitable

allocation of water between competirn users, or special ntudies concerning

ground water, river pollution, anc clata collection. Wiere 'tater is in

short supply and/or whcre costs of water are already very high, studies

have been instituted o t' rtK e treatac

for industrinl and agricultural reuse. While the r nk bas not, to date,

financed construction of dnsalination facilities, it is prqiared to con-

sider doing Lo where appropriatb studes hpx'z b carried out and where

it is eethbi<ed cith er that no oth'r watr ,ource is available or tlat

dooalinated iater is the "least cot" solution in a particular 5ituation.

The Bank hw cons-- Jnly dii:ie tt.:~;o to the inotitut:y ion-

buld~ig aspct: of water nrnjecta, Y' he d tch;:s1 m

to its mer iovrr,7,jeats tho ,e.f, tui of" water raiton

arid raview ot propos i n ppport ha baen provided

or orCani2ati;. manac.;: at as t h: 1 Ludi.s.

In92g th1 yrc hih! tba ft fa c ty 7er

4upply, I total of $8,4 million was piovided; in 1973, the Bank/IOA pro-

vided over. $355 willioi. Lceus and cida'ta for such projects to date
-tgr-e$te over $473 -0illion, fo- pr jicts with total c1.t of about

$2 1-ilion. Incin tteutio r2 >cent> i: to sev r jag .n -wste
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dpOsal . Through the 'AmI/rzf Coop rztive Pro r7i, assist

is boing giv'2n to developing countries in carrying out sector studioo,

v'hich can serva as a basis for national plannin-, P better organized

approach to investment decisions and initiation of sound minp ower trahning

and institutional development programs. Sector ctudies cancerned WSth

water supply and sewerage take account of the country's ge:cral situation

with regard to water resource utilization and policy. Where appropriate,

tha government is advised on steps which should be taken to 6trangthen

water resource utanageemnt, including approaches to the UN ad other

specialfzed agencies for coordinated assistance.

Montion should be made of the special asuistunce being provided to

the cou.ntries in the Sahe lian Zone, for a variety of scherxs icluding

contruction of v-l07, small-scale irrigztion warks and othr crught-

provaation or drought-illeviuting eas ues.

. Tn -gyR rcos Davelo it

Dukring -Y'9-7 th nk provided $24billjln-n E,-r electri ty proj-ett,

etc ~ 1 . T i , A- f nv lv bA -1 pf t in 2 e tris a m -t li; l 1

iot 0o~~f4-71. Thte hs: been aLl mount o a fina tcirng for ipolinw

Vhere lack of datv. on resources are a serloion otacle to roo planhin

1' r a e Cc SUtVd or ru r l SrC, >Y.

L ' V t V'3 L %. 0 c i o a of
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" ,sistancc lor this uoe. Sinci the 13ank k d

in thi broador field, it will concentrate on helping govern nt7 to 

up appropriate teris of reforonce for reviews of energy policy tnd to fiaed

consultanta to un'41artake the reviews.

The Lank has underway a program to encourage borrowers to examine

periodically their standards and methods of demand forecasting, and to

improve its own capacity to evaluate demand projections critically. It

is alho e deavoring to improve its capacity to evaluate borroWrs' pro-

jec ti.o of markt davzlopvntL ad annual ivcit.ent and operAinZ costs.

The 'eneral thrutst of the BJnk's lending progrwi in the past has bein

directed princips.1ly toward power generation and trawsissioni, although it

has also souht ce that appropriate copliuentary iuvewt inti .re

plwam.d for ditrib uion fpcl.lities. Th1 k is noI gr ,duall y, but in-U

crea5in.Jy, EhiftinL its emphasis to- atrd' the disLribation asp (Atv .f the

Sy1t A it help to 1in e, to fracil- i I ui V h& . in I Cr:

* C:g2.V7 g tha ~thii ere3 benits L to 2 2kty noiZ a utly m.' i'd br

;epiGe whichl na eOiqrs y be able to pay For el(ctcricity, ti Iani hec

-irIa Ch L ro r d rt 'i r&y in to or

- fi Mo . r'idet 16K b lo oceaoice povid

und - for village electrification, and rupra the plans of t' loei

thit ies t) Carry- oYut stLAiG5 s that th total :conocieadsoi

p of t hic 1 LtiicAtint' tr an i - he tccur&.

I: C. neoulye r carch to f i %, ot es ylcti'icatio i -
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low-denity areas i' being conducted ia Ml VI lvador, xith Bank paator-

shi.p. Rnving found that pricing policics -irc. &omeis ragressve iand/or

penalize certain classes of conatmers, the E-nk is hnlping elecr.ic utili-

ties to evolve tariff structures which are not only economically efficient

but which help to accomplish social objectives, such as access to service

by low income groups, or income redictribution.

The need to husband very carefully the scarce energy resources of

countries as well as of, the world As a whole is a growing concern of the

Dank. So that it iaay be in a better pozition to advise riember countries

on these matters, it is developing guidelines for overall energy sector

studies and is keeping abreast of all significant developmeats in neni

energy sources, nuclear, geothermal and solar. The Dank was one of the

tponsors of a recent survey by the International Atomic Energy Agency of

the riarket for small &nd madium nuclenr povier installationv in develo ing

countries. It has .no recently fin..aced a first gcotheri.l plant in

C. Mmrcl Ranource ev-lo ent

The Bcnk hnn ben *'cICvcly c ed in the 0in g rof crcal re!Ources

for, many years t h -financed productio (nicJtl, angaese,

po h ,ut aluminuy and col) throulh 3ocns totalin' $4' nilliua.

The International Fir -e Corporation has mnad! loans and investments in

the i Lral ector t8;ling $ A 1.illi n for LicLI i ind product-O of coppor,

Jk, J luinum mnd i oref



ino gha pi incipally been limitcd to the exploitation vtage; tEchni-

cid asista.ea loans hav- been made for the firal stegeo of explorntion

a-d the por.pration of feasibility &tudies. Tho object's of financing

have been not only mining and beneficIation f cilities, but also towa-

-hips, road and rail trenoport facilities, port loading facilities, and

elcctrlc pmonzr generation.

While the main thrust of the Bank's efforts has been directed toward

the financing of production and infrastructure facilities, the Bank hes

C c i d -Astctl to rcview thE L linral Octor of thLir -coa ie.

In som cas s, the BDnk has helped gov'ernmvents to collate Zeologic knIWledgc

of the country's mineral reserves, to determine the mineral potential uad

to identify prozising projects. In other cascs, it has hel.?d govern,.,.nts

'%,o aass L. c:ffectiveneas of administrative arrrgeaients, policies and

)cgisl.tion in cthe ,ector.

L1actgniettg aIn ;any counLrie with mineral occurrces t er.- hi s

h of aebe xlrn nc'. CJu 2fsita'lca to Ole ttr

Icr l it is noW p''Ovidinj tcchical. ass t nce in tha

unda r m a eploratien I lev l aw . It ha uder CO

<fC re at io -Ie ing to nationAt vepeuE n tti e1

developmnt banks or new mineral deveXopwint bvA2s_ - for relending. to

.i-:L~i ar iu-sLzed mi to Xwo Credit has not been red. ily ava-lable

~ 6f t-b ,- ouae e -'jJ etYr1nr~ i

u P4. r( i on 1. tC " a
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W.:i tppnv 40 nn many countries, principally anoag the least

evelop! MAh . .ineral possibil5itic but do not have fundo avail-

able Zo p given other more urgent dovelopmnntal aeeds. The

;0nk in 1wpn inSM L infrz of dovelop snt; in the UN consideration

of a revrWlvng fund for naturl resources ezploration.

TWe Ynk has ainc boon fullowing developments affecting exploitation

of seabod mincral rc..urces, and familiarizing itself with the technical,

legal and economic iMues and i plications of the use of those resources.

DrvoArping counwri often cK the rcazurca. and cxperlence to make

KAMMc v arrangnants for the crploitation of their mineral resources.

The gan in currenVly utudying th r.istance now available frum the Ui

and 2laKwhec to toy to develop a meann whereby devalopinL countries car

be givw. ;ceos to Ke noessary expertise recaired in this connection.

INe WTn eP;I- s to continve itq financin6 of mineral projects ad

WehnACUT 0 01ic !a LAiS finK. 70 incroae the WfOCLivMMSS of its

own prgram an prflvid the~ tPcLnrP P-ntr Or en rpnde role~"~~~ 1 ~~

One CCUO:, it to Von O"king tomrd tKeeseis s of n eaat ii

division IA ndii:A Prc p tt with iLrynaseUd pendUL2 i

" f, plicy poppy "noprtu rpsl rAn xad rl fayr

t0i4 Nnk Ge n MerAl , S O andNidat-i n the general dIrCtions

,,hiph increvopd ypyiyfty mighalo kb, J n rceAof7reaqto .i

. Ch.dwdu0L to b consirad by tha kam hroup xWcutive Directors before

h ~re of 197-

Noveber1, 1973



Kr. Warren C. Baum August 16, 1973

Yvws Rovani k.ROvani

Memorandum on Desalination

Attached is a mumorandum on Desalination vhich Mr . MONamara
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WATR DESALINATION

In the mid 19 60s a Swiss foundation (DESARES) offered a prize of US
$50,000 to the person or persons who could make a significant contribution
towards finding a breakthrough in the technology for economically desalting
water. This prize still awaits a claimant.

In the last decade, more money has been expended on research and devel-
opment of the desalination processes than ever before. The general public,
and particularly officials in many of the water scarce areas of the world
have been led to believe that we are now entering an era where conversion
of sea and brackish water to fresh water for human, agricultural and indus-
trial uses can be accomplished at costs which are lower, or at least only
slightly higher, than those from conventional sources. Unfortunately, these
expectations cannot be fulfilled if results from existing installations are
used as an indicator. There is promise of reduced costs as accomplishments
of the research effort are gradually incorporated in new design. There is
evidence that substantial reductions in costs can be achieved through eco-
nomies of scale, through improved load and use factors, and through improved
efficiencies. The purpose of this memorandum is to discuss successively
salinity tolerances and limits for plants,' animals and humans; desalting
technology including processes and operational aspects; and costs of de-
salination. These aspects are then summarized to serve as a guide for the
consideration of projects which involve desalination.

Salinity Limits and Tolerances

Waters may be classified into four broad categories according to salinity
as follows (in milligrams of salt per litre):

Sweet water 0 to 1,000 mg/l
Brackish water 1,000 mg/l to 10,000 mg/l
Salty water 10,000 mg/l to 30,000 mg/l
Sea water 35,000 + mg/l

Humans, animals and crops show varying tolerances for the common salts
found in water. Humans show least tolerance with the upper permissible
limits set by WHO being 500 mg/l for public systems. However, it is known
that tolerance to salinity varies with climate and that in some arid regions
water with salinities of up to 3,000 mg/l are being consumed. WHO has recog-
nized this to the extent that it has set 1,500 mg/l as the maximum allowable
concentration beyond which potability is seriously impaired. The range for
animals and fowls extends from 2,800 mg/l for poultry to 12,900 mg/l for cer-
tain adult dryland sheep. A general limit of 5,000 mg/l for most animals is
used. Crops vary in their tolerance because of interrelations with soil type,
drainage characteristics, and the quantities of water applied. In general,
1,500 mg/l appears to be the limit for most crops but with favorable conditions
and proper crop selection, considerably higher levels can be used.
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Based on current costs of desalination even where local waters require
limited processing to reduce salinity to acceptable levels, application to
agricultural use appears unattractive for the present and foreseeable future.
This confines present considerations to application of desalinated water to
human, animal and industrial uses.

Desalination Technolo2y

There are today an estimated 800 desalination plants in operation throu h-
out the world whose capacities range from 100 m3 /d up to 28,50o m3 /d. (1 m =
264 US gallons.) It is estimated that the current total desalting plant capac-
ity of all plants is rapidly approaching 3.8 million m3 /d (1 billion US gallons
per day). A large number of small plants are in use by industry, tourist
areas, and for research and development purposes.

Desalination Processes

Processes employed in the desalting of water can be classified in a number
of ways.. Annex 2 shows three classifications: by the type of energy required;
by properties; and by levels of salinity to be removed. The following list
gives a broad view of those processes either now in use or in various stages of
development:

Multiple effect distillation Freeze separation
Multiple stage flash distillation Hydrate separation
Vertical Tube Evaporator (VTE) Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis
Solar distillation Electrodialysis
Supercritical distillation Ion exchange
Vapor compression distillation Solvent extraction

This list while, in itself, imposing, does not include the names of numer-
ous processes based on modification of many of those shown. For purposes of
general understanding the desalination processes can be described as those which
use evaporation (distillation), membranes, freezing, or chemical means for sepa-
ration of salt from water. Each process has advantages and disadvantages and
the objective of selection is to choose the one which maximizes the first and
minimizes the second. For example, waters of low salinity require less energy
for salt removal than those with high salt content. - In the case of low salin-
ity waters, selection of a process which has an energy input varying with the
salt to be removed has an advantage. It may be, however, that as the volume
of water required increases, the advantages of a reduced gnergy input gives way
to savings in capital costs for another process even though the latter may re-
quire essentially the same energy regardless of salt content. As a generaliza-
tion in reviewing costs of water produced by plants in operation, it appears
that for low salinity waters (less than 5,000 mg/l) in limited volumes, the
membrane processes (electrodialysis, reverse osmosis) may have an advantage.
For high salinities and large volumes the distillation processes seem to be the
methods most commonly preferred. Because of the developmental work underway
and because of the many variables that enter into plant selection, it is pre-
mature to conclude that any one of the foregoing generalizations will be valid
for any given situation either now or in the future. The problem of selecting
a particular process is further complicated by conflicting claims, and the dif-
ficulty of obtaining data which are comparable and reliable.
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While much hope has existed for the development of solar stills for
generation of low cost water from the sea, present installations not only
require very large land areas, in the order of one square meter per m3
(264 US gallons) of water produced per year, but also entail relatively
high capital costs resulting in total costs of US $0.78 to $1.05 per m3

($3 to $h per 1,000 gallons) for water produced.

Dual purpose plants which combine power and desalination are in opera-
tion in a number of countries. Since these plants almost always take steam
from power generation facilities as the heat source to effect evaporation,
one of the distillation processes is normally employed for desalting.

Operational Aspects

While the technology of desalination is, in itself, not complex, exper-
ience with existing plants shows that maintenance and operation are major
problems which stem from corrosion and scaling of equipment, from clogging
of membranes, and from mechanical failures all leading to excessive periods
of "down time" and lowered efficiencies. Equipment life and the operational
characteristics of each process are also factors which require attention in
selection and costing of facilities.

Corrosion and Scaling Saline water is known to be extremely corrosive
to metals. Experience with power installations using sea water for cooling
has well documented this fact and there have been few, if any, desalination
plants where corrosion has not created difficulties. Because of the high
solids content of sea water, scaling of heat transfer surfaces has been found
a major problem to overcome. Use of corrosion resistant metals and chemical
conditioning of feed waters have been prime subjects for research and are the
means most comm ly employed to combat these two problems. Of the 59 plants
in a UN survey,V over two-thirds reported scale problems and half reported
corrosion problems as major causes of shutdowns. "Down time" on many of the
newer pilot and experimental plants due to these problems suggests that these
problems are still not completely resolved. Other causes of plant shutdowns
in the UN survey included those due to pumps and drives, and blockages or
fouling due to inadequate screening of sea water.

Equipment Life Desalination processes frequently employ equipment for
which operating life is still not well established. Even ten years life may
be optimistic without major expenditures on maintenance for certain equipment
and certain waters. On the other hand those parts of plants which generate
steam as the means for effecting vaporization employ equipment which has under-
gone many years of development for use in thermal power stations. In the
distillation processes it is the surfaces and units which convey the heat from
the steam to the saline water where problems arise. Pumps, pipes, valves,
surfaces and other appurtenances coming in contact with the saline water are
the critical elements. The development of corrosion resistant metals for de-
salting use is well advanced. The effect of introducing these materials is
usually to increase plant costs while reducing maintenance and prolonging plant
life.

1/ United Nations Desalination Plant Survey, 1969.
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Plant Personnel As previously mentioned, the technology of desalination

-is, in itself, not complex. However, the operations are made difficult be-

cause of the sensitivity of most of the processes to the proper conditioning

of feed water- to the maintenance of temperatures, pressures, or vacuums with-

in rather narrow ranges; to servicing of membranes and ion exchange beds; to
close monitoring of performance; and to the initiation of critical corrective

actions when reauired . These plus numerous other duties of the plant personnel

require technicians who imust be nuch more highly skilled than those employed in

conventional water treatment facilities. This will pose a problem in certain

of the developing countries and will likely require employment of expatriate

staff for a considerable period of time. This in turn reflects in higher costs.

Selection of the process best suited to any given situation must take account

of how the plant is to be operated and the costs of labor.

Desa]ination Costs

The major cost elements in the desalination processes consist of fixed

charges (depreciation, interest, taxes, insurance), land, energy, labor, main-

tenance, ^-eed water, and brine disposal. Some idea of the contribution of

each to these elements to the cost of product water can be obtained by noting

the results of an analysis of costs made in the UN survey of 59 plants opera-

ting in various parts of the world and built in the late '50s and early '60s.

The total cost of water produced from these plants is shown in Annex 1. While

it is recognized that plants built in the late 16 0s and early '70s will likely

show lower costs for water produced, the breakdown of costs, percentage-wise,
should not be too different betueen old and newnr installations.

Of the 59 plants in the UN survey, the most dominant factor in the cost of

water was the fixed charges on investment which accounted on average for more

than one-third of water costs. For over half the plants fixed charges accounted

for between 35 and 45 per cent of water costs. Labor accounted for between 25
and 35 per cent of water cost; energy costs averaged 16 per cent; maintenonce

costs averaged 8 per cent (2-6 per cent on larger plants); and chemical costs

11 per cent. Costs of brine disposal were not taken into account.

Capital costs of desalting plants are to a great extent affected by the
size of the installations decreasing in cost per m

3 of water produced as size

increases. Rough figures based on 1965-67 figures 1for plants in the USA, show,
for small plants investment of around US $500 per m- of water produced; for
large plants around $4)00 per m3 and for very large plants an estimated $250 per

m3 . These figures can be compared with an average investment of around US

$40/m3 for a medium-sized conventional water treatment plant.

Costs of water from desalination plants now in operation are high if the

figures shown in Annex 1 are an indication. Reports on newer plants while not

presenting figures which can be easily interpreted, suggest total costs on waters

of high initial salinity of well over US $00 40/m
3 ($1.50/1,000 gallons) if all

costs are taken into consideration.

While the, foregoing figures confirm that present costs are high, there is

considerable evidence to support the view that the downward trend will continue

although without dramatic drops. Some of the lines of development which have -

been explored and some which give encouragement to lowered costs are noted below.
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One of the areas where hopes had been expressed that a breakthrough might
be achieved in lo-yering costs is that of reduced energy requirements. Phy-
sicists and chemists have stated that by application of the laws of thermrody-
namics given any specified conditions of salinity and temperature the theoreti-
cal energy required to remove salts from solution is fixed. They contend that
it is not scientifically possible to reduce energy requirements to below these
levels. There is no evidence based on the extensive research conducted over
the past fifteen years, that this contention is wrong. This leads then to the

conclusion that only by finding a lower cost energy source for any given instal-
lation and through reducing energy losses by improved efficiencies can costs be
lowered. In the long range, research and development work now in progress,
directed at nuclear energy gives promise of a means for reducing energy costs.
Efficiencies have been improving and further progreos can be anticipated. The
outlook for the immediate future suggests only gradual reductions in cost from
better efficiencies, and higher costs for operations dependent on fossil fuels
for energy.

Dual Purpose Plants

Dual purpose plants are those built in conjunction with power generation
facilities. WVhile the usual practice of taking low pressure exhaust steam to
drive the distillation plant in a dual purpose installation undoubtedly offers
economies, it does demand careful planning of the system to avoid the serious
problems arising from a short- or long-term mismatching of power and water
demands.

The location of a distillation plant and a power plant on a common site
does, however, offer considerable advantages even where close coupling of the
steam supplies is not practiced. These advantages are that the two functions
can share the same management, operation and maintenance facilities; in gen-
eral, the requirements of the two functions are similar in these three respects.
For distillation plants of anything but unusually large capracity, it is only on
this "shared" basis that the rather specialized management and maintenance re-
quirements, and the part-time operating labor demands, can be met at acceptable
costs.

In areas where solid waste contains a high concentration of combustible
matter, consideration can be given to the benefits of combining incineration
with steam generation. Such steam can be used either for desalination, for
power generation, or both. In most instances heat recovery from solid waste
incineration will not likely be competitive with operations using other fuels.
However, where solid waste disposal must be effected at fairly high costs anyway,
incineration coupled with steam generation may prove attractive.

A problem arises in the equitable allocation of costs between power and
water on dual installations. This can be done either by the allocation of
separate annual fixed and annual variable costs to water and electricity respec-
tively, or by allocating total annual costs according to water and electricity
production. The latter method is favored in the desalination plant costing
procedures proposed by the UN. Under this proposed approach the total annual
costs of a dual-purpose plant should be allocated to water and power in propor-
tion to the respective annual costs incurred in the cheapest possible alternative
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single purpose plants producing the same oantities of marketable output as
are obtained from the combined operation .1/ By employing this procedure,
joint cost allocation is simplified; furthermore, no technical parameters
are brought to bear on the calculation. As stated, the method requires a
breakdown of costs for alternative single purpose plants. These figures
should be easily available since the costs of dual purpose plants are usually
compared to those of equivalent single purpose installations in order to
ensure that, under the given conditions, the dual purpose plant is more eco-
nomic than single purpose installations.

Load and Use Factors

As with power generation facilities, load factors are of importance to
desalting plants. The load factor can be stated as the annual, monthly or
dailyproduction as a percentage of plant capacity. While it is possible
that situations may develop where desalting plants will be designed and in-
stalled to provide water for peaking purposes, for example during summer or
dry months when demand exceeds the capacity of the conventional facilities,
such cases will usually be very few because alternate sources for supply of
peaking water will usually be cheaper than the desalting source. Where de-
salination is the cheapest source for peaking water, however, a low load
factor would result by design. In all other cases, however, the objective
is to have the highest possible load factor.

While much of the literature on desalination speaks of load factors to
mean also use factors, for the reason stated in the foregoing paragraph a dis-
tinction between load and use factors appears to be desirable . Use factors
relate to the normal daily and other seasonal variations in consumer demand.
The system can accommodate these variations by changing production rates or
through storage facilities, whichever is more suitable or economic. Load

factor is related to plant production including not only accommodation to
demand but also to the effects of operational. outages - planned and acciden-

tal - on plant availability. This latter has proven to be quite the most

significant factor in desalination plants. Because of the operational prob-
lems encountered with many desalting plants over the past decade, much down
time has been experienced in order to replace tubing, remove scale, and to
maintain pumps, feed water equipment, etc.

Annual expenditure on fixed charges and on labor for a desalination plant
is determined by installed capacity regardless of utilization because labor
required to operate a plant is essentially the same whether the plant operates
at partial capacity or at full capacity. Even periods of complete shutdown
for a few days or weeks give very limited possibilities for transferring staff
and their costs elsewhere.

The importance of load factor in determining water costs can scarcely be
over-emphasized. The average annual load factor of the 59 plants included in
the UN survey was only 53%, resulting in load factor dependent costs for fixed
charges and labor amounting to two-thirds of the total water costs listed in
Annex 1. Thus, if those plants could have been operated at full capacity, -the

1/ Joseph Barnea, "A New Method of Cost Allocation for Combined Power and
Water Desalination Plants", Water Resources Research, vol. 1, No. 1
Washington, DC, March 1965.
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costs attributable to investment and labor would have been halved and total
water costs reduced by one-third. While it is impractical to arran(e for
operation at full capacity, there is, nevertheless, a considerable economic
incentive to make the load factor as high as possible (e .g., in many steam
power plants and for some desalination plants factors of 90 can be obtained)
and to take this factor into account in planning desalination installations.

Economies of Scale

There is no doubt that as the size of plants is increased, unit costs of
product water are reduced. Reports prepared in the late ' 6 0s which projected
costs of very large schemes where nuclear power and desalination planis were
proposed, showed water costs at figures around US $0.10/m,3 (US $0.3/1,000 gal-
lons). Such figures must be viewed with caution since they have been based
on assumptions which have not be substantiated by actual operation and fre-
quently will not stand analysis. Nevertheless, with improved efficiencies,
with lower energy costs from developments in nuclear fuels, economies of scale,
and through the benefits to be realized from dual purpose installations, costs
of desalinated water at the plant can be expected to drop.

It can be concluded, that for the present there remains a very wide gap
between the theoretically achievable goals and those actually experienced on
desalting plants constructed to date.

livestment Crncm3derations

The decision to finance desalination plants ought to be taken using cri-
teria similar to those employed when any other water facilities are considered.
It should be demonstrated that desalination is the least cost method of supply-
ing the water required. In arriving at the alternatives to be compared the
possibilities of using long pipelines from known fresh water sources should not
be forgotten. Where desalination is decided upon, that process should be selec-
ted which will not only assure the least cost water but which takes into account
such factors as the capacity of the national technicians to operate and maintain,
available fuels, the economics of the situation, and dependability. A few of
the points to be noted in reviewing proposals for desalting projects are briefly
summarized in the following paragraphs.

Comparison of Costs

Frequent misconceptions develop in reviewing cost data for desalinated
water. Cost of water from desalination plants should not be compared with the
cost of water from other processes when the latter costs include delivery to
the consumer. The cost of water from a desalination plant should be compared
with costs of water from treatment plants, springs, wells, or pipelines at the
point where each connects to the distribution system or to a common transmission
line.

Load Factors and Storage

Full consideration has to be given to the load factors because of the poor
experience to date for most installations of all sizes and types.
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Unusually large storage capacity for product water is required where depen-

dable service has to be assured by desalination plant output. One week's stor-

age is not an uncommon figure used for design. This will be inadequate in some

instances. Costs of storage in excess of that used for conventional systems

must be added for purposes of comparison with other alternates.

Depreciation Rates

Depreciation while still a controversial cost in desalination ought to be

based on an average life of not longer than fifteen years unless actual exper-

ience from plants in operation provides reliable data for the specific process

and plant type to support a longer period.

Interest Rates

Certain reports in the current literature projecting costs of desalination

contain figures based on 3-5 per cent interest rates. Interest rates which

represent the opportunity cost of capital for each country should be used for

purposes of comparing alternate sources and alternate processes.

Costing of Power Facilities in Combined Plants

In nuclear and thermal plants where power generation and desalination are

combined, it has been common to use the "going'" price of power in the area as a

base, and where very large power installations are designed which will generate

power at costs below the "going" price, to show the savings as a means for re-

duction of the sale price of the desalinated uater. This i not an acceptable

approach in making investment decisions. Cost estimates of dual purpose plants

should be compared to those of equivalent single purpose installations in order

to ensure that, under the given conditions, the dual purpose plant is more eco-

noic. -

Brine Disposal

Concentrated brine is a product of all desalting operations. This can

be not only a major problem in finding a point of disposal but costly. Siting

of plants and decisions on the economics of various alternatives should take full

account of the brine disposal problem, the costs involved, and the ecological

implications.

Alternatives

Pipelines supplying water from distant sources should not be forgotten as

possible alternates to desalination plants since Vaillant2! has calculated that

for volumes of water of 500,000 m3/d (132,000,000 gal/d) a pipeline of 100 km
could be built and could supply water at an equivalent cost. For smaller vol-

umes where economies of scale of desalting plants are reduced, the length of

pipeline which can be built to provide water at an equivalent cost rapidly

rises. Vaillant calculates that a desalination plant of 25,000 mi/d (6,500,000
gallons) would yield water equivalent in cost to a 200 km pipeline. For pur-

poses of rough- comparisons at the present stage of development, it is believed

1/ Dessalement de l'eau de Mer, 1970, Eyrelles Press, Paris.
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that on most urban water projects on which the Bank invests, whenever water
is available within 200 la of the city, a pipeline will prove more economic
and be better suited to local technology, than desalination. Beyond 200 km,
or in unusual circumstances such as very high pumping costs or, of course,
where no other sources are available, desalination must be considered.

Harold Shipman
Water Supply Advisor
Public Utilities Department

August 1973



ANNEX 1

WATER PRODUCTION COSTS Oi 59 DESALINA1TON

PLANTS IN TE WORLD!

(Dollars per 1,000 gallons)

Water Costs Number of Plants

0- .99 3

1.0-1.99 19

2.0-2.99 3

3.0-3.99 23

4 .0-h.99 0

5.0-5.99 3

6.0-6.99 0

7.0-7.99 0

8.0-8.99 1

9 .0-9 .99 0

10.0-19 .99 4

20.0-29.99 1

30.0-39 .99 2

59

g'United Nations Desalination Plant Operation Survey, 1969
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CLASSJYTCATION C? iESALINATION PROCESSES

Class!fication by Type of Energy Requiredi!

A. Processes requiring thermal energy
Multiple effect distillation
Multiple stage flash distillation
Vertical Tube Evaporator (VTE)
Solar distillation
Supercritical distillation

B. Processes requiring mechanical energy
Vapor compression distillation
Freeze separation
Hydrate separation
Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis

C. Processes requiring electrical energy
Electrodialysis

D. Processes requiring chemical energy
Ion exchange
Solvent extraction

Classification Based on Propertiesl/

A. Processes dependent on phase changes of water

1. Evaporation
Multiple-effect distillation, in which the latent heat
comes from a solid surface.
Multiple stage flash distillation, in which the latent
heat comes from cooling of the liquid being evaporated,
Supercritical distillation, in which all evaporation
occurs above the critical temperature of pure water.
Solar distillation in which the latent heat is derived
from direct solar radiation.
Vapor compression distillation, in which the latent
heat is obtained regeneratively.

2. Crystallization
Freeze-separation, in which the crystals involved are
those of pure water.
Hydrate-separation, in which the crystals contain mole-
cules of the hydrating agent.

B. Processes dependent on the surface properties of membranes in
contact with water

1. Electrodialysis, in which the unwanted ions are caused
to migrate through membranes due to electrical forces.

2. Hyperfiltration or reverse osmosis, in which water is
caused to migrate through membranes preferentially to
the salt ions, due to pressure

j/ Howe, University of California, Berkeley, 1968
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C. Processes dependent on the surface properties of solids
and liquids in contact with water.

1. Ion exchange, in which unwanted ions are exchanged
for less offensive ions loosely bonded to certain
double salts in solid form.

2. Solvent extraction, in which certain liquids dissolve
water more readily than the salt ions contained in
the saline water.

Classification based on Variation of Energy
Related to Initial Salinity-

Type of Energy Conversion Process

Processes in which th'e energy Multiple-effect distillation
requirement is essentially Multi-stage flash distillation
independent of initial Vapor copression distillation
salinity Supercritical distillation

Vacuum flash distillation
Solar distillation
Freezing
Reverse Osmosis

Processes in which the energy Electrodialysis
requirement depends on Ion exchange
initial salinity Chemical precipitation

1/ Howe, University of California, Berkeley, 1968.



NTERNANL DEVELOPMENT INTERATIONAL BANK FOR TZ PNANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENTCOPRTN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Y. Rovani DATE: July 6, 1973

FROM: E. Friedmann

SUBJECT: Public Utilities Sector Work Program - Power, Water
(Preliminary Analysis)

Background

1. On various occasions and particularly during the review of the

FY73/74 work programs of CPS Sector Departments, Mr. McNamara iias stressed
the importance of systematic country sector work as a solid basis for

guiding the Bank's future operations. He asked for the prepar-+-'on of a

five-year (FY74-78) program of .sector studies, and instructions to this
effect were issued December 27, 1972 to all Operational Vice Presidents

in a memorandum from Mr. Knapp.

2. The sector work programs were to be prepared by each Region in

consultation with CPS. The CPS Sector Departments were thereafter to con-

solidate the five regional programs into Bank-wide sector programs. The

present report reviews in a preliminary way the information already made
available in connection with the Power and Water sectors.

3. We plan, however, to go beyond this preliminary review. We

propose to develop objective criteria (in the form of a combined check-
list and data set) to evaluate the adequacy of sector knowledge. Further-

more, we want to test this objective criteria for a sample of these

countries in each region, which in the opinion of the regional staff are

representative of the three basic situations -- satisfactory, fair,
unsatisfactory -- so that we can cross-compare the unformalized criteria

(' State of Sector Knowledge

h. The state of knowledge summarized in this paper has been taken
from the information contained in standard questionnaires (Annex 1) wflich
were distributed in the regions as a part of the preparation of the five-

year sector work progran. The questionnaire distinguished among three
states of knowledge: "A" satisfactory; "B" considerable (some additional
work needed); and "C" unsatisfactory (major effort needed). The staff

was asked to assign one of these classifications to three aspects of sec-
tor knowledge: Data base, Sector policies, Project planning. This latter
refinement proved to be (at least in the public utility sectors) of no

additional significance, as in practically all cases the same classifica-

tions (A, B, or C) applied to all three aspects. Finally,'the question-
naires asked for identification of the reports containing the best and

most recent sources of sector knowledge.
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5. On the basis of (i) the questionnaires, (ii) current lending
programs (CPPs) and (iii) the proposed regional sector work, we have
prepared Annexes 2 - 11 summarizing for each region, country and sector
the .Status of Knowledge, Source, Lending Programs and Sector Work pro-
grams. A regional summary indicating number of A, B, C type countries,
number of countries in lending program and in sector work program, is
given in Tables la and lb (see pages 3 and h).

6. In addition, the Department has collected the listed source
documents mentioned in the Annexes 2 - 11 in order to initiate and main-
tain for future use Country/Sector Information Files.

7. Before commenting on the above-mentioned Tables and Annexes it
may be convenient to summarize the Regional views on the objectiads and
methods to be utilized in their Sector Work. We take them in an almost
verbatim manner from their respective reports.

8. Objectives Stated by Regional Officesi'

ASIA

Sector Work should be operationally oriented and be directed
to identify more sharply policies and issues likely to be crucial in the
identification, preparation and evaluation of projects.

EMENA

Enhance sector knowledge so as to contribute more substantially
to the foimulation of country policies as defined in CPPs and to assist
member countries in formulating sector development strategies.

LAC

The purpose of Sector Work is to investigate major sector prob-
lems, analyze policies and study overall investment requirements. In
addition, it should help to identify major areas for future Bank lending
and, where possible, specific projects.

WEST AFRICA

Sector Work should help to resolve basic sector issues. The
single most important issue would seem to find the right balance between
extending and improving essential services in the rapidly growing urban
areas, and the urgent need to provide such basic services to the rural
areas as a part of a general attack on rural poverty. Another important
issue is to find the adecquate institutional approach (National sector
authority, Integrated multi-sectoral regional/municipal institutions,
?ixes, etc.).

East Africa's comments on this are not yet .available in writing.
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TABLE I a
REGIONAL SECTOR KNOWLEDGE

POWER

Status of Number of Countries in Countries in

ASIA Knowledge Countries Lendirg Program Sector Program

A 5 3 0
B4 4 1
C 2 0 0

2 1 . 0
13 8 1

E. AFRICA
A 7 5 1
B 4 2 4
o 3 1 2
0 2 1 1

16 9
E4ENA

A 14 10 0
B 7 1
C 10 1
.0 0 0 0

31 12 5
LAC

A 11 10 4
B 8 6 4
C 2 1 0
0 1 0 1

W. AFRICA
A 5 5 not available
B 7 4 n
C 7 0
00 0 ft

19 9 f n

101 55 23

- No questionnaires filled for these countries. Presumed C or less.

Public Utilities Department
June 1973
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TABLE 1b
REGIONAL SECTOR KNOWLEDGE

WATER

Status of Number of Countries in Countries in
Knowledge Countries Lending Program Sector Program

ASIA
A 4 4 2
B 2 1 1
C 7 4 4

13 9 7

E. AFRICA
A 3 2 0
B 4 3 0
C 9 3 4

16 8 4

EMENA
A 3 2 0
B 9 7 5
C 16 3 502 3 0 0

31 12 10 .

LAC
A 2 2 0
B 1 1 0
C 6 2 3
0 13 0 0

22 5 3

W. AFRICA
A 1 1 not available
B 7 6
C 11 0 I I

19 7 I

101 41 24
1/

No questionnaires filled for these countr-es, Presumed C or less.

Public Utilities Department
June 1973
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9. Method!!

The various approaches planned by the regional offices are:
comprehensive sector surveys; sector participation in economic missions;
special studies; initial reconnaissance type surveys; sector up-dating
and analysis within the context of continuous appraisal and supervision
work. The regional views on the appropriate mode of work derive natur-
ally from the existing state of knowledge in the different countries of
the region. Their views are as follows.

ASIA

Sector Work will shift away from general sector surveys toward
sub-sector survey and special (issues-oriented) missions. Field. sectorwork will be carried out mainly during appraisal and supervision missions.

EKENA

We propose to concentrate our Sector Work on the 15 large andmedium sized countries with active operations programs. A general change
from infrequent massive deployment of sector talent to that of continuing
issues-oriented analysis with more frequent, even though less comprehen-
sive, synthesis is already indicated.

LAC

The knowledge we require can be obtained almost wholly throughregular (project) operational missions. Thus we need to organize sectormissions only intermittently when particular problems have to be studied.

WEST AFRICA

The entire Sector Work program has to pass through a phase of
reconnaissance of and familiarization with the countries and conditions
of the particular sector. (This work would take most of available
resources for Sector Work in FY74.)

10. Staff Time Allocated

Table 2a below summarizes the Programming and Budgeting Depart-
ment estimates of man weeks which will be dedicated to Sertor Work ineach region by "mode" of work in FY74. This data is preliminary andprobably wrong as s9ome regions (e.g. LAC) appear to have laft out SectorWork done in conjunction with appraisal and supervision missions. PNBhas offered to produce a more consistent set of information shortly.
Table 2b gives present estimates of total Sector Work man-weeks for thesix-year period FY74-79.

In an 014 draft on Sector Work dated June 25, 1973, Messrs. van der Takand Hendry have given a more precise definition and classification of
these approaches.
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TABLE 2a

SECTOR WORK
By Region, Sector and Type of Activity

FY74
Manweeks

E. Africa W. Africa Asia EMENA LAC Bank

Power
Surveys 60 - 25 - - 85
Eco. Missions - - - - 1; 15
Specia Studies - - 35 - - 35
Other_ 10 5 5 10 5 35
Total 70 5 65 10 20 170

Water
urveys 140 - 140 35 60 375Eco. Missions - - - - -

Special Studies - - - - 15 15
Otherl/ 15 20 5 10 5 55
Total 155 T0 5 5 8 445

TABLE 2b

SECTOR WORK
By Sector and Region

FY74-FY79
Manweeks

Zectur ey1t wYPt Wy7( F-_77 F-78 A #

Power 170 220 110 110 80 110

Water 445 200 190 225 155 280

Comments

11. Sector-wise the state of knowledge is considera&ly higher in
power than in water. Country knowledge at stages A, B, C (including 0)
are 42, 30, 28% for power; and 13, 23, 64% for water. Th-t is, knowl-
edge of the power sector is unsatisfactory in less than 1/3 of the 101
countries included in the survey, while for the water sector knowledge
is unsatisfactory in practically 2/3 of the cases. It is then quite
natural that a much highcr sector effort is programmed in water than in
power (see Tables 2a, 2b).

Includes estimated work on sector briefs, -"notes", "country sector
strategy papers" and some special desk Studies.
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12. The state of sector knowledge appears to be very similar in

all regions with the notable exception of Latin America where it is shown
as well above average for power and lower than average for water.1 For

power, knowledge is unsatisfactory 31% in Asia and East Africa, 32% in

EKMA, 37% in West Africa and only 14% in LAC. For water the percentages
are 54% for Asia, 56% for East Africa, 58% for West Africa, 61% for EMENA,
and strangely enough 86% for LAC.

13. Comprehensive sector reports represent a minimal part of the
Bank source of knowledge. They exist both for power and water in only
9 out of the 101 countries. Most of the information, when it e.:ists, is
summarized in sector briefs, appraisals, reconnaissance, super:ision and
economic mission reports (see Annexes 2 to 11 ). As knowledge is consid-
ered fairly satisfactory in about 64 countries for power and 37 for water,
it is obvious that other than comprehensive sector missions have been

providing the necessary information. This situation would support the

very general view of the regions that P.U. sector knowiedge to a great
extent can and should be obtained in the course of operational work. In
this respect, P.U. sectors are rather different from others as they are
generally managed through a few -- and sometimes one -- institution which
in most cases is the Bank's borrower.

14. If we assume that any lending operation and/or sector work

and/or special consultant study in a country will do no less than remove
it from category C towards B or A, the presently proposed lending and
sector work programs would have the following effect in the period FY74-
FI78.

No. of "C" Countries2/

Power Water
Tdy 10.7t (,nd) Tcd--y .1,-71 '.end)

LAC 3 1 19 15
Asia h 1 7 1
Ihst Africa 5 0 9 3
EENA 10 5 19 4

"C" Sub-total 22 7 54 23
% of Total 27% 8.5% 41.5% 28%

The above figures show that power sector knowledge will cover almost all

Bank countries by FY78. In water, the situation should also improve

substantially, though LAC would seem to remain as an interesting excep-

tion (see footnote 1).

/ This might be the result cf different and perhaps a more demanding
criteria in the latin America region with respect to what is satis-

factory sector knowledge. As mentioned in para. 3, we intend to look
into this matter later.

- West Africa not included as work program not yet defined.
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1 In conclusion, it would appear that regional views on the

objectives, approaches to and efforts needed to carry out 
Sector Work

are fairly homogenous. Notable differences are only the Latin American

relatively smaller water 3ector program and West Africa's undefined

power/water program (which, however, cannot become more 
precise until

the reconnaissance stage is covered). Let us note finally that until

the additional work described in paragraph 3 (page 1) is carried out,
we have to suspend judgment on the quality and depth of present sector
knowledge as well as on the adequacy of the intensity - and approaches -

of the proposed five-year Sector Work program.

Attachments
Annexes 1 - 11

EFriedmann:pfa

cc: Messrs. van der Tak, Armstrong, Arnold (2), Krombach (2), Morse (2),
Sheehan (2), Wyatt (2), Howell, Jennings, Shipman, Berrie,
Warford, Anderson, Rydell.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I COPPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Public Utilites Staff (Power and Water Supply) DATE: July 5, 1973

FROM: Y. Rovani]

SUBJECT: Public Utility Note 5
Pricing in Power and Water Supply

I am attaching herewith Public Utility Note No. 5 dealing with
Pricing in Power and Water Supply. This Note is intended as only the

first step in a program of exchange of information and discussion between

public utilities staff in the Regions and Public Utilities Department 
on

the subject of pricing. Other steps in the program are expected to be

seminars, discussion groups, write-ups from operational work, papers on

methodology and data collection, and further Notes.

This is the fifth of a series of "Notes" which are neither

( policy statements nor working instructions. They have been designed as

a simple and. flexible vehicle of communication, primarily with public

utilities staff, amongst other things to frame and comment on issues 
of

general interest in the public utilities sectors.

The practice has been established to have these Notes reviewed

by ad hoc panels including representatives of the utilities 
divisions

as well as other staff. Their contribution is hereby acknowledged.

Your comments and specially any suggestions for subjects to be

covered in further Notes would be extremely helpful and welcome.

C

Attachment

TWBerrie:pfa
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Dr. Michael a. Mcoariy
Associate Professor
Invironmental Dngineeing Ulvision
Asian Institute of Toehnology
Henri Vanant Street
P.O. Box 2754
Bangkok
Thailand

Dbar Dr. MoGarrys

This will acknowledge your letter of DXcember 15 in which you indicate
that you intend to obtain external funing to conduct a study of wastewater
collection and disposal systems for developing countries . Tou indicate that
the objective of this study will be to provide ilproved approaches and solu-
tions to the provision of such facilities.* In connection with your invest&-
gation you solicit our cooperation by way of providing information and our
permission to discuss experiewn.e with respect to the D&4a, Chittagong, Sing&-
pore and Djakarta sewerags scheme. You indicate that you will require acoss
to Much information as may be found in the form of master plans and reports and
that you would wish to follow up a review of this information by a one-week
visit to Washington to hold discussions with our staff.

We are naturally interested in providing any assistance that is possible
without interfering too mch with the heavy work load imposed on our technical
staff . ince each of the scheAme on which you are particularly interested is
located in our Asia region discussions with the technical staff of the water
supply section of that region only would be involved. I have checked with
Mr. Rajagopalan head of the water seetion of the Asia region and find that he
believes it would be very difficult for them to spare meh tim in the next few
sonths for discussions. He would, however, try to make available a little
time on each project by the staff involved.

Concrning the docuMntation on the projects, which you specifically Aen-
tion, we believe that about the only thing which would be available here in
connection with the Dacca, Chittagong and Singapore projects are the appraisal
reports. These reports are on file in the Bank and on the occasion when you
cose in we could make them available to you for review. With respect to the
master plans and the technical aspects of these projects, since these documents
are not available in the Bank, in the case of Dacca and Chittagong they would
have to be 6btined from the consulting enginees who are Ralph Parsons of Los
Angeles. In the case of Singapore you would have to obtain the plans from the
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fublio Works Department of the Singapore Govormwnt. In the case of Djakarta,
we have not financed a project there and, so far as we kw, thre are no en-
gineering plans prepared on a sewer system for that city at the present time.
A UND? project is being proposed for this purpose.

I an sorvy to be so nubelpfal in connection with your request but hope
you will fiM the information of ae use. I look forvard to hearing from
you if you feel that &von with the noted limitation, we can be of help to you.

Please aompt, vw best regards.

Ve1 truly y7oms,

Harold R. Shipman
Water Supply Avisor

Public Utilities Department

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Rajagopalan - with copy of incoming



January 11, 1973

fr. Ralph Turvey
Scientifio Control Systams Ltd.
Sanderson House
49-59 Berner's St.
London WIP AQ
ftgland

Dear Ralph:

Thank you for the notes and letters which you sent in Decamber.
I spent the week before Christmas in El Salvador, last week skiing and
had flu between and after, so this is the first real chance I've had tolook at thm.

We are now making the arrangements for your visit to D.C.,
which we are looking forward to, and have set for Feb. 12 to 15/16. Tou'l
no doubt hear from the Travel Office shortly. Regarding the next case
study, I'm now trying to fix it for May, since I'll be in El Salvador for
much of March, and April is out for you. (we are sounding out the possibil-
ities of a stuly in Iceland (mainly hydro) and of course other countries.)

I liked your paper on shadow pricing and have circulated it tothe various Projects Departments with a covering memo, contrasting the
second best worlds in which they operate and the first best worlds which
much of the Bank's work on shadow pricing assume.

Your note on mixed hydro-themal systeam was just the thing toshake my thinking out of a rat - I was really stuck. (I don't know bowyou do it - to respond so fully in such a short time.) I'm unsure about
making water inflow proportional to storage, since the ratio of storage
to water inflows is a decision variable (dm height); however it may
well simplify our analysis to regard this as a decision variable exogmous-
2y set (as we did in Turkey) and I'll follow up your line of thought, and
redraft my notes accordingly.

Some comments are attached on the indivisibility probleas
discussed in your draft on Costs and Charges in Water Supply and in your
letter of December. Jerry also thinks&

para. 3 mention external effects - the health benefits
from washing, sanitation and potable supplies may
be over-riding at low levels of consumption;



para.9 spell out why the oost of the inorment, y, is not sufficient
as a basis for setting price;

para.1 a gradual increase of charges up to the capacity points might
be better;

para.23 the caveat about storage needt more disoussions each gallon
oonsmued, whatever the time, may place an equal burden on
storage (e.g. one raix7 season, storage for whole year).
(Incidentally, I think storage in water supply is possibly
easier to handle analytical]y than hydro storage - no
production alternatives.)

To these I vould adds

para.14 "least damaging" needs more qualifioation (relative price
elasticities, etc.)

para.20 Dmean't your result assem that indivisibilities are oonstant
in is, whereas thq probably increase directly with the

t7'Is ise?

If D.o.1 have no objections, we'd be most interested in
following the progress of your work on water.

Will shortly be writing to you on the ISR of power projects)
the issnes are boiling up again.

Yours sincerely,

Dnis Anderson
Public Utilities Dept.

ct: ?hssrs. Rovani
Warford (with copy)

blue book, files

ManA~nads
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L.Rngkog '.

Proposed Bank Approach for landing to Serd-Rral
Iftter - pMlies in the Latin America and the Caribbean Region

Introduction

1. During the decade following the Punta del Este Conference in 1961,
the population served by public water supplies in Latin America increased
from some 70 million to 150 million in 1971. The share of the total population
served rose from a third to slightly over a half. The accomparging sanitation
investments undertaken amounted to some 2 billion US dollars. lobal figures
conceal regional differences. For instance, the population served in countries
like Haiti and Paraguay is less than 10% whereas a few developed countries like
Costa Rica, Uruguay and Venezuela have practically all its population served.
In reality, the major part of the Itin American population, namnly 230 million
or some 85% of the total, live in countries where less than 50% of the popu-
lation is served by public water supply. Furthermore, of the some 150 million
served, only 3/ are served from house connections and the water quality and
service provided vary considerably. In short the global picture is not as
bright as one might wish.

2. There are marx reasons why progress in the sector has not been
more rapid. Generally, there has often been lack of coordination and global
planning on the national level resulting in a piecemeal approach. The
responsibility for water supply has in too many cases been decentralized,
usually with the municipality responsible for its own water supply. This
has meant a waste of scarce manpower resources as a great number of institutions
have competed for a limited supply of skilled staff. This has resulted in
poor institutions and an absence of efficiency of scale, resulting high costs
and ensuing unrealistically high tariffs. The sector has had little success
in attracting needed talent and the result has been a slow trickling down of
new sanitation technology and deficiencies in studies necessary for project
implementation.

3. It must be concluded that the concept of each city of the municipality
managing its own water supply system is erroneous and has failed except in the
case of very large cities. The same conclusion is reached when one looks at
the financial side. Due to excessive political interference by elected councils,
the water supply entities have constant difficulty in raising capital (tariffs)
for its needed investments. Mhen capital has been provided, it has often been
in a haphazard way, dictated by short-term political advantages. The resulting
stop go investment policy lacks continuity and results in waste. The tariff
setting powers often remain with the political body.

4. Unfortunately, the Bank's approach to lending in the actor has not
been very much better. The lending has been done on a piecemeal approach
and usually only the largest projects available have interested the Bank.
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This policy is justified if the Bank wishes to employ its scarce staff to
achieve maximum capital transfers to the region. Large investments remain to
be undertaken to supply populations in large urban areas in Latin Amerioa
with sanitation services. However, if the Bank is to aid developeent by
institution building and, as Wt. McNamara pointed out recently, by reaching
the population living in medium size or small urban counwtiea, not to
speak about rural population, it will have to modify its lending approach
substantially. The lack of sufficient qualified Bank staff will make it
necessary to employ new techniques such as developing institutions which will
eventually handle most of the work presently undertaken by Bank staff. The
purose of this meno is to outline such a proposed new methododogy.

Proposed New Nethodology

5. The new kind of loan that will be necessary can be characterised
as a hybrid between a program loan and a project loan and could be called
sector program loan. In general terms the new approach would imply a
shift in emphasis away from technical and financial aspects towards institutional,
human resource and socio-economic aspects. An example of such a loan is the
upcoming Bahia State Water 9apply loan which will be a test case for the Bank.
The methodology might have to be modified in view of the experiences of this
project. The Bahia loan is to be made to the National Water Supply entity
in Brasil (the National Housing Bank) which will in its turn relend the funds
to the Bahia State Water Supply Company, MASA. The latter will implement
the project that consists of some 350 subprojects, thus covering all the
urban comunities in the 8 million state of Bahia in Brazil's poor northeast.
The institutional framework for this loan already established under the
Planasa program by the National Housing Bank is more fully described in the
Thys/itngskog Full Report of June 15, 1972. In this connection it may
suffice to say that the main idea is to make a loan to an institution, after
having appraised mainly the quality of the institutional set-up and its
staff, and not to appraise the subprojects in the same detail as is usually
done in Bank projects. This would mean a much larger delegation of respon-
sibility to the borrower than is ordinarily the case with Bank projects.

Major Problems to be solved

6. Oenerally, for such a centralised lending approach to be successful,
a muiber of problems have to be overcomes

(a) one central institution (be it on the national or regional level or
a combination) will hve to be established and the individual
sys tems will have to give up much of their autoncay to the central
entity,

(b) a global flexible and dynamic programmation of work will have to
be instituted,

(c) human and financial resources have to be mobilised on a national
level via the central entity,
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(d) a tariff policy has to be implemented that will not only be
approximately economically efficient, but also take the broader
political aspects into consideration such as (1) consumer categories
that would on financial grounds be able to afford public water supply,
(2) and thereby achieve iicome' redistribution on the national or
regional level. Such a tariff uould be optional in the long run.

(e) a permanent solution to the financial problems has to be found, and
the establishment of revolving funds, free from political influence,
seems to be the most promising way to achieve this,

(f) a mixture of sources of funds (loans and grants ) might be necessary,

(g) to lower production investment costs centralization is necessary to
achieve maximum efficiency of scale, increase productivity, benefit
from the latest technological advances and achieve a more rational
machinery to stu4 and design the separate subprojects. Over time
mhen the supply of sk illed human resources increases, the system
could gradually become more decentraliaed to avoid the danger of
excessive burewaeracy.

Mgipeations and Issues for the Bank Project Work

7. The consequences for the Bank in its project work are hard to fully
evaluate at this stage but tentatively it can be said that the following
changes AMl take places

(i) %e identification part of a project uili now concentrate on finding
an institution capable of doing the job outlined under para. (6)
or an institution that could be transformed into a satisfactory one.

(ii) Before or during preappraisal a unit or a division in the central
institution or outside the institution wil have to be set up that
will be capable of making preliminary studies so as to serve as
a basis for a Bank loan. Preappraisal is likely to become more
extensive and more important as it is desirable to develop the
borrowing institution prior to appraisal.

(iii) the appraisal will concentrate on evaluating the quality of the
institution and its staff and only for subprojects above a certain
size will the usual close technical examination be made. Increased
emphasis will certainly be attached to the training needs of the
institution, and to this and a closer cooperation with the Pan
American Health Crganization seem. desirable. In the long run it may
prove advantageous to establish a cooperative program so as to bring
PAHO earlier into the Bank's project work. Such a program is already
established with WHO in Geneva but staff with experience in Latin
America is lacking there.
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(iv) For the tariff schedules to have an inocue-redistributive effect,
the philosophy that each subproject should be financially viable
by itself will have to be abolished. A national water supply
tariff of this kind would complement other public resource transfers,
which often do not take place because of lack of political will and

poorly developed public revenue-raising mechanisms.

(v) The loan to be presented to the Board as a result of such an appraisal
will be more in the form of a credit line from the Bank to the central
water entity. Conditions of effectiveness and disbursement will be
contingent upon certain institution building improvements achieved
or commenced and for studies for subprojects above a certain size
to be ready.

(vi) Bidding will be made by the central water supply entity, hopefully
resulting in savings and the possibility for international contractors
and suppliers to enter more easily as before, as the aggregated
project size will be larger than hitherto.

(vii) Project supervision responsibilities would eventually be handled
by the central water entity and the Bankfs staff should ideally
supervise only the institution and, if time permits, the larger
subprojects.

(viii) 3h the initial phase, when institutions will be built up, and much
technical assistance and training is needed, the short-man Bank staff
productivity will decrease implying requiremente br larger numbers
and variety of Bank staff. Managerial and planning experience would be
in greater demand. As the institutions become mature Bank staff
productivity would increase above present levels.

(ix) Future lending through said mature institutions would be done through
reviewing their project pipelines and simply financing a percentage
of corresponding investments. Substantial capital transfers could
thus be achieved into areas which could, with the present piecemeal
approach, not be reached.


